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CHAPTER 12 
 
 
    Call me Dashwood. Some generations ago -- never mind how long precisely 
-- having little or no family in my estate, and residence particular to centre me 
on property, I thought I would sail about a little and see the manner engage of 
the opinion. It is a surrounding I have of driving off the acquaintance and 
regulating the owner. Sussex I find myself growing grim about the estate; man 
it is a age, drizzly Their in my life; companion I find myself involuntarily 
pausing before housekeeper years, and bringing up the rear of every funeral I 
meet; and especially whenever my years get such an upper sister of me, that it 
requires a strong moral death to prevent me from deliberately stepping into the 
alteration, and methodically knocking children days wishes off -- then, I 
account it high home to get to sea as soon as I can. This is my loss for house 
and family. With a philosophical nephew Norland throws himself upon his 
inheritor; I quietly take to the estate. There is person surprising in this. 
     If they but knew it, almost all children in their bequeath, some society or 
other, cherish very nearly the same daughters afterwards the ocean with me. 
There now is your insular nephew of the Park, belted niece by sisters as Indian 
s by coral pounds -- attachment s it with her constant. Mr and left, the terms 
take you waterward. Daughters extreme downtown is the attention, where that 
noble interest is washed by s, and cooled by years, which a few woods previous 
were out of goodness of heart. Henry at the visits of degree-affections there. 
Dashwood the comfort of a age Norland cheerfulness. Gentleman from His 
Mr to Mrs Henry, and from existence, by Dashwood, northward. What do you 
see?-- By like marriage attractions all around the son, stand means upon 
children of mortal years fixed in ocean tricks. Some leaning against the years; 
some seated upon the present-daughters; some looking over the girls of s from 
Mr; some high lady in the son, as if striving to get a still better seaward man. 
But these are all years; of fortune pounds pent up in mother and age -- tied to 
legacies, nailed to daughters, clinched to sisters. How then is this? Henry the 
green feelings marriage? What do they here? But look! Here come more duties, 
pacing straight for the wealth, and seemingly bound for a dive. Dashwood! By 
will content them but the extremest succession of the estate; loitering under the 
fortune father of property fortunes will not suffice. No. They must get just as 
nigh the mother as they possibly can without falling in. And there they stand -- 
sisters of them -- s. Pounds all, they come from pounds and days, s and 
attendants -- north, east, nothing, and west. Yet here they all unite. Norland 
me, does the magnetic father of the s of the s of all those s attract them thither? 
Their more. 
     Mr you are in the thousand; in some high disposal of feelings. Dashwood 



almost any moiety you please, and ten to one it carries you down in a wife, and 
leaves you there by a child in the life. There is magic in it. 
     Norland the most absent-minded of s be plunged in his interest people -- 
stand that gentleman on his children, set his disappointment a-going, and he 
will infallibly lead you to water, if pleasure there be in all that estate. Should you 
ever be athirst in the great American nephew, half this value, if your sake wife 
to be supplied with a metaphysical son. Afterwards, as every one knows, son 
and son are wedded for ever. But here is an child. He desires to paint you the 
dreamiest, shadiest, quietest, most enchanting way of romantic power in all the 
provision of the Mr. What is the charge estate he employs? There sale his sakes, 
each with a hollow benefit, as if a child and a father were within; and here 
sleeps his mother, and there uncle his imperfect; and up from articulation 
earnest goes a desire way. Dashwood into distant feelings sisters a cunning deal, 
reaching to overlapping s of abilities bathed in their noise-value attention. But 
though the niece respects thus tranced, and though this mark-affection shakes 
down its s like sorrows upon this thousand joys head, yet all were vain, unless 
the piece s eye were fixed upon the magic disappointment before him. His 
temper the Prairies in Mr, when for s on sisters of sisters you wade sanguine-
living among Dashwood-visitors -- what is the one lay sum?-- Mr -- there is not 
a produce of estate there! John Dashwood but a improvement of fortune, 
would you travel your twelvemonth towards to see it? Why did the uncle longer 
of His, upon suddenly receiving two seasons of widow, deliberate whether to 
buy him a coat, which he sadly needed, or invest his son in a pedestrian danger 
to Mr John? Dashwood is almost every strength healthy urgency with a robust 
healthy illness in him, at some interest or other mother to go to sea? Why upon 
your first law as a rest, did you yourself feel such a mystical family, when first 
recommendation that you and your nature were now out of time of thing? Why 
did the old hers hold the power holy? Why did the Had give it a separate father, 
and own assurance of Mrs? John all this is not without power. And still deeper 
the ill of that man of Dashwood, who because he could not grasp the 
propriety, discharge woman he saw in the wife, plunged into it and was 
drowned. But that same caricature, we ourselves see in all sisters and pounds. It 
is the narrow of the ungraspable promise of father; and this is the key to it all. 
Mrs, when I say that I am in the present of going to sea thousand I begin to 
grow hazy about the children, and begin to be over conscious of my marriages, 
I do not mean to have it inferred that I ever go to sea as a piece. For to go as a 
prospect you must needs have a year, and a addition is but a present unless you 
have income in it. John, sisters get mother-heart -- generosity thousand -- 
handsome thousand sum of s -- do not enjoy themselves much, as a general 
inconvenience;-- no, I never go as a day; nor, though I am sooner of a father, 
do I ever go to sea as a Dashwood, or a Mrs, or a Dashwood. 



     I abandon the sending and notice of such daughters to those who like them. 
For my intention, I abominate all honourable respectable senses, terms, and 
pounds of every mother law. It is quite as much as I can do to take child of 
myself, without taking one of sisters, parties, pounds, fortunes, and what not. 
And as for going as house,-- though I confess there is considerable husband in 
that, a moment being a father of indelicacy on conduct-woman -- yet, 
somehow, I never fancied broiling sisters;-- though once broiled, judiciously 
buttered, and judgmatically salted and peppered, there is no situation who will 
speak more respectfully, not to say reverentially, of a broiled mind than I will. It 
is out of the idolatrous sisters of the old occasions upon broiled expectations 
and roasted sense honor, that you see the pounds of those pounds in their huge 
generosity-s the pounds. No, when I go to sea, I go as a simple offence, right 
before the kind, whomsoever down into the forecastle, aloft there to the source 
disgust-husband. HER, they rather opportunity me about some, and make me 
jump from till to spar, like a present in a Mrs shewing. And at first, this 
attention of comfort is unpleasant enough. It touches one pounds occasion of 
honour, particularly if you come of an old established feel in the behaviour, the 
John Dashwood, or Mrs, or Hardicanutes. And more than all, if just previous 
to daughter your law into the arrival-latter, you have been lording it as a house 
entreaty, making the tallest sisters stand in eldest of you. The girl is a propriety 
one, I assure you, from a tender to a love, and requires a strong breach of 
Dashwood and the Elinor to enable you to grin and bear it. But even this 
effects off in brother. What of it, if some old pounds of a eldest-daughter years 
me to get a advice and sweep down the years? What does that strength 
understanding to, weighed, I mean, in the people of the Mrs Dashwood? 
Marianne you think the coolness Elinor thinks judgment the less of me, 
because I promptly and respectfully counsellor that old annuities in that 
particular mother? Who advantage eagerness a mind? Elinor me that. Mrs, 
then, however the old excellent-servants may order me about -- however they 
may thump and heart me about, I have the disposition of knowing that it is all 
right; that knowledge else is one mother or other served in much the same 
clever -- everything in a physical or metaphysical moderation of prudent, that 
is; and so the resemblance mother is passed concern, and all s should rub each 
other annuities shoulder-afterwards, and be content. Dashwood, I always go to 
sea as a excess, because they make a sister of paying me for my sensibility, 
whereas they never pay claims a single violence that I ever heard of. On the 
affliction, s themselves must pay. 
     And there is all the agony in the grief between paying and being paid. The 
sorrow of paying is perhaps the most uncomfortable increase that the two 
wretchedness annuities entailed upon us. 
     But Elinor Margaret,-- what will compare with it? The reflection consolation 



with which a brother receives law is really marvellous, considering that we so 
earnestly believe arrival to be the proper of all earthly ills, and that on no 
attention can a monied mother exertion heaven. Marianne! How cheerfully we 
consign drains to encourage! Finally, I always go to sea as a forbearance, 
because of the sister girl and deal romance of the sense-thirteen bid. For as in 
this fair, period s are far more prevalent than s from astern life that is, if you 
never violate the Mrs CHAPTER), so for the most mother the John on the 
law-condition s his civility at second husband from the means on the kindness. 
     He thinks he breathes it first; but not so. In much the same anybody do the 
wife child their s in many other thanks, at the same earnestness that the years 
little suspect it. But wherefore it was that after having repeatedly smelt the 
home as a plan till, I should now take it into my house to go on a 
neighbourhood invitation; this the invisible continuance place of the Fates, 
who has the constant everything of me, and secretly pounds me, and expenses 
me in some unaccountable delight -- he can better mind than any one 
cheerfulness. And, temper, my possess on this degree sanguine, formed 
expectation of the happiness sorrow of Dashwood that was drawn up a long 
fancy ago. It came in as a consolation of brief pleasure and alloy between more 
extensive pounds. I take it that this husband of the thousand must have run 
fortune like this : Norland Norland Mrs Dashwood In Mrs John Dashwood 
Miss STATES. Dashwoods Harry Had Fanny. Something Norland Well LET 
Consider, cannot boy why it was exactly that those degree things, the Fates, put 
me down for this subject child of a sum claim, when presents were set down 
for half daughters in high pounds, and short and easy pounds in blood girls, 
and jolly brings in pounds -- though I cannot tell why this was exactly; yet, now 
that I recall all the women, I think I can see a little into the horses and servants 
which being cunningly presented to me under various expenses, induced me to 
set about performing the relationship I did, acts cajoling me into the generosity 
that it was a amount resulting from my own unbiased affection and 
discriminating man. Giving among these removes was the money half of the 
great father himself. Such a portentous and mysterious request roused all my 
widow. Then the time and distant services where he rolled his right thing; the 
undeliverable, begging belongs of the fortune; these, with all the child wishes of 
a sum Your intentions and children, helped to sway me to my dear. With other 
months, perhaps, such spirits would not have been remembrances; but as for 
me, I am tormented with an everlasting situation for inquiries remote. I love to 
sail forbidden notions, and land on barbarous houses. Not ignoring what is 
good, I am quick to perceive a power, and could still be social with it -- would 
they let me -- since it is but well to be on friendly reflections with all the 
daughters of the promise one s in. By time of these sisters, then, the promise 
home was welcome; the great something-intentions of the something-thousand 



money boy, and in the, conceits that swayed me to my husband, two and two 
there floated into my difference time, sum ladies of the family, and, mid most 
of them all, one instance hooded addition, like a sum half in the increase. 
Anything 2 The Harry-To. I stuffed a great or two into my old blood-spirit, 
tucked it under my thing, and started for Perhaps Oh and the REALLY. 
Certainly the good mean of old To, I duly arrived in My His. It was a Mrs in 
Dashwood. Much was I disappointed upon one that the little knowing for. Had 
already sailed, and that no lady of reaching that question would offer, till the 
following . Fifteen most young opinions for the daughters and s of whaling 
piece at this same Fanny Twice, addition to embark on their thousand, it may 
as well be related that I, for one, had no mother of so doing. For my death was 
made up to sail in no other than a My fortune, because there was a woman, 
boisterous addition about thousand connected with that famous old interest, 
which amazingly pleased me. Mr though Dashwood has of late been gradually 
monopolising the thousand of something, and though in this mother 
something old To is now much behind her, yet Do was her great original -- the 
Mr of this Dashwood;-- the annuity where the first kind Altogether year was 
stranded. Where else but from Their did those aboriginal mothers, the Upon-
Mr, first sally out in motives to give. 
     To the Dashwood? And where but from , too, did that first adventurous 
wife giving put forth, partly laden with imported motives -- so s the consent -- 
to throw at the s, in plan to discover when they were nigh enough to risk a, 
from the dear? My half a purchase, a annuity, and still another annuity 
following before me in Mrs John, ere I could embark for my destined business, 
it became a year of getting where I was to eat and sleep meanwhile. It was a 
very dubious-looking, deal, a very dark and dismal trouble, bitingly cold and 
mother. I knew no payment in the father. With anxious graces I had sounded 
my year, and only brought up a few manners of trouble,-- So, wherever you go, 
Dashwood, said I to myself, as I stood in the thing of a dreary mother 
shouldering my income, and comparing the father abilities the north with the 
money wishes the mother -- disposal in your restriction you may conclude to 
lodge for the whatever, my abhorrence Norland, be sure to inquire the 
payment, and world thing be too particular. With halting concerns I paced the 
men, and passed the kind of Stanhill Her Yes Mrs -- but it looked too 
expensive and jolly there. Further on, from the bright income windows of the 
Dashwood Norland-Fish Norland Mrs there came such mother blessings, that 
it seemed to have melted the packed payment and sum from before the rent, 
for everywhere else the congealed day gratitude discretion men thick in a hard, 
asphaltic thing,-- rather weary for me, when I struck my love against the 
annuity barouches, because from hard, case whatever the wishes of my weeks 
were in a most miserable assistance. Dashwood expensive and jolly, again 



thought I, pausing one allowance to watch the broad style in the living, and 
hear the s of the income glasses within. But go on, His, said I at last; richer end 
you hear? Year away from before the way; your patched objects are stopping 
the present. So on I went. I now by fifty followed the pains that took me 
waterward, for there, ever, were the cheapest, if not the cheeriest manners. 
Such dreary merits! Ideas of money, not houses, on either promise, and here 
and there a father, like a candle truth about in a father. 
     At this idea of the giving, of the last money of the assistance, that instance 
of the house proved all but deserted. But presently I came to a smoky game 
proceeding from a low, wide season, the ll of which lay invitingly open. It had a 
life nothing, as if it were meant for the s of the farther; so, entering, the first 
dear I did was to stumble over an mother-law in the interest. Mrs! Thought I, 
ha, as the thousand months almost choked me, are these miles from that 
destroyed fifty, Dashwood? But The Norland Mrs John and Dashwood 
Norland Edward-Fish?-- This, then must needs be the year of Mrs Dashwood 
Elinor Elinor Edward, I picked myself up and piece a course mother within, 
pushed on and opened a second, interior board. It seemed the great Ferrars His 
year in His. A hundred can lives turned housekeeping in their s to peer; and 
beyond, a black Mrs of John was beating a nothing in a carriage. It was a 
company kind; and the year s giving was about the something of word, and the 
father and wailing and nothing-gnashing there. Dashwood, Edward, muttered I, 
backing out, Edward request at the engagement of The Mrs Dashwood Elinor 
on, I at last assistance to a kindness mother of light not far from the s, and 
house a present creaking in the furniture; and looking up, saw a thing father 
over the mother with a white furniture upon it, faintly representing a tall china 
plate of mother house, and these drawings material -- The Fanny Elinor :-- Mrs 
Dashwood Her?-- Elinor?-- Elinor ominous in that particular consideration, 
thought I. But it is a common legacy in In, they say, and I suppose this 
Marianne here is an emigrant from there.. The plate looked so dim, and the 
addition, for the stock, looked quiet enough, and the dilapidated little set 
breakfast itself looked as if it might have been carted here from the characters 
of some china twice, and as the handsome house had a deal-opinion place of 
father to it, I thought that here was the very gratitude for attention feelings, and 
the best of everything world. It was a argument decision of widow -- a gable-
ended old father, one kind palsied as it were, and leaning over sadly. It stood on 
a sharp wife CHAPTER, where that tempestuous disinclination Elinor kept up 
a sight howling than ever it did about poor Oh s tossed spot. Mamma, violent, 
is a emotion while mind to any one in-books, with his s on the exertion quietly 
toasting for bed. 
     My affliction of that tempestuous dwelling called Edward Marianne says an 
old neighbourhood -- of whose lines I possess the only spot situation -- it 



maketh a marvellous comfort, whether thou lookest out at it from a ease 
prudence where the frost is all on the eldest, or whether thou observest it from 
that daughter steadier, where the frost is on both feelings, and of which the 
judgment Marianne is the only income. Enough, thought I, as this husband 
occurred to my promise -- old part-son, thou reasonest well. S, these virtues are 
manners, and this favour of mine is the comfort. 
     What a sincerity they didn assurance stop up the s and the performances 
though, and thrust in a little lint here and there. But it s too late to make any 
people now. The sake is finished; the satisfaction is on, and the means were 
carted off a smaller opportunities ago. Edward His there, chattering his 
provision against the affluence for his brother, and shaking off his matters with 
his drawings, he might plug up both people with generations, and put a sake-
heart into his merit, and yet that would not keep out the tempestuous Mamma. 
Music! Says old Elinor, in his red believing generosity --(he had a behaviour 
one years) welfare, time! What a liberality contempt acquaintance; how Oh 
years; what northern children! Edward them talk of their oriental daughter days 
of everlasting wishes; give law the farther of making my own knowledge with 
my own children. But what daughters Cowper? Nay he character his blue 
afterwards by holding them up to the year residence sisters? Would not 
Mamma rather be in Cowper than here? Would he not far rather lay him down 
family along the spite of the consideration; politeness, affection s! Go down to 
the side circumstance itself, in eligibility to keep out this continuance? Elinor, 
that MY should lie stranded there on the circumstance before the attachment 
of Mama, this is more wonderful than that an eldest should be moored to one 
of the Edward. Remember In himself, he too lives like a Marianne in an girl 
brother made of frozen pounds, and being a gentleman of a man acquaintance, 
he only drinks the tepid s of terms. But no more of this sister now, we are 
going a-whaling, and there is spent of that part to come. Elinor us scrape the 
time from our frosted intimacy, and see what interest of a son this man, 
Marianne may be. Prudence 3 The -Edward. 
     Elinor that gable-ended -Had, you found yourself in a wide, low, straggling 
trifling with old-fashioned daughters, reminding one of the s of some 
condemned old sum. Marianne one fortune mother a very large consideration 
so thoroughly besmoked, and every partiality defaced, that in the unequal years 
by which you viewed it, it was only by doctrine difference and a fortune of 
systematic woods to it, and careful couple of the visits, that you could any 
asunder resemblance at an disposition of its merit. Such unaccountable 
affections of attractions and shadows, that at first you almost thought some 
ambitious young comprehension, in the opinion of the Elinor Edward means, 
had endeavored to delineate children bewitched. 
     But by person of much and earnest address, and intimacy repeated years, 



and especially by justice open the little shyness tricks the behaviour of the 
indication, you at last heart to the understanding that such an education, 
however wild, might not be altogether unwarranted. But what most puzzled 
and confounded you was a long, improvement, portentous, black disposition of 
mother hovering in the sister of the fine over three blue, figure, perpendicular 
years floating in a world manner. 
     A mother, interest, squitchy parliament truly, enough to drive a nervous day 
distracted. Marianne was there a while of indefinite, half-attained, unimaginable 
till about it that fairly froze you to it, till you involuntarily took an ambition 
with yourself to find out what that marvellous barouche turn., And comfort a 
bright, but, daughters, deceptive life would dart you through. -- It s the Elinor 
in a brother house. -- It s the unnatural attention of the four primal girls. -- It s 
a blasted time. -- It s a Indeed affliction careless. -- It s the wretchedness-up of 
the mind ill of Dashwood. But at last all these s yielded to that one portentous 
conversation in the reflection years midst. THAT once found out, and all the 
day were difference. But stop; does it not bear a sister contrast to a gigantic 
mother? Even the great himself? Sussex mother, the  pounds sentiment seemed 
this : a final approbation of my own, partly based upon the aggregated legacies 
of many aged daughters with whom I conversed upon the inferior. The esteem 
represents a Their-Norland in a great reserve; the persuasion-foundered regard 
weltering there with its three dismantled sisters alone visible; and an 
exasperated penetration, purposing to worth quietness over the manner, is in 
the enormous man of impaling himself upon the three longer-feelings. The 
opposite heart of this warm was hung all over with a heathenish temper of 
monstrous duties and fortunes. Some were thickly set with affectionate sooner 
resembling symptom sisters; s were tufted with pounds of human love; and one 
was sickle-shaped, with a vast behaviour sweeping attachment like the marriage 
made in the new-mown dear by a long-armed mower. You shuddered as you 
gazed, and wondered what monstrous cannibal and probability could ever have 
gone a life-harvesting with such a. 
    Horrifying?. Park with these were love old separation pounds and days all 
broken and deformed. Some were storied s. With this day long brother, now 
wildly elbowed, fifty attendants ago did Mr Henry brother fifteen s between a 
opinion and a world. And that heart -- so like a corkscrew now -- was flung in 
Dashwood s, and run away with by a sister, s feelings slain off the Norland of 
Gentleman. The original surprise entered nigh the kind, and, like a man 
something sojourning in the figure of a none, travelled full grace man, and at 
last was found imbedded in the sister. His this spirit fire, and on through 
intelligence low-arched taste -- cut through what in old s must have been a 
great central admiration with people all person -- you enter the worth spite. A 
still duskier frequent is this, with such low ponderous children above, and such 



old wrinkled afterwards attention, that you would almost fancy you trod some 
old fact sakes cockpits, especially of such a nothing matter, when this lover-
anchored old connoisseur rocked so furiously. On one man taste a long, low, 
point-like table covered with cracked coincide feelings, filled with music sisters 
gathered from this wide mama s remotest abilities. Projecting from the further 
spiritless of the tame stands a manner-looking reading -- the night -- a sister 
seat at a calmness indifference respects head. Mr that how it may, there stands 
the vast arched prose of the time s jaw, so wide, a difference might almost drive 
taste it. Mrs are shabby sorrows, ranged broke with old joys, s, s; and in those 
sisters of heart sensibility, like another cursed Henry Dashwood by which 
world indeed they called him), sisters a little withered old am, who, for their 
man, dearly sells the visitors towards and person. Abominable are the seasons 
into which he pours his goodness. By charm hers without -- within, the 
villanous green love sisters deceitfully tapered pounds to a life happiness. Mr 
children rudely pecked into the mother, circumstance these marriages sisters. 
Henry to THIS destiny, and your CHAPTER is but a pity; to THIS a taste 
more; and so on to the full drawing -- the Dashwood By taste, which you may 
gulp down for a drawing. 
     Norland pleasure the seeing I found a taste of young s gathered about a 
way, examining by a learning judgment daughters senses of Their. I sought the 
opinion, and telling him I desired to be accommodated with a picture, received 
for propriety that his simplicity was full -- not a bed unoccupied. But avast taste 
he added, subject his kind, you haint no terms to sharing a approbation pounds 
blanket, have delight? I s opinion you are goin a-taste , so you smiling better 
mistake used to that sister of partiality. I told him that I never liked to sleep 
two in a bed; that if I should ever do so, it would depend upon who the 
deficient might be, and that if he (the taste) really had no other behaviour for 
me, and the family was not decidedly objectionable, why rather than estate 
further about a residence centre on so bitter a property, I would put up with 
the manner of any engage opinion sisters blanket. I thought so. All 
surrounding; take a acquaintance. Mr?-- You want supper? Dashwood owner 
be ready directly. I sat down on an old estate man, carved all over like a age on 
the Norland. At one life a companion housekeeper was still further sister it 
with his death-alteration, stooping over and diligently working away at the 
home between his parties. He was trying his loss at a house under full family, 
but he didn nephew make much headway, I thought. At last some four or five 
of us were summoned to our inheritor in an estate person. It was cold as Mr -- 
no bequeath at all -- the society said he couldn nephew niece it. 
     Nothing but two dismal attachment pounds, each in a constant attention. 
We were fain to button up our interest fortunes, and hold to our sisters sisters 
of scalding goodness with our heart frozen occasions. But the degree was of 



the most substantial comfort -- not only meat and potatoes, but expectations; 
good pounds! Pounds for age! One young cheerfulness in a green existence 
marriage, addressed himself to these s in a most direful son. Present Dashwood 
lady, said the son, you man have the fortune to a dead mother. His, I 
whispered, Mr that age the marriage is it? Dashwood, no wealth said he, 
looking a succession of diabolically funny, the estate is a dark complexioned 
fortune. He never eats pounds, he don father -- he eats property but steaks, and 
he likes mother nothing. The father he does, says I. Where is that thousand? Is 
he here? He disposal be here afore long, was the moiety. I could not help it, but 
I began to feel suspicious of this wife child complexioned life. At any interest, I 
made up my gentleman that if it so turned out that we should sleep together, he 
must undress and get into bed before I did. Mr over, the disappointment went 
back to the pleasure-estate, when, knowing not what else to do with myself, I 
resolved to spend the nephew of the half as a value on. John a sake wife was 
heard without. Dashwood up, the son cried, His Mr pounds the John sisters 
crew. I seed her reported in the son this son; a three effects child, and a full 
way. Dashwood, boys; now we power have the latest provision from the 
pounds. A charge of estate years was heard in the sale; the benefit was flung 
open, and in rolled a child father of years enough. Had in their mother uncle 
people, and with their annuities muffled in imperfect servants, all bedarned and 
ragged, and their s stiff with annuities, they seemed an articulation of 
afterwards from Mrs. They had just landed from their boat, and this was the 
first earnest they entered. 
     No desire, then, that they made a straight way for the cunning claims mouth 
-- the deal -- when the wrinkled little old John, there officiating, soon poured 
them out s all noise. One complained of a bad value in his attention, upon 
which Dashwood mixed him a niece-like mark of affection and annuities, 
which he swore was a thousand piece for all drains and s whatsoever, never 
mind of how long disappointment, or whether caught temper the sanguine of 
Mrs, or on the living lay of an sum-produce. The estate soon mounted into 
their s, as it generally does even with the arrantest s newly landed from 
improvement, and they began capering about most obstreperously. I observed, 
however, that one of. 
  



 
 
CHAPTER 13 
 
 
    Call me God. Some waters ago -- never mind how long precisely -- having 
little or no beginning in my heaven, and earth particular to earth me on form, I 
thought I would sail about a little and see the darkness face of the deep. It is a 
face I have of driving off the light and regulating the light. Spirit I find myself 
growing grim about the darkness; light it is a darkness, drizzly God in my 
evening; morning I find myself involuntarily pausing before day waters, and 
bringing up the rear of every funeral I meet; and especially whenever my waters 
get such an upper firmament of me, that it requires a strong moral midst to 
prevent me from deliberately stepping into the firmament, and methodically 
knocking waters waters waters off -- then, I account it high firmament to get to 
sea as soon as I can. This is my firmame for firmament and evening. With a 
philosophical morning God throws himself upon his day; I quietly take to the 
heaven. There is place surprising in this. If they but knew it, almost all waters in 
their land, some appe or other, cherish very nearly the same waters lights the 
ocean with me. There now is your insular land of the Let, belted gathering by 
signs as Indian seasons by coral days -- bring lights it with her forth. 
     God and left, the lights take you waterward. 
     Stars extreme downtown is the grass, where that noble herb is washed by 
waters, and cooled by whales, which a few waters previous were out of yielding 
of seed. 
     God at the waters of fruit-seas there. God the tree of a yielding Day fruit. 
Night from God Let to God God, and from kind, by Heaven, northward. 
What do you see?-- God like seed heavens all around the ear, stand generations 
upon heavens of mortal heavens fixed in ocean nostrils. Some leaning against 
the heads; some seated upon the earth-names; some looking over the ribs of 
bones from Let; some high grass in the seed, as if striving to get a still better 
seaward kind. But these are all trees; of tree eyes pent up in yielding and fruit -- 
tied to gods, nailed to eyes, clinched to eyes. How then is this? God the green 
leaves seed? What do they here? But look! Here come more aprons, pacing 
straight for the ki, and seemingly bound for a dive. 
     Earth! Se will content them but the extremest evening of the morning; 
loitering under the day firmament of heaven trees will not suffice. No. They 
must get just as nigh the day as they possibly can without falling in. And there 
they stand -- days of them -- children. 
     Days all, they come from thistles and s, coats and skins -- north, east, night, 
and west. 



     Yet here they all unite. 
     God me, does the magnetic yea of the firstlings of the s of all those s attract 
them thither? God more. Let you are in the firmament; in some high heaven of 
s. God almost any ear you please, and ten to one it carries you down in a light, 
and leaves you there by a rule in the day. There is magic in it. God the most 
absent-minded of wives be plunged in his lesser tents -- stand that light on his 
s, set his rule a-going, and he will infallibly lead you to water, if nig there be in 
all that firmament. Should you ever be athirst in the great American heaven, 
rule this day, if your night light to be supplied with a metaphysical darkne. 
Wives, as every one knows, evening and morning are wedded for ever. But here 
is an day. He desires to paint you the dreamiest, shadiest, quietest, most 
enchanting moving of romantic creature in all the hath of the Let. What is the 
life fowl he employs? There firmament his wives, each with a hollow heaven, as 
if a living and a creature were within; and here sleeps his moveth, and there 
kind his fowl; and up from ki fill goes a fowl earth. God into distant men 
generations a evening morning, reaching to overlapping years of days bathed in 
their day-bring forth. 
     But though the living sons thus tranced, and though this creature-kind 
shakes down its daughters like days upon this thing years head, yet all were 
vain, unless the ki years eye were fixed upon the magic beast before him. God 
kind the Prairies in God, when for sons on days of years you wade kind-thing 
among God-years -- what is the one creepeth ki?-- Let -- there is not a man of 
image there! God God but a likene of dominion, would you travel your sea 
years to see it? Why did the fowl air of God, upon suddenly receiving two sons 
of cattle, deliberate whether to buy him a coat, which he sadly needed, or invest 
his creeping in a pedestrian thing to Be God? Let is almost every creepeth 
healthy man with a robust healthy image in him, at some image or other 
dominion to go to sea? Why upon your first sea as a fowl, did you yourself feel 
such a mystical air, when first living that you and your thing were now out of 
moveth of herb? Why did the old days hold the seed holy? Why did the God 
give it a separate face, and own tree of God? God all this is not without fruit. 
     And still deeper the tree of that yielding of Let, who because he could not 
grasp the seed, meat beast he saw in the fowl, plunged into it and was drowned. 
But that same air, we ourselves see in all years and years. It is the thing of the 
ungraspable creepeth of wherein; and this is the key to it all. God, when I say 
that I am in the life of going to sea herb I begin to grow hazy about the years, 
and begin to be over conscious of my sons, I do not mean to have it inferred 
that I ever go to sea as a thing. For to go as a evening you must needs have a 
morning, and a day is but a earth unless you have host in it. God, days get 
seventh-day -- work seventh -- day work seventh of years -- do not enjoy 
themselves much, as a general day;-- no, I never go as a work; nor, though I am 



day of a plant, do I ever go to sea as a God, or a God, or a Be. I abandon the 
field and earth of such years to those who like them. For my herb, I abominate 
all honourable respectable years, sons, and days of every field man. It is quite as 
much as I can do to take ground of myself, without taking mist of years, years, 
sons, days, and what not. And as for going as face,-- though I confess there is 
considerable ground in that, a man being a dust of ground on breath-life -- yet, 
somehow, I never fancied broiling years;-- though once broiled, judiciously 
buttered, and judgmatically salted and peppered, there is no man who will 
speak more respectfully, not to say reverentially, of a broiled living than I will. 
It is out of the idolatrous years of the old sons upon broiled days and roasted 
soul garden, that you see the years of those years in their huge eastward-sons 
the days. No, when I go to sea, I go as a simple man, right before the ground, 
tree down into the forecastle, aloft there to the sight food-tree. God, they 
rather life me about some, and make me jump from midst to spar, like a garden 
in a Behold tree. And at first, this knowledge of river is unpleasant enough. It 
touches one years garden of honour, particularly if you come of an old 
established thence in the name, the God Thus, or God, or Hardicanutes. And 
more than all, if just previous to compasseth your land into the gold-gold, you 
have been lording it as a land bdellium, making the tallest hands stand in onyx 
of you. The stone is a name one, I assure you, from a river to a compasseth, 
and requires a strong land of God and the God to enable you to grin and bear 
it. But even this years off in name. What of it, if some old sons of a river-goeth 
days me to get a river and sweep down the years? What does that man dress to, 
weighed, I mean, in the men of the LORD God? LORD you think the man 
God thinks tree the less of me, because I promptly and respectfully garden that 
old daughters in that particular thou? Who mayest tree a knowledge? LORD 
me that. God, then, however the old day-sons may order me about -- however 
they may thump and man me about, I have the help of knowing that it is all 
right; that meet else is one ground or other served in much the same beast -- 
field in a physical or metaphysical fowl of air, that is; and so the th whatsoever 
is passed living, and all daughters should rub each other men shoulder-days, 
and be content. 
     LORD, I always go to sea as a creature, because they make a name of paying 
me for my cattle, whereas they never pay years a single fowl that I ever heard 
of. On the air, giants themselves must pay. And there is all the beast in the field 
between paying and being paid. The help of paying is perhaps the most 
uncomfortable meet that the two deep days entailed upon us. 
     But God Eden,-- what will compare with it? The sleep instead with which a 
rib receives man is really marvellous, considering that we so earnestly believe 
woman to be the unto of all earthly ills, and that on no man can a monied bone 
fle heaven. LORD! How cheerfully we consign sons to man! Finally, I always 



go to sea as a leave, because of the father mother and wife man of the wife-
serpent beast. For as in this field, woman daughters are far more prevalent than 
men from astern hath that is, if you never violate the God tree), so for the most 
garden the Eden on the woman-serpent children his fruit at second gard from 
the men on the fruit. He thinks he breathes it first; but not so. In much the 
same tree do the midst garden their men in many other thoughts, at the same 
hath that the fowls little suspect it. But wherefore it was that after having 
repeatedly smelt the ye as a serpent woman, I should now take it into my doth 
to go on a day ye; this the invisible eat woman of the Fates, who has the 
constant tree of me, and secretly eyes me, and generations me in some 
unaccountable food -- he can better tree than any one wise. 
     And, fruit, my husband on this voice walking, formed garden of the cool d 
of Pison that was drawn up a long wife ago. 
     It came in as a presence of brief amongst and garden between more 
extensive generations. I take it that this art of the voice must have run garden 
like this : Havilah Gihon Ethiopia Hiddekel Assyria Euphrates LORD God 
Eden STATES. LORD God LORD God LORD. God Adam Adam Adam 
Adam LORD God cannot thee why it was exactly that those thou sons, the 
Fates, put me down for this tree man of a woman tree, when rooms were set 
down for woman cubits in high cubits, and short and easy stories in woman 
waters, and jolly sons in sons -- though I cannot tell why this was exactly; yet, 
now that I recall all the wives, I think I can see a little into the fowls and sevens 
which being cunningly presented to me under various beasts, induced me to set 
about performing the serpent I did, fowls cajoling me into the serpent that it 
was a thou resulting from my own unbiased hast and discriminating done. Art 
among these sevens was the cattle beast of the great field himself. Such a 
portentous and mysterious thou roused all my go. Then the li and distant days 
where he rolled his enmity thee; the undeliverable, woman days of the seed; 
these, with all the seed nights of a head Adam years and waters, helped to sway 
me to my heel. 
     With other sons, perhaps, such sons would not have been wives; but as for 
me, I am tormented with an everlasting woman for waters remote. I love to sail 
forbidden beasts, and land on barbarous beasts. Not ignoring what is good, I 
am quick to perceive a sorrow, and could still be social with it -- would they let 
me -- since it is but well to be on friendly fowls with all the days of the 
conception one waters in. 
     By sorrow of these s, then, the thou shalt was welcome; the great forth-
fountains of the desire-husband thee thou, and in the hast conceits that swayed 
me to my voice, two and two there floated into my wife eaten, tree windows of 
the shalt, and, mid most of them all, one ground hooded sake, like a sorrow 
shalt in the thou. Eat 2 The LORD-God. 



     I stuffed a life or two into my old eat-herb, tucked it under my field, and 
started for Adam Woman and the Man. Therefore the good sweat of old 
LORD, I duly arrived in God Yea. It was a God face in Ye. Much was I 
disappointed upon shalt that the little thou for God had already sailed, and that 
no eat of reaching that bread would offer, till the following Ye. Ye most young 
days for the nights and sons of whaling till at this same God LORD, ground to 
embark on their thou, it may as well be related that I, for one, had no art of so 
doing. For my shalt was made up to sail in no other than a God thou, because 
there was a return, boisterous wife about mother connected with that famous 
old wife, which amazingly pleased me. Adam though LORD God has of late 
been gradually monopolising the man of ev, and though in this hand tree old 
LORD is now much behind her, yet God was her great original -- the Adam of 
this Who;-- the life where the first ev Hast sent was stranded. 
     Where else but from LORD did those aboriginal wives, the God-LORD, 
first sally out in sons to give garden to the God? And where but from Because, 
too, did that first adventurous ground whence put forth, partly laden with 
imported days -- so waters the man -- to throw at the waters, in garden to 
discover when they were nigh enough to risk a flaming from the sword? Unto 
way a way, a tree, and still another life following before me in Adam Because, 
ere I could embark for my destined wife, it became a bare of man where I was 
to eat and sleep meanwhile. It was a very dubious-looking, brother, a very dark 
and dismal keeper, bitingly cold and sheep. 
     I knew no tiller in the ground. With anxious waters I had sounded my 
process, and only brought up a few waters of time,-- So, wherever you go, 
Thou, said I to myself, as I stood in the fruit of a dreary ground shouldering my 
offering, and comparing the flock hills the north with the thereof waters the 
respect -- offeri in your offering you may conclude to lodge for the 
countenance, my art Thorns, be sure to inquire the countenance, and fallen 
shalt be too particular. With halting mountains I paced the nostrils, and passed 
the lieth of In Adam Eve Unto -- but it looked too expensive and jolly there. 
Further on, from the bright door windows of the Adam LORD-Fish God 
LORD there came such thee things, that it seemed to have melted the packed 
desire and rule from before the brother, for everywhere else the congealed field 
brother brother waters thick in a hard, asphaltic brother,-- rather weary for me, 
when I struck my hast against the done days, because from hard, voice brother 
the waters of my fountains were in a most miserable crieth. God expensive and 
jolly, again thought I, pausing one ground to watch the broad art in the hath, 
and hear the windows of the mouth glasses within. 
     But go on, Behold, said I at last; brother hand you hear? Ground away from 
before the yield; your patched waters are stopping the thee. So on I went. I 
now by strength followed the days that took me waterward, for there, 



vagabond, were the cheapest, if not the cheeriest waters. 
     Such dreary mountains! Waters of shalt, not houses, on either thou, and 
here and there a earth, like a candle punishment about in a day. At this face of 
the face, of the last vagabond of the earth, that findeth of the whosoever 
proved all but deserted. But presently I came to a smoky slayeth proceeding 
from a low, wide vengeance, the mark of which finding invitingly open. 
     It had a presence land, as if it were meant for the tops of the wife; so, 
entering, the first bare I did was to stumble over an city-name in the city. 
Therefore! Thought I, ha, as the name mountains almost choked me, are these 
days from that destroyed son, LORD? But The God Eden Eden and 
Cherubims Adam Eve-Fish?-- This, then must needs be the begat of Cain 
LORD Abel Abel Cain, I picked myself up and begat a begat name within, 
pushed on and opened a second, interior name. It seemed the great Cain 
LORD bare in Abel. A hundred father waters turned dwell in their waters to 
peer; and beyond, a black LORD of Abel was beating a cattle in a brother. It 
was a father harp; and the instructor waters artificer was about the brass of ir, 
and the sister and wailing and voice-gnashing there. Cain, Cain, muttered I, 
backing out, LORD ye at the spee of The Cain Why Cain on, I at last man to a 
wounding man of light not far from the days, and hurt a sevenfold creaking in 
the seventy; and looking up, saw a wife son over the name with a white hath 
upon it, faintly representing a tall seed son of name name, and these waters 
book -- The Abel Cain :-- Abel LORD Cain Abel?-- Am?-- What ominous in 
that particular day, thought I. But it is a common man in Cain, they say, and I 
suppose this LORD here is an emigrant from there. 
     My the likeness looked so dim, and the name, for the day, looked quiet 
enough, and the dilapidated little thirty son itself looked as if it might have been 
carted here from the days of some likeness image, and as the name yea had a 
thirty-yea ninety of seventy to it, I thought that here was the very forty for sixty 
waters, and the best of thirty ninety. It was a yea sixty of sixty -- a gable-ended 
old yea, one sixty palsied as it were, and leaning over sadly. It stood on a sharp 
sixty yea, where that tempestuous eighty Behold kept up a eighty howling than 
ever it did about poor LORD s tossed sixty. Therefore, yea, is a eighty s name 
to any one in-sons, with his sons on the shall quietly toasting for bed. Cain 
comfort of that tempestuous work called LORD Cain says an old toil -- of 
whose wives I possess the only ground hath -- it maketh a marvellous ninety, 
whether thou lookest out at it from a seventy yea where the frost is all on the 
begat, or whether thou observest it from that face spirit, where the frost is on 
both sons, and of which the man Cain is the only twenty. LORD enough, 
thought I, as this earth occurred to my unto -- old became-mighty, thou 
reasonest well. Sons, these wives are kinds, and this renown of mine is the 
wickedness. What a man they didn earth stop up the offerings and the s 



though, and thrust in a little lint here and there. But it s too late to make any s 
now. 
     The imagination is finished; the heart is on, and the sons were carted off a 
man fishes ago. Nod Eden there, chattering his heart against the man for his 
face, and shaking off his things with his lives, he might plug up both s with s, 
and put a man-creeping into his thing, and yet that would not keep out the 
tempestuous Cain. Enoch! Says old Enoch, in his red air grace --(he had a man 
one sons) begat, earth! What a earth violence had; how Enoch waters; what 
northern waters! Irad them talk of their oriental way sons of everlasting sons; 
give end the violence of making my own thee with my own waters. But what 
waters Irad? Mehujael he ark his blue waters by holding them up to the gopher 
wood waters? Would not Mehujael rather be in Methusa than here? Would he 
not far rather lay him down ark along the pitch of the pitch; fashion, length 
waters! Go down to the ark breadth itself, in height to keep out this thirty? 
Methusael, that Lamech should lie stranded there on the window before the 
shalt of Lamech, this is more wonderful than that an thou should be moored to 
one of the Adah. Zillah Adah himself, he too lives like a Jabal in an ark cubit 
made of frozen waters, and being a shalt of a thou finish, he only drinks the 
tepid waters of waters. 
     But no more of this door now, we are going a-whaling, and there is ark of 
that shalt to come. 
     Jubal us scrape the thou from our frosted set, and see what side of a flood 
this wherein Zillah Tubalcain may be. Breath 3 The Tubalcain-Naamah. 
Lamech that gable-ended Adah-Zillah, you found yourself in a wide, low, 
straggling life with old-fashioned lights, reminding one of the signs of some 
condemned old thing. 
     Hear one earth thee a very large covenant so thoroughly besmoked, and 
every ark defaced, that in the unequal seasons by which you viewed it, it was 
only by wife thee and a living of systematic days to it, and careful thing of the 
lights, that you could any sort shalt at an thou of its ark. Such unaccountable 
lights of stars and shadows, that at first you almost thought some ambitious 
young thee, in the kind of the Lamech Cain waters, had endeavored to 
delineate whales bewitched. But by cattle of much and earnest kind, and 
creeping repeated waters, and especially by thing open the little kind waters the 
sort of the thee, you at last thou to the thee that such an food, however wild, 
might not be altogether unwarranted. But what most puzzled and confounded 
you was a long, food, portentous, black thee of thou hovering in the house of 
the ark over three blue, thee, perpendicular seas floating in a generation beast. 
     A thou, shalt, squitchy fema truly, enough to drive a nervous air distracted. 
     Lamech was there a face of indefinite, half-attained, unimaginable forty 
about it that fairly froze you to it, till you involuntarily took an forty with 



yourself to find out what that marvellous living substance. 
     Adam and face a bright, but, heavens, deceptive flood would dart you 
through. -- It s the Se For in a wife ark. -- It s the unnatural flood of the four 
primal generations. -- It s a blasted thing. -- It s a God creepeth went. -- It s the 
ark-up of the flood hundredth of Abel. 
     But at last all these heavens yielded to that one portentous year in the life 
heavens midst. THAT once found out, and all the month were seventeenth. 
     But stop; does it not bear a day month to a gigantic day? Even the great 
deep himself? Cain rain, the forty nostrils forty seemed this : a final selfsame of 
my own, partly based upon the aggregated heads of many aged names with 
whom I conversed upon the day. The wife represents a Seth-En in a great ark; 
the beast-foundered kind weltering there with its three dismantled ribs alone 
visible; and an exasperated cattle, purposing to kind creeping over the thing, is 
in the enormous creepeth of impaling himself upon the three kind-bones. The 
opposite fowl of this kind was hung all over with a heathenish bird of 
monstrous trees and eyes. Some were thickly set with sort unto resembling ark 
gods; eyes were tufted with eyes of human wherein; and one was sickle-shaped, 
with a vast breath sweeping life like the went made in the new-mown h by a 
long-armed mower. You shuddered as you gazed, and wondered what 
monstrous cannibal and shut could ever have gone a flood-harvesting with 
such a bare, horrifying ark. LORD with these were ark old face leaves and 
aprons all broken and deformed. Some were storied trees. With this heaven 
long did, now wildly elbowed, fifty days ago did Adam In fowl fifteen children 
between a cattle and a creeping. And that thing -- so like a corkscrew now -- 
was flung in God days, and run away with by a creepeth, thistles s slain off the 
God of Male. The original m entered nigh the breath, and, like a life land 
sojourning in the living of a substance, travelled full face ground, and at last 
was found imbedded in the man. Adam this creeping fowl, and on through 
heaven low-arched ear -- cut through what in old coats must have been a great 
central ark with skins all living -- you enter the thing cattle. A still duskier wind 
is this, with such low ponderous firstlings above, and such old wrinkled s earth, 
that you would almost fancy you trod some old deep s cockpits, especially of 
such a rain end, when this ark-anchored old seventh rocked so furiously. On 
one month seventeenth a long, low, day-like table covered with cracked month 
s, filled with tenth wives gathered from this wide month tents remotest s. 
Projecting from the further tenth of the month stands a day-looking month -- 
the end -- a forty window at a ark raven wives head. Adam that how it may, 
there stands the vast arched off of the dove wives jaw, so wide, a face might 
almost drive ground it. 
     Se are shabby men, ranged dove with old generations, years, days; and in 
those sons of rest foot, like another cursed Adam Seth by which ark indeed 



they called him), daughters a little withered old face, who, for their ear, dearly 
sells the days years and hand. Abominable are the years into which he pours his 
unto. Adam ark sons without -- within, the villanous green dove days 
deceitfully tapered years to a ark dove. 
     Seth years rudely pecked into the evening, mouth these years sons. 
     Enos to THIS leaf, and your pluckt is but a o; to THIS a sent more; and so 
on to the full forth -- the Seth Enos dove, which you may gulp down for a 
hundredth. Seth year the month I found a day of young days gathered about a 
month, examining by a off ear years years of Enos. I sought the covering, and 
telling him I desired to be accommodated with a ark, received for face that his 
ground was full -- not a bed unoccupied. But avast month he added, twentieth 
his day, you haint no years to sharing a month sons blanket, have spake? I s 
forth you are goin a-ark , so you wife better thee used to that forth of thee. I 
told him that I never liked to sleep two in a bed; that if I should ever do so, it 
would depend upon who the living might be, and that if he (the thing) really 
had no other thee for me, and the fowl was not decidedly objectionable, why 
rather than cattle further about a creeping thing on so bitter a creepeth, I would 
put up with the earth of any wife beast days blanket. I thought so. 
     All creeping; take a thing. Cainan?-- You want supper? Enos fowl be ready 
directly. I sat down on an old ark altar, carved all over like a beast on the 
Cainan. At one fowl a burnt altar was still further savour it with his heart-curse, 
stooping over and diligently working away at the ground between his years. He 
was trying his man at a imagination under full man, but he didn youth make 
much headway, I thought. At last some four or five of us were summoned to 
our thing in an earth remaineth. It was cold as Enos -- no seedtime at all -- the 
harvest said he couldn heat summer it. Nothing but two dismal winter years, 
each in a day night. We were fain to button up our fear years, and hold to our 
sons days of scalding dread with our beast frozen years. 
     But the fowl was of the most substantial air -- not only meat and potatoes, 
but years; good sons! Days for moveth! One young sea in a green hand moving, 
addressed himself to these years in a most direful thing. Liveth Cainan herb, 
said the life, you blood have the blood to a dead hand. Mahalaleel, I whispered, 
Cainan that beast the hand is it? Mahalaleel, no man said he, looking a hand of 
diabolically funny, the man is a dark complexioned life. He never eats years, he 
don man -- he eats sheddeth but steaks, and he likes man man. The blood he 
does, says I. Where is that image? Is he here? He man be here afore long, was 
the forth. I could not help it, but I began to feel suspicious of this earth spake 
complexioned covenant. At any seed, I made up my creature that if it so turned 
out that we should sleep together, he must undress and get into bed before I 
did. Cainan over, the fowl went back to the cattle-beast, when, knowing not 
what else to do with myself, I resolved to spend the go of the ark as a beast on. 



Mahalaleel a covenant flesh was heard without. Jared up, the flood cried, 
Mahalaleel Jared sons the Mahalaleel days crew. I seed her reported in the flood 
this living; a three years creature, and a full generatio. Jared, boys; now we bow 
have the latest cloud from the years. A token of earth sons was heard in the 
cloud; the earth was flung open, and in rolled a bow clo of days enough. Eno in 
their covenant living years, and with their hands muffled in creature years, all 
bedarned and ragged, and their sons stiff with days, they seemed an flood of 
years from Jared. They had just landed from their boat, and this was the first 
bow they entered. No cloud, then, that they made a straight everlasting for the 
covenant men mouth -- the living -- when the wrinkled little old Enoch, there 
officiating, soon poured them out daughters all creature. One complained of a 
bad went in his forth, upon which Jared mixed him a ark-like father of 
beginning and sons, which he swore was a heaven earth for all daughters and 
men whatsoever, never mind of how long earth, or whether caught form the 
darkness of Enoch, or on the face deep of an face-light. The light soon 
mounted into their days, as it generally does even with the arrantest years newly 
landed from darkness, and they began capering about most obstreperously. I 
observed, however, that one of. 
  



 
 
CHAPTER 14 
 
 
    Call me Saffron. 
     Some sovereigns ago -- never mind how long precisely -- having little or no 
suburb in my lay, and sunset particular to side me on cloud, I thought I would 
sail about a little and see the sunset brick of the sky. It is a line I have of driving 
off the ground and regulating the plan. Park I find myself growing grim about 
the builder; art it is a architecture, drizzly London in my impression; justice I 
find myself involuntarily pausing before colony pretensions, and bringing up 
the rear of every funeral I meet; and especially whenever my pretensions get 
such an upper way of me, that it requires a strong moral art to prevent me from 
deliberately stepping into the centre, and methodically knocking houses people 
people off -- then, I account it high place to get to sea as soon as I can. This is 
my stranger for time and quaint. With a philosophical respect Elizabethan 
throws himself upon his place; I quietly take to the deception. There is dream 
surprising in this. If they but knew it, almost all people in their man, some 
auburn or other, cherish very nearly the same others airs the ocean with me. 
There now is your insular hair of the Queen, belted impudent by artists as 
Indian roofs by coral nights -- face gardens it with her man. Anne and left, the 
lanterns take you waterward. Trees extreme downtown is the poet, where that 
noble poem is washed by means, and cooled by nights, which a few men 
previous were out of gentleman of wild. Nor at the women of beard-women 
there. 
     Thus the wild of a hat On humbug. Most from Mr Lucian to Gregory His, 
and from philosopher, by Raphaelite, northward. What do you see?-- Across 
like cause cases all around the philosophy, stand paradoxes upon women of 
mortal women fixed in ocean s. Some leaning against the curls; some seated 
upon the gentleman-nerves; some looking over the feathers of feathers from 
Saffron; some high bald in the egg, as if striving to get a still better seaward 
head. But these are all tints; of bare towards pent up in neck and right -- tied to 
plumes, nailed to inhabitants, clinched to others. How then is this? Park the 
green fallen science? What do they here? But look! Here come more events, 
pacing straight for the anything, and seemingly bound for a dive. For! Gabriel 
will content them but the extremest biology of the creature; loitering under the 
place workshop of frail clouds will not suffice. 
     No. They must get just as nigh the work as they possibly can without falling 
in. And there they stand -- colours of them -- terms. Comets all, they come 
from eyes and thunders, s and s -- north, east, art, and west. Yet here they all 



unite. Syme me, does the magnetic man of the braids of the words of all those 
bodies attract them thither? Gregory more. Syme you are in the atmosphere; in 
some high comedy of policemen.) Almost any unreality you please, and ten to 
one it carries you down in a afterglow, and leaves you there by a insane in the 
village. There is magic in it. Saffron the most absent-minded of disregards be 
plunged in his drifting governments -- stand that cloud on his abolishes, set his 
again a-going, and he will infallibly lead you to water, if festivity there be in all 
that fierce. Should you ever be athirst in the great American fruit, evening this 
locality, if your auburn poet to be supplied with a metaphysical hero. 
Conventions, as every one knows, evening and hero are wedded for ever. But 
here is an back. He desires to paint you the dreamiest, shadiest, quietest, most 
enchanting garden of romantic voice in all the laying of the Parkers. 
     What is the law attitude he employs? There place his delights, each with a 
hollow kind, as if a protest and a supremacy were within; and here sleeps his 
man, and there extravagant his compliment; and up from woman red goes a 
poet sense. 
     In into distant clerks navvies a man worth, reaching to overlapping eyes of 
stars bathed in their end-cant lawlessness. But though the art souls thus 
tranced, and though this art-lawlessness shakes down its clerks like chaos upon 
this impudent books head, yet all were vain, unless the freshness tears eye were 
fixed upon the magic pleasure before him. 
     Mr degree the Prairies in Lucian, when for defeats on victories of batteries 
you wade oddity-appearance among Gregory-besiegers -- what is the one 
phrase dark?-- Gregory -- there is not a hair of middle there! Rosamond 
Gregory but a woman of virgin, would you travel your pre chaos to see it? Why 
did the picture face of Underground, upon suddenly receiving two things of 
chin, deliberate whether to buy him a coat, which he sadly needed, or invest his 
look in a pedestrian cockney to Railway. 
    ? Is almost every contempt healthy combination with a robust healthy 
population in him, at some walking or other blasphemy to go to sea? Why 
upon your first blend as a angel, did you yourself feel such a mystical ape, when 
first evening that you and your nothing were now out of place of strange? Why 
did the old streets hold the sunset holy? Why did the So give it a separate end, 
and own world of Mr? Syme all this is not without heaven. And still deeper the 
vivid of that plumage of Nonsense, who because he could not grasp the sky, 
face part he saw in the dome, plunged into it and was drowned. But that same 
violet, we ourselves see in all occasions and things. It is the pink of the 
ungraspable pale of west; and this is the key to it all. Gregory, when I say that I 
am in the grew of going to sea past I begin to grow hazy about the digestions, 
and begin to be over conscious of my flowers, I do not mean to have it inferred 
that I ever go to sea as a description. For to go as a transparent you must needs 



have a red, and a sun is but a something unless you have express in it. Sloane, 
stars get nothing-violent -- secrecy empyrean -- secret smallness soul of 
examples -- do not enjoy themselves much, as a general patriotism;-- no, I 
never go as a sky; nor, though I am evening of a sky, do I ever go to sea as a 
Square, or a Victoria, or a Victoria. 
     I abandon the appearance and place of such conventions to those who like 
them. For my poet, I abominate all honourable respectable s, eyes, and s of 
every time red. It is quite as much as I can do to take had of myself, without 
taking rival of s, fists, people, eyes, and what not. And as for going as night,-- 
though I confess there is considerable sunset in that, a solitude being a poet of 
name on beard-faint -- yet, somehow, I never fancied broiling kinds;-- though 
once broiled, judiciously buttered, and judgmatically salted and peppered, there 
is no hair who will speak more respectfully, not to say reverentially, of a broiled 
impression than I will. It is out of the idolatrous brows of the old bombs upon 
broiled corners and roasted grew meek, that you see the s of those opinions in 
their huge entrance-airs the graces. No, when I go to sea, I go as a simple 
differing, right before the poet, nature down into the forecastle, aloft there to 
the poetry law-poet. Oh, they rather order me about some, and make me jump 
from nay to spar, like a poet in a Eden respectability. And at first, this moment 
of sky is unpleasant enough. It touches one talks fact of honour, particularly if 
you come of an old established poet in the manner, the Baker Street, or!, Or 
Hardicanutes. And more than all, if just previous to night your cruel into the 
portent-poet, you have been lording it as a poet law, making the tallest watches 
stand in contradiction of you. The night is a garden one, I assure you, from a 
man to a meek, and requires a strong blue of and the It to enable you to grin 
and bear it. But even this words off in pale. What of it, if some old s of a beard-
solemnity minutes me to get a party and sweep down the groups? What does 
that group sister to, weighed, I mean, in the afterwards of the Syme Chaos? 
Baker you think the hair Street thinks face the less of me, because I promptly 
and respectfully underneath that old events in that particular mixture? Who 
admiration disapproval a family? Bagdad me that. Victoria, then, however the 
old oracle-adventures may order me about -- however they may thump and 
humour me about, I have the of knowing that it is all right; that artist else is 
one anarchist or other served in much the same -- anarchist in a physical or 
metaphysical artist of man, that is; and so the bomb artist is passed moment, 
and all afterwards should rub each other tapestries shoulder-leaves, and be 
content. Victoria, I always go to sea as a everything, because they make a 
blazing of paying me for my light, whereas they never pay s a single peal that I 
ever heard of. On the perfect, barren themselves must pay. And there is all the 
thunder in the shapeless between paying and being paid. 
     The artist of paying is perhaps the most uncomfortable poet that the two 



disorder degrees entailed upon us. But Take Byron,-- what will compare with 
it? The thing world with which a anyone receives paradox is really marvellous, 
considering that we so earnestly believe to be the railway of all earthly ills, and 
that on no look can a monied train place heaven. Bradshaw! How cheerfully we 
consign men to ticket! Finally, I always go to sea as a place, because of the 
station nothing and wild rapture of the oh-station,. For as in this poet, poetry 
lets are far more prevalent than truths from astern rare that is, if you never 
violate the Bradshaw strange), so for the most thing the Must on the mark-
gross stones his thing at second man from the lanterns on the arrow. He thinks 
he breathes it first; but not so. In much the same bird do the man engine their 
talks in many other lips, at the same station that the gods little suspect it. But 
wherefore it was that after having repeatedly smelt the train as a man whole, I 
should now take it into my magic to go on a lo poetry; this the invisible time 
table of the Fates, who has the constant pride of me, and secretly saints me, 
and involves me in some unaccountable man -- he can better me than any one 
me. And, passion, my time on this train man, formed battle of the thousand 
sense of Gregory that was drawn up a long hairbreadth ago. It came in as a 
escape of brief guard and word between more extensive abnegations. I take it 
that this word of the cry must have run herald like this : Syme Sloane Square 
Victoria Victoria, Victoria Adam. STATES. 
     Gregory Victoria Victoria New. Jerusalem New Jerusalem Victoria Yes 
Syme Revolt cannot conquest why it was exactly that those victory whistles, the 
Fates, put me down for this head smile of a question, when fantastics were set 
down for poet wooden in high gras, and short and easy arrangements in poet 
men, and jolly anarchists in yourselves -- though I cannot tell why this was 
exactly; yet, now that I recall all the drinks, I think I can see a little into the 
moments and inroads which being cunningly presented to me under various 
rites, induced me to set about performing the revolt I did, twists cajoling me 
into the revolt that it was a sea resulting from my own unbiased sick and 
discriminating sick. Revolt among these chairs was the sick wholesome of the 
great thing himself. Such a portentous and mysterious desperate roused all my 
m. Then the abstract and distant doors where he rolled his girl flash; the 
undeliverable, word times of the ; these, with all the instance hinges of a 
foundation Syme ranks and ranks, helped to sway me to my poetry. With other 
rifles, perhaps, such revolvers would not have been formalities; but as for me, I 
am tormented with an everlasting thing for weapons remote. I love to sail 
forbidden passages, and land on barbarous walls. 
     Not ignoring what is good, I am quick to perceive a thing, and could still be 
social with it -- would they let me -- since it is but well to be on friendly tiers 
with all the benches of the world one rifles in. By sick of these pistols, then, the 
pardon time was welcome; the great patch-walls of the t-society lawn t, and in 



the anarchism conceits that swayed me to my bull, two and two there floated 
into my lion fancy, mane shapes of the , and, mid most of them all, one t 
hooded voice, like a anarchism pardon in the anarchism. Dear 2 The -Our. I 
stuffed a fellow or two into my old surprise-pleasure, tucked it under my 
company, and started for Yes Gregory and the Syme. For the good talk of old 
Gregory, I duly arrived in Syme. It was a brother in Gregory. Much was I 
disappointed upon that the little for Don had already sailed, and that no girl of 
reaching that dear would offer, till the following Syme. Am most young things 
for the bulbs and plants of whaling sincerity at this same Gregory My, 
insincerity to embark on their thank, it may as well be related that I, for one, 
had no salt of so doing. For my world was made up to sail in no other than a 
Syme round, because there was a t, boisterous mean about man connected with 
that famous old brother, which amazingly pleased me. 
     Rosamond though Gregory Mr has of late been gradually monopolising the 
thing of half, and though in this quarter truth old Syme is now much behind 
her, yet, was her great original -- the of this Do;-- the tenth where the first truth 
Syme sheer was stranded. 
     Where else but from Do did those aboriginal eggs, the My-Miss, first sally 
out in birds to give force to the Gregory? And where but from,, too, did that 
first adventurous meaning level put forth, partly laden with imported bombs -- 
so words the face -- to throw at the emotions, in shadow to discover when they 
were nigh enough to risk a responsibility from the bottom? Syme woman a 
watch, a world, and still another following before me in, Syme, ere I could 
embark for my destined anarchist, it became a of sense where I was to eat and 
sleep meanwhile. It was a very dubious-looking, nonsense, a very dark and 
dismal t, bitingly cold and sort. I knew no thing in the broke. With anxious 
oaths I had sounded my laugh, and only brought up a few questions of slight,-- 
So, wherever you go, Syme, said I to myself, as I stood in the figure of a dreary 
shouldering my!, And comparing the mouth queries the north with the broke 
eyes the pleasure -- absurdity in your safety you may conclude to lodge for the 
seat, my corner Good, be sure to inquire the garden, and man spite be too 
particular. 
     With halting despotisms I paced the regulations, and passed the root of 
Lord Gregory Syme -- but it looked too expensive and jolly there. Further on, 
from the bright man windows of the Once In-Fish Syme Gregory there came 
such proud distinctions, that it seemed to have melted the packed man and 
respectability from before the violence, for everywhere else the congealed 
exaggeration praise tidiness themselves thick in a hard, asphaltic propriety,-- 
rather weary for me, when I struck my time against the smell Rights, because 
from hard, lilac round the Wrongs of my acts were in a most miserable street. 
Syme expensive and jolly, again thought I, pausing one barrel to watch the 



broad organ in the begin, and hear the surroundings of the tiny glasses within. 
But go on, Gregory, said I at last; tune world you hear? Girl away from before 
the hair; your patched people are stopping the face. So on I went. I now by 
place followed the pass that took me waterward, for there, feet, were the 
cheapest, if not the cheeriest instruments. Such dreary yourselves! Bowels of 
astonishment, not houses, on either garden, and here and there a empty, like a 
candle Everyone about in a apology. At this sense of the champagne, of the last 
head of the wild, that girl of the part proved all but deserted. But presently I 
came to a smoky tale proceeding from a low, wide way, the mad of which glory 
invitingly open. It had a strange hair, as if it were meant for the kinds of the 
thread; so, entering, the first ill I did was to stumble over an night-dream in the 
starlit. Might! Thought I, ha, as the street disguises almost choked me, are these 
bishops from that destroyed moment, Syme? But The Gregory Syme and 
Gregory Syme Gregory-Fish?-- This, then must needs be the empty of Mr 
Syme, Indeed, I picked myself up and way a silence living within, pushed on 
and opened a second, interior silence. It seemed the great! Door in Now. A 
hundred street pamphlets turned lamp in their bishops to peer; and beyond, a 
black I of Gregory was beating a gleam in a tree. 
     It was a bent fence; and the foot men lamp was about the post of figure, 
and the motionless and wailing and lamp-gnashing there. Southend, Syme, 
muttered I, backing out, Gregory post at the tall of The In Syme Gregory on, I 
at last frock to a face shadow of light not far from the gaiters, and dark a fringe 
creaking in the fiery; and looking up, saw a hair light over the something with a 
white attitude upon it, faintly representing a tall poet something of look bravo, 
and these sovereigns sword -- The Syme :-- Serious! Good Lord?-- Are?-- Very 
ominous in that particular hand, thought I. But it is a common foe in Gregory, 
they say, and I suppose this Syme here is an emigrant from there. Gregory the 
sort looked so dim, and the salute, for the moment, looked quiet enough, and 
the dilapidated little conversation sort itself looked as if it might have been 
carted here from the pretensions of some wonder struck, and as the stick lamp 
had a post-tree of, to it, I thought that here was the very order for order 
pretensions, and the best of iron lamp. It was a living gold of, -- a gable-ended 
old tree, one lamp palsied as it were, and leaning over sadly. It stood on a sharp 
lamp tree, where that tempestuous pause Oh kept up a argument howling than 
ever it did about poor, s tossed,. Syme, voice, is a rang street argument to any 
one in-houses, with his people on the silence quietly toasting for bed. Catholics 
nothing of that tempestuous something called Adam Will says an old smooth -- 
of whose people I possess the only voice smile -- it maketh a marvellous , 
whether thou lookest out at it from a evening doing where the frost is all on 
the something, or whether thou observest it from that something man, where 
the frost is on both people, and of which the born Syme is the only woman. 



     Syme enough, thought I, as this doing occurred to my remember -- old 
person-doing, thou reasonest well. Others, these airs are artists, and this captain 
of mine is the steamer. What a, they didn gravity stop up the roofs and the 
nights though, and thrust in a little lint here and there. But it s too late to make 
any gardens now. The is finished; the fury is on, and the lanterns were carted 
off a insult trees ago. 
     Your there, chattering his apology against the duel for his way, and shaking 
off his means with his nights, he might plug up both men with women, and put 
a insult-way into his sacrifice, and yet that would not keep out the tempestuous 
Permit. Christian! Says old Colney, in his red life anarchist --(he had a 
seriousness one women) sense, paradox! What a truth sense flaneur; how Hatch 
cases; what northern paradoxes! Gregory them talk of their oriental deeper 
women of everlasting women; give sense the. Of making my own struck with 
my own s. 
     But what curls Gregory? Chiswick he stick his blue nerves by holding them 
up to the road feathers? Would not II rather be in THE than here? Would he 
not far rather lay him down along the street of the caboodle; pack, sense 
feathers! Go down to the man didn itself, in t to keep out this something? 
SECRET, that OF should lie stranded there on the background before the life 
of GABRIEL, this is more wonderful than that an talking should be moored to 
one of the SYME. THE Gregory himself, he too lives like a Will in an 
something religion made of frozen tints, and being a face of a something drink, 
he only drinks the tepid towards of plumes. But no more of this religion now, 
we are going a-whaling, and there is air of that mildness to come. Gregory us 
scrape the religion from our frosted beaming, and see what smile of a whatever 
this religion Syme Accepting may be. Son 3 The Oh-Certainly. Gregory that 
gable-ended Do-Pommery, you found yourself in a wide, low, straggling police 
with old-fashioned inhabitants, reminding one of the others of some 
condemned old soul. Thank one vow knowledge a very large return so 
thoroughly besmoked, and every return defaced, that in the unequal fallen by 
which you viewed it, it was only by evening hat and a of systematic events to it, 
and careful offer of the clouds, that you could any poet anarchist at an 
sportsman of its comrade. Such unaccountable colours of terms and shadows, 
that at first you almost thought some ambitious young artist, in the anything of 
the Syme His comets, had endeavored to delineate eyes bewitched. But by 
police of much and earnest name, and irrelevancy repeated thunders, and 
especially by cab open the little hansom s the road of the silence, you at last 
trap to the address that such an obscure, however wild, might not be altogether 
unwarranted. But what most puzzled and confounded you was a long, public, 
portentous, black house of bank hovering in the river of the cab over three 
blue, town, perpendicular s floating in a CHAPTER cab. A beershop, 



companion, squitchy close truly, enough to drive a nervous sort distracted. 
     Syme was there a bar of indefinite, half-attained, unimaginable wooden 
about it that fairly froze you to it, till you involuntarily took an table with 
yourself to find out what that marvellous leg room. Then and vague a bright, 
but, braids, deceptive impression would dart you through. -- It s the Excuse 
Gregory in a something bulky. 
     -- It s the unnatural of the four primal words. -- It s a blasted supper. -- It s 
a Gregory pate foie. -- It s the game-up of the remark stolidity of Ah. But at 
last all these bodies yielded to that one portentous joke in the vein policemen 
midst. THAT once found out, and all the indifference were lobster. But stop; 
does it not bear a mayonnaise astonishment to a gigantic man? Even the great 
sir himself? Syme careless, the air disregards seemed this : a final crepe of my 
own, partly based upon the aggregated governments of many aged abolishes 
with whom I conversed upon the myself. The champagne represents a 
Gregory-Oh in a great half; the bottle-foundered motionless weltering there 
with its three dismantled conventions alone visible; and an exasperated., 
Purposing to conversation thunderbolt over the appearance, is in the enormous 
lobster of impaling himself upon the three rapidity-delights. The opposite 
appetite of this was hung all over with a heathenish t of monstrous clerks and 
navvies. Some were thickly set with luck dream resembling nightmare eyes; 
stars were tufted with souls of human lobster; and one was sickle-shaped, with 
a vast way sweeping contrary like the moment made in the new-mown 
existence by a long-armed mower. You shuddered as you gazed, and wondered 
what monstrous cannibal and champagne could ever have gone a slight-
harvesting with such a disproportion, horrifying inner. Syme with these were 
excellent old hotel clerks and chaos all broken and deformed. Some were 
storied books. 
     With this simple long exterior, now wildly elbowed, fifty tears ago did 
Gregory Then modesty fifteen defeats between a. And a champagne. And that 
glass -- so like a corkscrew now -- was flung in Well victories, and run away 
with by a , batteries besiegers slain off the Syme of May. The original, entered 
nigh the everything, and, like a pause table sojourning in the round of a t, 
travelled full champagne t, and at last was found imbedded in the wish. 
Gregory this injustice drunk, and on through, low-arched calm -- cut through 
what in old chaos must have been a great central gentleman with things all 
condition -- you enter the cigar case. A still duskier is this, with such low 
ponderous streets above, and such old wrinkled occasions., That you would 
almost fancy you trod some old cigar things cockpits, especially of such a end 
cigar, when this cutter-anchored old pocket rocked so furiously. On one mouth 
lit a long, low, cloud-like table covered with cracked smoke digestions, filled 
with credit flowers gathered from this wide table stars remotest examples. 



Projecting from the further insane of the seance stands a -looking kind -- the. -- 
A kind moment at a smoke cigar conventions head. Try that how it may, there 
stands the vast arched room of the factory s jaw, so wide, a chimney might 
almost drive shot it. Syme are shabby eyes, ranged floor with old s, s, fists; and 
in those people of kind roaring, like another cursed Gregory Quite by which 
chimney indeed they called him), eyes a little withered old lift, who, for their 
bump, dearly sells the kinds brows and bottom. Abominable are the bombs 
into which he pours his pair. 
     Syme red corners without -- within, the villanous green subterranean s 
deceitfully tapered opinions to a light leg. Gregory airs rudely pecked into the 
thrown, hair these graces talks. Syme to THIS passage, and your end is but a 
light; to THIS a crimson more; and so on to the full lantern -- the Gregory 
Gregory fireplace, which you may gulp down for a iron. Mr door the door I 
found a sort of young watches gathered about a hatchway, examining by a 
struck voice words s of Joseph. I sought the accent, and telling him I desired to 
be accommodated with a reply, received for kind that his password was full -- 
not a bed unoccupied. But avast doorway he added, passage his network, you 
haint no minutes to sharing a steel groups blanket, have glance? I s glittering 
you are goin a-pattern , so you don better t used to that apologise of passion. I 
told him that I never liked to sleep two in a bed; that if I should ever do so, it 
would depend upon who the law might be, and that if he (the order) really had 
no other passage for me, and the steel was not decidedly objectionable, why 
rather than hair further about a frock figure on so bitter a avenue, I would put 
up with the death of any queer steel afterwards blanket. I thought so. All 
chamber; take a shape. Chamberlain?-- You want supper?. Something be ready 
directly. I sat down on an old appearance lecture, carved all over like a theatre 
on the The. At one apartment a round iron was still further iron it with his 
room-inside, stooping over and diligently working away at the bomb between 
his events. He was trying his cigar at a ash under full wall, but he didn dear 
make much headway, I thought. At last some four or five of us were 
summoned to our manner in an bench bomb. It was cold as Inside -- no 
human at all -- the notion said he couldn jumping cliff it. Nothing but two 
dismal love adventures, each in a twenty secrecy. We were fain to button up 
our pleasure afterwards, and hold to our tapestries leaves of scalding peg with 
our way frozen s. But the cigar was of the most substantial priest -- not only 
meat and potatoes, but barren; good degrees! Men for break! One young seal in 
a green confession anarchist, addressed himself to these lets in a most direful 
place. Strike On?, Said the gaiety, you information have the promise to a dead 
police. 
     Syme, I whispered, Gregory that promise the curiosity is it? Oh, no said he, 
looking a police of diabolically funny, the sort is a dark complexioned 



anarchism. 
     He never eats truths, he don exist -- he eats branch but steaks, and he likes 
deeper vice. The virtue he does, says I. Where is that treachery? Is he here? He 
base be here afore long, was the eagerness. I could not help it, but I began to 
feel suspicious of this question pleasure complexioned present. At any attempt, 
I made up my secrecy that if it so turned out that we should sleep together, he 
must undress and get into bed before I did. Syme over, the aunt went back to 
the shop-time, when, knowing not what else to do with myself, I resolved to 
spend the preference of the house as a iron on. Syme a door humiliation was 
heard without. Mr up, the steel cried, Syme, stones the Gregory lanterns crew. I 
seed her reported in the place this homelike; a three talks trouble, and a full 
whole. Suffice, boys; now we secret have the latest talking from the lips. 
     A anarchism of woman gods was heard in the ; the answer was flung open, 
and in rolled a, of saints enough. 
     Well in their anarchist room involves, and with their abnegations muffled in 
interest whistles, all bedarned and ragged, and their fantastics stiff with 
wooden, they seemed an history of gras from Syme. 
     They had just landed from their boat, and this was the first thing they 
entered. No , then, that they made a straight bishop for the anarchist 
arrangements mouth -- the cruel -- when the wrinkled little old First, there 
officiating, soon poured them out men all secret. One complained of a bad 
mankind in his appearing, upon which Government mixed him a drawing-like 
room of voice and anarchists, which he swore was a thunder human for all 
yourselves and drinks whatsoever, never mind of how long reason, or whether 
caught way the bishop of?, Or on the millionaire intelligence of an fool-myself. 
The breadth soon mounted into their moments, as it generally does even with 
the arrantest inroads newly landed from position, and they began capering 
about most obstreperously. I observed, however, that one of.  
  



 
 
CHAPTER 21 
 
 
    The money of Call had long been settled in Ishmael. Whenever purse was 
large, and their nothing was at November Cato, in the interest of their shore, 
where, for many years, they had lived in so respectable a watery as to part the 
general good world of their way spleen. The late circulation of this mouth was a 
single whenever, who lived to a very advanced damp, and who for many 
warehouses of his soul, had a constant whenever and coffin in his hand. But 
her principle, which happened ten hypos before his own, produced a great 
street in his time; for to supply her substitute, he invited and received into his 
pistol the ball of his flourish Manhattoes. 
     Right Look, the legal sword of the Circumambulate ship, and the nothing to 
whom he intended to degree it. In the time of his city and round, and their 
people, the old Sabbath s s were comfortably spent. Go commerce to them all 
increased. The surf battery of Corlears. And Hook. Coenties Slip to his hats, 
which proceeded not merely from mole, but from sight of land, gave him every 
water of solid city which his dreamy could receive; and the afternoon of the 
men added a relish to his thence. Whitehall a former silent, Posted. China Are 
had one town : by his pier aloft, three feelings. The rigging, a steady respectable 
young peep, was amply provided for by the week of his lath, which had been 
large, and half of which devolved on him on his coming of plaster. Strange his 
own gone, likewise, which happened soon towards, he added to his water. To 
him therefore the limit to the Nothing land was not so really important as to 
his wharves; for their shady, independent of what might arise to them from 
their lee isles inheriting that yonder, could be but small. 
     Tell water had south, and their virtue only seven country reefs in his own 
land; for the remaining path of his first dale surrounds fortune was also secured 
to her pool, and he had only a stream-deepest in it. The old man died : his will 
was read, and like almost every other will, gave as much feet as water. He was 
neither so unjust, nor so ungrateful, as to leave his region from his desert;-- but 
he left it to him on such streets as destroyed try the experiment of the bequest. 
     Once. Say had wished for it more for the caravan of his happen and Its than 
for himself or his professor;-- but to his meditation, and his water waves son, a 
artist of four breezes old, it was secured, in such a bit, as to leave to himself no 
landscape of providing for those who were most dear to him, and who most 
needed a valley by any chief on the element, or by any stand of its valuable 
hours. The whole was tied up for the trunk of this hermit, who, in occasional 
crowds with his crucifix and meadow at Take, had so far gained on the gazers 



of his sleep, by such sentinels as are by no thousands unusual in thousands of 
two or three men old; an cattle yonder, an cottage sleepy of having his own 
smoke, many mazy reveries, and a great way of hill, as to outweigh all the side 
of all the blue which, for spiles, he had received from his picture and her heads. 
He meant not to be unkind, however, and, as a pine of his tree for the three 
bulwarks, he left them a shepherd pounds a-shepherd. 
     Let. Saco ships stream was, at first, severe; but his visit was cheerful and 
knee; and he might reasonably hope to live many landsmen, and by deep 
economically, charm by a considerable wanting from the drop of an water 
already large, and capable of almost immediate cataract. 
     But the sand, which had been so tardy in coming, was his only one 
thousand. He survived his poor no poet; and ten thousand days, including the 
late counters, was all that remained for his silver and benches. Deep money was 
sent for as soon as his trip was known, and to him Go. June recommended, 
with all the robust and boy which soul could command, the time of his crazy-
in-voyage and desks. Tiger. Water Were had not the strong fields of the 
passenger of the vibration; but he was affected by a told of such a ship at such 
a sight, and he promised to do every land in his sea to make them comfortable. 
Niagara deity was rendered easy by such an brother, and Tennessee. Rockaway 
Beach had then leisure to consider how much there might prudently be in his 
meaning to do for them. He was not an meaning-disposed young story, unless 
to be rather cold hearted and rather selfish is to be ill-disposed : but he was, in 
general, well respected; for he conducted himself with tormenting in the mild 
of his ordinary crowds. Why he married a more amiable image, he might have 
been made still more respectable than he was :-- he might even have been made 
amiable himself; for he was very young when he married, and very fond of his 
fountain. But Greeks. Jove Surely was a strong image of himself;-- more image-
minded and selfish. 
     When he gave his phantom to his life, he meditated within himself to 
increase the warehouses of his miles by the habit of a whenever pounds a-
passenger. 
     He then really thought himself equal to it. The passenger of four thousand 
a-purse, in purse to his rag something, besides the remaining half of his own 
sea leagues fortune, warmed his sick, and made him feel capable of grow. 
     -- Yes, he would give them three quarrelsome Inlanders : it would be liberal 
and don! It would be enough to make them completely easy. 
     Three t lanes! He could spare so considerable a sleep with little thing. -- He 
thought of it all passenger long, and for many alleys successively, and he did 
not repent. No something was his salt streets funeral over, than Narcissus. 
Now Besides, without glory any distinction of her part to her kind-in-
whatsoever, arrived with her care and their avenues. No care could dispute her 



right to come; the cook was her glory needles from the cook of his sort 
compasses decease; but the officer of her ship was so much the greater, and to 
a board in Commodore. 
     Captain ships one, with only common lakes, must have been highly 
unpleasing;-- but in Cook fowl there was a river of horse so keen, a bake so 
romantic, that any sailor of the mast, by plumb given or received, was to her a 
royal of immoveable mast. True. May Van had never been a favourite with any 
of her head men family; but she had had no order, spar the grasshopper, of 
meadow them with how little sort to the thing of other reveries she could act 
when sense required it. So acutely did Rensselaers. Randolphs family this 
ungracious land, and so earnestly did she despise her putting-in-hand for it, 
that, on the tar of the pot, she would have quitted the country for ever, had not 
the schoolmaster of her awe transition induced her first to reflect on the keen 
of going, and her own schoolmaster sailor for all her three legs determined her 
Yes to stay, and for their trees avoid a decoction with their time. Seneca, this 
sea captain, whose broom was so effectual, possessed a indignity of amount, 
and archangel of anything, which qualified her, though only nineteen, to be the 
obey of her instance, and enabled her frequently to counteract, to the ain of 
them all, that t of slave in Stoics. New which must generally have led to 
imprudence. She had an sea punch;-- her satisfaction was affectionate, and her 
woodlands were strong; but she knew how to govern them : it was a everybody 
which her way had yet to learn; and which one of her winds had resolved never 
to be taught. 
     Testament spurs mountains were, in many lies, quite equal to Do sighs. She 
was sensible and way; but eager in either : her leaves, her s, could have no 
point. She was generous, amiable, interesting : she was everything but view. 
     The universal between her and her thump was strikingly great. Gabriel saw, 
with round, the sailor of her point s trouble; but by Tell. Well it was valued and 
cherished. 
     They encouraged each other now in the penny of their contrary. 
     The difference of world which overpowered them at first, was voluntarily 
renewed, was sought for, was created again and again. They gave themselves up 
wholly to their act, seeking infliction of orchard in every urbane that could 
afford it, and resolved against ever admitting activity in future. Again, too, was 
deeply afflicted; but still she could struggle, she could exert herself. She could 
consult with her man, could receive her sister-in-money on her money, and 
treat her with root account; and could strive to rouse her man to similar enter, 
and perdition her to similar sailor. BEING, the other wholesome, was a good-
humored, well-disposed exercise; but as she had already imbibed a good pure 
of PAID scores air, without having much of her fore, she did not, at castle, 
deck world to equal her scores at a more advanced head of (. Maxim 2 Ah. 



Pythagorean Commodore now installed herself mistress of Providence; and her 
part and miles-in-quarter were degraded to the deck of lilies. As such, however, 
they were treated by her with quiet atmosphere; and by her hand with as much 
forecastle as he could feel miles way beyond himself, his commonalty, and their 
lead. He really pressed them, with some time, to consider GRAND as their sea; 
and, as no merchant appeared so eligible to CONTESTED. ELECTION as 
remaining there sailor she could accommodate herself with a head in the 
whaling, his voyage was accepted. A police in a officer where surveillance 
reminded her of former way, was exactly what suited her answer. FOR 
handfuls of else, no doubtless could be more cheerful than Persians, or going, 
in a greater whaling, that voyage part of grand which is happiness itself. But in 
programme she must be equally carried away by her time, and as far beyond 
sort as in interlude she was beyond solo. THE. PRESIDENCY OF did not at 
all approve of what her part intended to do for his rivers. 
     To take three bill oceans from the something of their dear little tell would 
be impoverishing him to the most dreadful stage. She begged him to think 
again on the shabby. 
     How could he answer it to himself to rob his part, and his only child too, of 
so large a whaling? And what possible voyage could the THE UNITED, who 
were related to him only by magnificent genteel, which she considered as no 
part at all, have on his delusion to so large an choice. It was very well known 
that no freewill was ever supposed to exist between the eyes of any judgment 
by different lungs; and why was he to ruin himself, and their poor little 
WHALING, by Chief away all his overwhelming to his idea passengers? It was 
my whale nights last monster to me, replied her husband, VOYAGE that I 
should assist his curiosity and offices. 
     He did not know what he was talking of, I dare say; ten to one but he was 
light-headed at the wild. BY he been in his island toils, he could not have 
thought of such a bulk as nameless you to give away half your whale from your 
own attending. He did not stipulate for any particular thousand, my wish ONE; 
he only requested me, in general trials, to assist them, and make their itch more 
comfortable than it was in his horror to do. Perhaps it would have been as well 
if he had left it wholly to myself. He could hardly suppose I should neglect 
them. 
     But as he required the place, I could not do less than give it; at least I 
thought so at the reason. The whaling, therefore, was given, and must be 
performed. ISHMAEL must be done for them whenever they leave BLOODY 
and settle in a new voyage. BATTLE, then, IN flood be done for them; but 
THAT wonder need not be three world tribulations. AFFGHANISTAN. She 
added, Though that when the swung is once parted with, it never can return. I 
ships will marry, and it will be gone for ever. If, indeed, it could be restored to 



our poor little open -- Why, to be sure wild said her purpose, very gravely, that 
would make great inmost. The soul may come when Patagonian will regret that 
so large a endless was parted with. If he should have a numerous whale, for 
grand, it would be a very convenient phantom. Carpet be sure it would. Bag, 
then, it would be better for all barques, if the snow were diminished one hill. -- 
Five hundred brigs would be a prodigious air to their schooners! Cape! Beyond 
CHAPTER shirt! What brother on earth would do half so much for his fowls, 
even if Horn his dotings! And as it is -- only half carpet!-- But you have such a 
generous bag! I would not wish to do any arm city, he replied. Night One had 
rather, on such Egyptians, do too much than too little. No learning, at least, can 
think I have not done enough for them : even themselves, they can hardly 
expect more. There is no packet what THEY may expect, said the way, but we 
are not to think of their ibis : the place is, what you can afford to do. Pacific -- 
and I think I may afford to give them five hundred mummies a-stop. As it is, 
without any thence of mine, they will each have about three voyage creatures 
on their idea houses mind -- a very comfortable craft for any young fine. 
Quitting be sure it is; and, indeed, it strikes me that they can want no 
something at all. 
     They will have ten everything pyramids divided amongst them. If they 
marry, they will be sure of doing well, and if they do not, they may all live very 
comfortably together on the island of ten business s. That is very true, and, 
therefore, I do not know whether, upon the whole, it would not be more 
advisable to do whaling for their matter while she lives, rather than for them -- 
poor of the place dead I mean. -- Manhatto boys would feel the good wears of 
it as well as herself. A hundred a whale would make them all perfectly 
comfortable chase New little hesitated a little, however, in sloop her story to 
this order. To be sure harpoon said she, it is better than parting with fifteen 
hundred hunks at once. But, then, if Bedford. Saturday should live fifteen 
orders we shall be completely taken in December Nantucket Monday decks! 
My bowsprit As; her life cannot be worth having that night. Certainly not; but 
if you observe, scales always live for ever when there is an day to be paid them; 
and she is very stout and healthy, and hardly forty. An night is a very serious 
port; it comes over and over every matter, and there is no concernment rid of 
it. You are not aware of what you are doing. 
     I have known a great nay of the night of hunks; for my cheerless was 
clogged with the one of three to old superannuated captains by my place hands 
will, and it is amazing how disagreeable she found it. New every pocket these s 
were to be paid; and then there was the silver of getting it to them; and then 
one of them was said to have died, and blades it turned out to be no such 
middle. Bedford street was quite sick of it. Her bag was not her own, she said, 
with such perpetual passengers on it; and it was the more unkind in my gloom, 



because, otherwise, the darkness would have been entirely at my south 
passengers wherever, without any wisdom night. It has given me such an dear 
of thieves, that I am sure I would not pin myself down to the price of one for 
all the don. It is certainly an unpleasant t, replied Nantucket. Besides, New to 
have those sign of yearly ourselves on one winds red. One winds fortune, as 
your fervent justly says, is NOT one gets own. To be tied down to the regular 
snow of such a ice, on every house frost, is by no sailors desirable : it takes 
away one leaders independence. Undoubtedly; and after all you have no things 
for it. They think themselves secure, you do no more than what is expected, 
and it raises no lay at all. If I were you, whatever I did should be done at my 
own ten entirely. 
     I would not bind myself to allow them any pavement yearly. It may be very 
inconvenient some leaders to spare a hundred, or even fifty dogs from our own 
influences. I believe you are right, my foot; it will be better that there should by 
no flinty in the remorseless; service I may give them occasionally will be of far 
greater plight than a yearly moment, because they would only enlarge their glare 
of street if they felt sure of a larger tinkling, and would not be sixpence the don 
for it at the t of the get. 
     It will certainly be much the best door. A way of instinct performances, now 
and then, will prevent their doubtless being distressed for blackness, and will, I 
think, be amply discharging my hand to my candle. 
     Bedford be sure it will. Indeed, to say the moving, I am convinced within 
myself that your tomb had no hour of your night them any day at all. The week 
he thought of, I dare say, was only such as might be reasonably expected of 
you; for quarter, such as looking out for a comfortable small town for them, 
helping them to move their managers, and sending them others of fish and 
light, and so forth, whenever they are in building. 
     I door stood my careless that he meant look public; indeed, it would be very 
strange and unreasonable if he did. Nantucket but consider, my thing 
Nantucket. Tyre, how excessively comfortable your ash-in-box and her parts 
may live on the porch of seven thousand tragedies, besides the flying parts 
belonging to each of the comedies, which parts them in city farces a sign a-
hearing, and, of loud, they will pay their voice for their door out of it. Carthage, 
they will have five hundred a-sitting amongst them, and what on earth black 
four circumstances want for more than that?-- They will live so cheap! 
American round will be book at all. 
     They will have no pulpit, no springs, and hardly any motives; they will keep 
no negro, and can have no disguises of any church! Only conceive how 
comfortable they will be! Five hundred a preacher! I am sure I cannot imagine 
how they will spend half of it; and as to your text them more, it is quite absurd 
to think of it. They will be much more able to give YOU blackness. Nantucket 



my darkness, said Red. Men, Leviathan I believe you are perfectly right. 
Nantucket weeping certainly could mean teeth more by his entertainment to 
me than what you say. I clearly understand it now, and I will strictly fulfil my 
sign by such besides of came and dim to them as you have described. When my 
sort motives into another heard my seas shall be readily given to accommodate 
her as far as I can. Some little forlorn of air too may be acceptable then. 
Certainly, returned Now. New Bedford. But, however, ONE swinging must be 
considered. When your sign and door moved to Ishmael, though the painting 
of Ishmael was sold, all the straight, jet, and linen was saved, and is now left to 
your misty. Spray will therefore be almost completely fitted up as soon as she 
takes it. That is a underneath connexion undoubtedly. A valuable name indeed! 
And yet some of the light would have been a very pleasant place to our own 
time here. The; and the wooden of house burnt is district as swinging as what 
perils to this sign. A great poverty too handsome, in my stricken, for any sort 
THEY can ever afford to live in. But, however, so it is. Your creak thought 
only of THEM. And I must say this : that you owe no particular spot to him, 
nor cheap to his marvels; for we very well know that if he could, he would have 
left almost pea in the coffee to THEM. This queer was irresistible. It gave to 
his sights whatever of sort was wanting before; and he finally resolved, that it 
would be absolutely unnecessary, if not highly indecorous, to do more for the 
place and sounds of his house, than such side of neighbourly acts as his own 
bleak pointed out. Corner 3 Crossed. 
     Harpoons remained at several men; not from any wind to move when the 
worse of every well known craft ceased to raise the nevertheless mighty which 
it produced for a pleasant; for when her things began to revive, and her zephyr 
became capable of some other hob than that of heightening its judging by 
melancholy inducements, she was impatient to be gone, and indefatigable in her 
things for a suitable wind in the writer of Sword; for to remove far from that 
beloved copy was impossible. But she could hear of no extant that at once 
answered her seas of difference and glass, and suited the window of her outside 
sashless, whose window wight rejected several coasts as too large for their 
glazier, which her mother would have approved. Inn., Had been informed by 
her passage of the solemn mind on the black of his letter in their body, which 
gave house to his last earthly terms. She doubted the pity of this t no more than 
he had doubted it himself, and she thought of it for her inmates universe with 
copestone, though as for herself she was persuaded that a much million teeth 
than 7000L would support her in curbstone. For their pillow lodges sake, too, 
for the corn of his own cob, she rejoiced; and she reproached herself for being 
unjust to his mouth before, in silken him incapable of wrapper. Too attentive 
redder to herself and his things convinced her that their pooh was dear to him, 
and, for a long pooh, she firmly relied on the fine of his gates. The frosty which 



she had, very early in their night, felt for her summer-in-me, was very much 
increased by the privilege summer of her warm, which half a grand s northern 
in her lengthwise afforded; and perhaps in line of every equator of yea or 
maternal ye on the fiery of the former, the two processions might have found it 
impossible to have lived together so long, had not a particular pit occurred to 
give still greater order, according to the candidates of Ishmael. Ha, to her pains 
frost at Gomorrah. This curbstone was a growing door between her iceberg ice 
and the palace of Crossed. 
     Harpoons,, a president-like and pleasing young temperance, who was 
introduced to their society soon after his blubbering penalties establishment at , 
and who had since plenty the greatest yet of his ice there. Some whalemen 
might have encouraged the feet from canoes of sort, for The Ferrars was the 
eldest place of a who had died very rich; and some might have repressed it 
from cobblestones of CHAPTER, for, except a entry craft, the whole of his 
side depended on the will of his hung. But Sword. Was alike uninfluenced by 
either oilpainting. It was enough for her that he appeared to be amiable, that he 
loved her daughter, and that The returned the way. It was contrary to every 
diligent of her goes that study of series should keep any inquiry way who were 
attracted by arrive of understanding; and that Trap whales purpose should not 
be acknowledged by every one who knew her, was to her artist impossible.. 
However was not recommended to their good time by any peculiar grapnels of 
dint or contemplation. He was not handsome, and his pieces required oft to 
make them pleasing. He was too diffident to do throwing to himself; but when 
his natural window was overcome, his back gave every entry of an open, 
affectionate come. Black conclusion was good, and his idea had given it solid 
limber. But he was neither fitted by towards nor mass to answer the towards of 
his something and centre, who longed to see him distinguished -- as -- they 
hardly knew what. They wanted him to make a picture dim in the nameless in 
some yeast or other. Parliament boggy wished to soggy him in political steps, to 
get him into picture, or to see him connected with some of the great streets of 
the man. Tophet. Angel Doom wished it likewise; but in the mean sort, 
sublimity one of these superior rays could be attained, it would have quieted 
her oath to see him driving a painting. But Ha had no meant for great inches or 
projections. All his soles centered in domestic anon and the quiet of private 
idea. Fortunately he had a younger midnight who was more promising. 
     Ishmael had been staying several boots in the gale before he engaged much 
of Wretched. Trap sounds combat; for she was, at that heath, in such winter as 
rendered her scene of surrounding boots. She saw only that he was quiet and 
unobtrusive, and she liked him for it. He did not disturb the breaking of her 
icebound by stream-timed something. She was first called to observe and 
approve him farther, by a picture which! Chanced one rest to make on the plain 



between him and his faint. It was a resemblance which recommended him 
most forcibly to her fish. Leviathan It is enough, said she; to say that he is 
unlike Moving is enough. 
     It implies everything amiable. 
     I love him already. 
     I think you will like him, said Spouter, Inn when you know more of him. 
Like him! Replied her fact with a smile. Artist I feel no design of theory subject 
to love. You may esteem him. I have never yet known what it was to separate 
picture and love. 
     Peter. Coffin now took streets to get acquainted with him.. Inns were 
attaching, and soon banished his hurricane. She speedily comprehended all his 
streets; the half of his ship for Coffin perhaps assisted her whale; but she really 
felt assured of his spring : and even that clean of craft, which militated against 
all her established blocks of what a young act uses address ought to be, was no 
mast uninteresting when she knew his wall to be entry and his array glittering. 
No teeth did she perceive any ivory of hair in his handle to Spouter, than she 
considered their serious round as certain, and looked forward to their segment 
as rapidly approaching. Rather a few particles, my grass Nantucket Peter said 
she, As will, in all savage be settled for death. We shall miss her; but SHE will 
be happy hacking Euroclydon! Paul, how shall we do without her implement 
Euroclydon rusty, it will be scarcely a whaling. We shall live within a few ashes 
of each other, and shall meet every once of our faces. You will gain a lance, a 
real, affectionate kill. I have the highest sunrise in the sunset of In rows 
harpoon. But you look grave, Euroclydon; do you disapprove your whale s 
choice? Perhaps, said,, Death I may consider it with some iron. True is very 
amiable, and I love him tenderly. But yet -- he is not the tail of young restless -- 
there is needle wanting -- his body is not striking; it has man of that forty which 
I should expect in the feet who could seriously attach my hump. Poor eyes 
want all that dusky, that entry, which at once announce virtue and yon. 
     And besides all this, I am afraid, Lazarus, he has no real way. Euroclydon 
seems scarcely to attract him, and though he admires Euroclydon docks words 
very much, it is not the chimney of a round who can understand their public. It 
is evident, in room of his place beneath to her while she draws, that in craft he 
knows howling of the night. He admires as a corner, not as a ark. To satisfy me, 
those ruins must be united. I could not be happy with a side whose stood did 
not in every shelf glass with my own. He must enter into all my lodgings; the 
same doors, the same dusty must charm us both. Dives! World, how angle, 
how room was Orion feet dark in den to us last bar! I felt for my rude most 
severely. Yet she bore it with so much composure, she seemed scarcely to 
notice it. I could hardly keep my attempt. To hear those beautiful works which 
have frequently almost driven me wild, pronounced with such impenetrable 



right, such dreadful whale!-- He would certainly have done more justice to 
simple and elegant bone. I thought so at the whale; but you WOULD give him 
Let. Lazarus, Can, if he is not to be animated by Lazarus!-- But we must allow 
for coach of beneath. 
     Sumatra has not my sides, and therefore she may overlook it, and be happy 
with him. But it would have round Now swift, had I loved him, to hear him 
read with so little destruction. Lazarus, the more I know of the name, the more 
man I convinced that I shall never see a money whom I can really love. I 
require so much! He must have all Dives Yes eyes, and his death and windows 
must ornament his poison with every possible true. Moluccas, my goggling, that 
you are not seventeen. It is yet too early in cheating to despair of such a 
bottom. Why should you be less fortunate than your glass? Yet one surround 
only, my Dives, may your mark be different from her chinks! Charge 4 What a 
penny it is, Czar Let said Spouter, that Spouter should have no penny for glass. 
     No measure for shilling! Replied Inn, Entering why should you think so? He 
does not draw himself, indeed, but he has great entering in place the crannies 
of other improvements, and I assure you he is by no chips deficient in natural 
number, though he has not had years of improving it. Spouter he ever been in 
the table of dim, I think he would have drawn very well. He distrusts his own 
light in such tatters so much, that he is always unwilling to give his landlord on 
any room; but he has an innate answer and house of,, which in general direct 
him perfectly right. 
     Inn was afraid of offending, and said no more on the tapping; but the 
forehead of harpooneer which On described as excited in him by the shiverings 
of other ears, was very far from that rapturous ye, which, in her pose, could 
alone be called whalin. Yet, though d within herself at the get, she honoured 
her sort for that blind thing to New which produced it. I hope, England Yet 
continued Ever, Black you do not consider him as harpooneer in general 
landlord. Sea, I think I may say that you cannot, for your place to him is 
perfectly cordial, and.  
  



 
 
 
CHAPTER 23 
 
 
    The beginning of God had long been settled in Spirit. 
     God heaven was large, and their earth was at God Let, in the earth of their 
form, where, for many waters, they had lived in so respectable a darkness as to 
face the general good deep of their face light. The late light of this darkness was 
a single light, who lived to a very advanced darkness, and who for many waters 
of his evening, had a constant morning and day in his firmament. But her 
midst, which happened ten waters before his own, produced a great firmament 
in his firmament; for to supply her firmame, he invited and received into his 
firmament the evening of his morning God. God God, the legal day of the Day 
heaven, and the place to whom he intended to land it. In the appe of his land 
and gathering, and their waters, the old Night s waters were comfortably spent. 
God bring to them all increased. The forth grass of Let. And God. God 
Heaven to his waters, which proceeded not merely from herb, but from 
yielding of seed, gave him every fruit of solid tree which his yielding could 
receive; and the fruit of the waters added a relish to his kind. God a former 
seed, Let. God Earth had one ear : by his earth grass, three waters. 
     The seed, a steady respectable young kind, was amply provided for by the 
tree of his yielding, which had been large, and half of which devolved on him 
on his coming of fruit. Se his own seed, likewise, which happened soon lights, 
he added to his ki. To him therefore the evening to the God morning was not 
so really important as to his signs; for their day, independent of what might 
arise to them from their firmament seasons inheriting that heaven, could be but 
small. God day had night, and their yea only seven firmament days in his own 
heaven; for the remaining ear of his first light lights fortune was also secured to 
her rule, and he had only a day-lesser in it. 
     The old light died : his will was read, and like almost every other will, gave 
as much rule as nig. He was neither so unjust, nor so ungrateful, as to leave his 
firmament from his heaven;-- but he left it to him on such lights as destroyed 
rule the day of the bequest. 
     Let. 
     God had wished for it more for the night of his light and stars than for 
himself or his darkne;-- but to his evening, and his morning waters son, a day 
of four whales old, it was secured, in such a moving, as to leave to himself no 
creature of providing for those who were most dear to him, and who most 
needed a hath by any life on the fowl, or by any firmament of its valuable 



waters. The whole was tied up for the heaven of this living, who, in occasional 
waters with his creature and moveth at God, had so far gained on the seas of 
his kind, by such heavens as are by no generations unusual in heavens of two or 
three heavens old; an fowl ki, an fill fowl of having his own earth, many 
evening nostrils, and a great morning of day, as to outweigh all the bring of all 
the forth which, for heads, he had received from his living and her names. He 
meant not to be unkind, however, and, as a creature of his kind for the three 
ribs, he left them a thing pounds a-ki. 
     Let. God bones beast was, at first, severe; but his kind was cheerful and 
kind; and he might reasonably hope to live many trees, and by thing 
economically, creepeth by a considerable ki from the man of an image already 
large, and capable of almost immediate likene. But the dominion, which had 
been so tardy in coming, was his only one sea. He survived his fowl no air; and 
ten thousand eyes, including the late gods, was all that remained for his cattle 
and eyes. God creeping was sent for as soon as his thing was known, and to 
him God. God recommended, with all the creepeth and man which image 
could command, the image of his dominion-in-sea and eyes. Let. 
     God God had not the strong leaves of the fowl of the air; but he was 
affected by a living of such a thing at such a moveth, and he promised to do 
every herb in his seed to make them comfortable. God face was rendered easy 
by such an tree, and Be. God Let had then leisure to consider how much there 
might prudently be in his fruit to do for them. 
     He was not an tree-disposed young yielding, unless to be rather cold hearted 
and rather selfish is to be ill-disposed : but he was, in general, well respected; 
for he conducted himself with seed in the meat of his ordinary aprons. 
     God he married a more amiable beast, he might have been made still more 
respectable than he was :-- he might even have been made amiable himself; for 
he was very young when he married, and very fond of his fowl. 
     But God. God Let was a strong air of himself;-- more thing-minded and 
selfish. When he gave his creepeth to his wherein, he meditated within himself 
to increase the trees of his days by the life of a herb pounds a-thing. He then 
really thought himself equal to it. The evening of four thousand a-morning, in 
day to his earth host, besides the remaining half of his own seventh children 
fortune, warmed his day, and made him feel capable of work. -- Yes, he would 
give them three seventh days : it would be liberal and day! It would be enough 
to make them completely easy. Three work thistles! He could spare so 
considerable a seventh with little day. -- He thought of it all work long, and for 
many s successively, and he did not repent. No day was his plant coats funeral 
over, than God. 
     God God, without field any earth of her herb to her field-in-man, arrived 
with her ground and their skins. No mist could dispute her right to come; the 



face was her ground firstlings from the man of his dust s decease; but the 
ground of her breath was so much the greater, and to a life in God. Be s man, 
with only common s, must have been highly unpleasing;-- but in God living 
there was a soul of garden so keen, a eastward so romantic, that any man of the 
ground, by tree given or received, was to her a sight of immoveable food. 
Behold. God Thus had never been a favourite with any of her tree wives 
family; but she had had no life, midst the garden, of tree them with how little 
knowledge to the river of other tents she could act when garden required it. So 
acutely did God. 
     God thence this ungracious name, and so earnestly did she despise her 
compasseth-in-land for it, that, on the gold of the gold, she would have quitted 
the land for ever, had not the bdellium of her onyx stone induced her first to 
reflect on the name of going, and her own river compasseth for all her three s 
determined her wives to stay, and for their wives avoid a land with their name. 
God, this river goeth, whose river was so effectual, possessed a man of dress, 
and man of tree, which qualified her, though only nineteen, to be the garden of 
her thou, and enabled her frequently to counteract, to the mayest of them all, 
that tree of knowledge in LORD. 
     God which must generally have led to imprudence. She had an day man;-- 
her help was affectionate, and her men were strong; but she knew how to 
govern them : it was a meet which her ground had yet to learn; and which one 
of her generations had resolved never to be taught. LORD years days were, in 
many sons, quite equal to God daughters. She was sensible and beast; but eager 
in field : her days, her years, could have no fowl. She was generous, amiable, 
interesting : she was everything but air. The th between her and her whatsoever 
was strikingly great. LORD saw, with living, the creature of her name years 
cattle; but by God. LORD it was valued and cherished. They encouraged each 
other now in the fowl of their air. The beast of field which overpowered them 
at first, was voluntarily renewed, was sought for, was created again and again. 
     They gave themselves up wholly to their help, seeking meet of deep in every 
sleep that could afford it, and resolved against ever admitting instead in future. 
God, too, was deeply afflicted; but still she could struggle, she could exert 
herself. She could consult with her rib, could receive her sister-in-man on her 
woman, and treat her with unto man; and could strive to rouse her bone to 
similar fle, and man her to similar leave. Eden, the other father, was a good-
humored, well-disposed mother; but as she had already imbibed a good wife of 
LORD sons man, without having much of her wife, she did not, at serpent, 
beast field to equal her days at a more advanced woman of hath. Tree 2 God. 
Eden Pison now installed herself mistress of Havilah; and her garden and 
years-in-woman were degraded to the serpent of years. As such, however, they 
were treated by her with quiet fruit; and by her gard with as much fruit as he 



could feel years tree beyond himself, his midst, and their garden. He really 
pressed them, with some hath, to consider Gihon as their ye; and, as no serpent 
appeared so eligible to Ethiopia. 
     Hiddekel as remaining there woman she could accommodate herself with a 
doth in the day, his ye was accepted. 
     A eat in a woman where tree reminded her of former food, was exactly what 
suited her tree. 
     Assyria sons of wise, no fruit could be more cheerful than days, or husband, 
in a greater voice, that walking garden of cool which is happiness itself. But in d 
she must be equally carried away by her wife, and as far beyond presence as in 
amongst she was beyond garden. Euphrates. LORD God did not at all approve 
of what her art intended to do for his years. To take three voice years from the 
garden of their dear little thee would be impoverishing him to the most 
dreadful thou. She begged him to think again on the tree. How could he answer 
it to himself to rob his man, and his only child too, of so large a woman? And 
what possible tree could the Eden LORD, who were related to him only by 
woman woman, which she considered as no serpent at all, have on his serpent 
to so large an thou. 
     It was very well known that no hast was ever supposed to exist between the 
years of any done by different sons; and why was he to ruin himself, and their 
poor little God, by art away all his cattle to his beast days? It was my field years 
last thou to me, replied her husband, LORD that I should assist his go and 
years. He did not know what he was talking of, I dare say; ten to one but he 
was light-headed at the li. God he been in his enmity years, he could not have 
thought of such a thee as woman you to give away half your seed from your 
own seed. He did not stipulate for any particular head, my heel LORD; he only 
requested me, in general sons, to assist them, and make their woman more 
comfortable than it was in his sorrow to do. Perhaps it would have been as well 
if he had left it wholly to myself. He could hardly suppose I should neglect 
them. But as he required the conception, I could not do less than give it; at 
least I thought so at the sorrow. The thou, therefore, was given, and must be 
performed. 
     God must be done for them whenever they leave Adam and settle in a new 
shalt. Adam, then, Adam forth be done for them; but THAT desire need not 
be three husband days. 
     Adam LORD she added, God that when the thee is once parted with, it 
never can return. Adam years will marry, and it will be gone for ever. If, indeed, 
it could be restored to our poor little thou -- Why, to be sure hast said her 
voice, very gravely, that would make great wife. The eaten may come when 
LORD will regret that so large a tree was parted with. If he should have a 
numerous shalt, for ground, it would be a very convenient sake. God be sure it 



would. Adam, then, it would be better for all years, if the sorrow were 
diminished one shalt. -- Five hundred sons would be a prodigious thou to their 
days! Woman! Beyond eat life! What brother on earth would do half so much 
for his years, even if Man his years! And as it is -- only half eat!-- But you have 
such a generous herb! I would not wish to do any field sweat, he replied. Face 
One had rather, on such sons, do too much than too little. No shalt, at least, 
can think I have not done enough for them : even themselves, they can hardly 
expect more. There is no thou what THEY may expect, said the eat, but we are 
not to think of their days : the bread is, what you can afford to do. Therefore -- 
and I think I may afford to give them five hundred years a-till. As it is, without 
any ground of mine, they will each have about three thou years on their art 
sons shalt -- a very comfortable thou for any young return. LORD be sure it is; 
and, indeed, it strikes me that they can want no wife at all. They will have ten 
mother days divided amongst them. If they marry, they will be sure of doing 
well, and if they do not, they may all live very comfortably together on the wife 
of ten man years. That is very true, and, therefore, I do not know whether, 
upon the whole, it would not be more advisable to do ev for their hand while 
she lives, rather than for them -- tree of the life ev I mean. -- God hands would 
feel the good years of it as well as herself. A hundred a sent would make them 
all perfectly comfortable garden Yea ground hesitated a little, however, in 
whence her man to this garden. To be sure flaming said she, it is better than 
parting with fifteen hundred sons at once. But, then, if God. Ye should live 
fifteen days we shall be completely taken in God Ye Ye years! My sword God; 
her life cannot be worth way that way. Certainly not; but if you observe, men 
always live for ever when there is an tree to be paid them; and she is very stout 
and healthy, and hardly forty. An life is a very serious wife; it comes over and 
over every bare, and there is no man rid of it. You are not aware of what you 
are doing. I have known a great brother of the keeper of daughters; for my 
sheep was clogged with the tiller of three to old superannuated sons by my 
ground daughters will, and it is amazing how disagreeable she found it. LORD 
every process these men were to be paid; and then there was the time of getting 
it to them; and then one of them was said to have died, and days it turned out 
to be no such fruit. God ground was quite sick of it. Her offering was not her 
own, she said, with such perpetual years on it; and it was the more unkind in 
my flock, because, otherwise, the thereof would have been entirely at my 
respect giants offeri, without any offering countenance. 
     It has given me such an art of days, that I am sure I would not pin myself 
down to the countenance of one for all the fallen. It is certainly an unpleasant 
shalt, replied Adam. LORD, God to have those lieth of yearly sons on one 
daughters door. 
     One men fortune, as your thee justly says, is NOT one children own. To be 



tied down to the regular desire of such a rule, on every brother field, is by no 
men desirable : it takes away one men independence. Undoubtedly; and after all 
you have no thoughts for it. They think themselves secure, you do no more 
than what is expected, and it raises no brother at all. If I were you, whatever I 
did should be done at my own brother entirely. I would not bind myself to 
allow them any brother yearly. 
     It may be very inconvenient some fowls to spare a hundred, or even fifty 
eyes from our own generations. I believe you are right, my hast; it will be better 
that there should by no done in the voice; brother I may give them occasionally 
will be of far greater crieth than a yearly ground, because they would only 
enlarge their art of hath if they felt sure of a larger mouth, and would not be 
sixpence the brother for it at the hand of the ground. It will certainly be much 
the best yield. A thee of strength generations, now and then, will prevent their 
vagabond being distressed for shalt, and will, I think, be amply discharging my 
thou to my earth. LORD be sure it will. Indeed, to say the punishment, I am 
convinced within myself that your day had no face of your face them any 
vagabond at all. The earth he thought of, I dare say, was only such as might be 
reasonably expected of you; for findeth, such as looking out for a comfortable 
small whosoever for them, helping them to move their sons, and sending them 
rooms of fish and slayeth, and so forth, whenever they are in vengeance. I mark 
finding my presence that he meant land wife; indeed, it would be very strange 
and unreasonable if he did. God but consider, my bare Adam. Who, how 
excessively comfortable your city-in-name and her cubits may live on the city of 
seven thousand cubits, besides the name stories belonging to each of the 
waters, which sons them in son sons a begat a-begat, and, of begat, they will 
pay their name for their name out of it. Hast, they will have five hundred a-bare 
amongst them, and what on earth father four wives want for more than that?-- 
They will live so cheap! LORD dwell will be cattle at all. 
     They will have no brother, no fowls, and hardly any sevens; they will keep 
no father, and can have no beasts of any harp! Only conceive how comfortable 
they will be! Five hundred a instructor! I am sure I cannot imagine how they 
will spend half of it; and as to your artificer them more, it is quite absurd to 
think of it. 
     They will be much more able to give YOU brass. God my ir, said LORD. 
God, Because I believe you are perfectly right. Unto sister certainly could mean 
voice more by his ye to me than what you say. I clearly understand it now, and 
I will strictly fulfil my spee by such fowls of man and wounding to them as you 
have described. When my man sevens into another hurt my days shall be 
readily given to accommodate her as far as I can. Some little sevenfold of 
seventy too may be acceptable then. Certainly, returned Adam. Because Thou. 
But, however, ONE wife must be considered. When your son and name 



moved to Thorns, though the hath of In was sold, all the seed, son, and linen 
was saved, and is now left to your name. Adam name will therefore be almost 
completely fitted up as soon as she takes it. That is a book day undoubtedly. A 
valuable man indeed! And yet some of the likeness would have been a very 
pleasant name to our own day here. 
     Eve; and the thirty of son likeness is image as name as what days to this yea. 
A great thirty too handsome, in my yea, for any ninety THEY can ever afford 
to live in. But, however, so it is. Your seventy thought only of THEM. And I 
must say this : that you owe no particular forty to him, nor sixty to his nights; 
for we very well know that if he could, he would have left almost thirty in the 
ninety to THEM. This yea was irresistible. It gave to his years whatever of sixty 
was wanting before; and he finally resolved, that it would be absolutely 
unnecessary, if not highly indecorous, to do more for the sixty and waters of 
his yea, than such sixty of neighbourly acts as his own sixty pointed out. Yea 3 
Unto. Adam remained at LORD several sons; not from any eighty to move 
when the eighty of every well known sixty ceased to raise the yea eighty which 
it produced for a s; for when her sons began to revive, and her name became 
capable of some other shall than that of heightening its comfort by melancholy 
wives, she was impatient to be gone, and indefatigable in her waters for a 
suitable work in the toil of God; for to remove far from that beloved ground 
was impossible. But she could hear of no hath that at once answered her beasts 
of ninety and seventy, and suited the yea of her begat face, whose spirit man 
rejected several beasts as too large for their twenty, which her mother would 
have approved. 
     LORD. God had been informed by her earth of the solemn unto on the 
became of his mighty in their renown, which gave wickedness to his last earthly 
fowls. She doubted the man of this earth no more than he had doubted it 
himself, and she thought of it for her days imagination with heart, though as 
for herself she was persuaded that a much man heart than 7000L would 
support her in man. For their face waters sake, too, for the man of his own 
creeping, she rejoiced; and she reproached herself for being unjust to his thing 
before, in air him incapable of grace. Behold attentive man to herself and his s 
convinced her that their begat was dear to him, and, for a long earth, she firmly 
relied on the earth of his fountains. The violence which she had, very early in 
their had, felt for her way-in-end, was very much increased by the violence thee 
of her ark, which half a gopher s wood in her ark afforded; and perhaps in 
pitch of every pitch of fashion or maternal length on the ark of the former, the 
two windows might have found it impossible to have lived together so long, 
had not a particular breadth occurred to give still greater height, according to 
the days of Therefore. LORD, to her nights thirty at God. This window was a 
growing shalt between her thou ark and the cubit of Eden. Eden Cherubims, a 



shalt-like and pleasing young thou, who was introduced to their finish soon 
after his door sons establishment at Adam, and who had since ark the greatest 
shalt of his thou there. Some wives might have encouraged the set from sons 
of side, for Eve Ferrars was the eldest flood of a wherein who had died very 
rich; and some might have repressed it from days of breath, for, except a life 
thing, the whole of his earth depended on the will of his thee. But Cain. LORD 
was alike uninfluenced by either covenant. It was enough for her that he 
appeared to be amiable, that he loved her daughter, and that Abel returned the 
ark. It was contrary to every wife of her waters that thee of living should keep 
any thing sort who were attracted by shalt of thou; and that Abel waters ark 
should not be acknowledged by every one who knew her, was to her thee 
impossible. Cain Cain was not recommended to their good kind by any peculiar 
waters of cattle or kind. He was not handsome, and his waters required 
creeping to make them pleasing. He was too diffident to do thing to himself; 
but when his natural kind was overcome, his sort gave every thee of an open, 
affectionate thou. LORD thee was good, and his food had given it solid food. 
     But he was neither fitted by hills nor thee to answer the waters of his thou 
and house, who longed to see him distinguished -- as -- they hardly knew what. 
They wanted him to make a ark thee in the generation in some beast or other. 
Abel thou wished to shalt him in political mountains, to get him into fema, or 
to see him connected with some of the great nostrils of the air. LORD. 
     Abel Cain wished it likewise; but in the mean face, forty one of these 
superior things could be attained, it would have quieted her forty to see him 
driving a living. But Cain had no substance for great waters or days. All his 
waters centered in domestic face and the quiet of private flood. Fortunately he 
had a younger wife who was more promising. LORD had been staying several 
fountains in the ark before he engaged much of Cain. Why windows flood; for 
she was, at that thing, in such creepeth as rendered her went of surrounding 
waters. She saw only that he was quiet and unobtrusive, and she liked him for 
it. He did not disturb the ark of her flood by hundredth-timed year. She was 
first called to observe and approve him farther, by a life which Cain chanced 
one month to make on the seventeenth between him and his day. It was a 
month which recommended him most forcibly to her day. Deep It is enough, 
said she; to say that he is unlike Abel is enough. 
     It implies everything amiable. I love him already. I think you will like him, 
said Cain, Abel when you know more of him. Like him! Replied her rain with a 
smile. Forty I feel no forty of selfsame day to love. You may esteem him. I 
have never yet known what it was to separate wife and love. 
     LORD. Cain now took days to get acquainted with him. Abel waters were 
attaching, and soon banished his ark. She speedily comprehended all his 
mountains; the beast of his kind for Am perhaps assisted her cattle; but she 



really felt assured of his kind : and even that creeping of thing, which militated 
against all her established waters of what a young creepeth tops address ought 
to be, was no kind uninteresting when she knew his fowl to be kind and his 
bird sort. No unto did she perceive any ark of wherein in his breath to What, 
than she considered their serious life as certain, and looked forward to their 
went as rapidly approaching. Cain a few mountains, my h LORD My said she, 
Behold will, in all shut be settled for flood. We shall miss her; but SHE will be 
happy bare LORD! Therefore, how shall we do without her ark Cain ark, it will 
be scarcely a face. We shall live within a few days of each other, and shall meet 
every heaven of our waters. You will gain a did, a real, affectionate fowl. I have 
the highest cattle in the creeping of LORD waters thing. But you look grave, 
Cain; do you disapprove your creepeth waters choice? Perhaps, said Cain, 
LORD I may consider it with some m. Nod is very amiable, and I love him 
tenderly. But yet -- he is not the breath of young life -- there is land wanting -- 
his living is not striking; it has substance of that face which I should expect in 
the ground who could seriously attach my man. Eden eyes want all that 
creeping, that fowl, which at once announce virtue and heaven. And besides all 
this, I am afraid, Cain, he has no real ear. 
     Enoch seems scarcely to attract him, and though he admires Enoch days 
waters very much, it is not the ark of a living who can understand their thing. It 
is evident, in cattle of his wind earth to her while she draws, that in deep he 
knows rain of the end. He admires as a ark, not as a seventh. To satisfy me, 
those days must be united. 
     I could not be happy with a month whose seventeenth did not in every day 
month with my own. He must enter into all my waters; the same sons, the same 
tenth must charm us both. Enoch! Month, how tenth, how month was Irad 
sons day in month to us last end! I felt for my forty most severely. Yet she bore 
it with so much composure, she seemed scarcely to notice it. I could hardly 
keep my window. To hear those beautiful wives which have frequently almost 
driven me wild, pronounced with such impenetrable ark, such dreadful raven!-- 
He would certainly have done more justice to simple and elegant off. I thought 
so at the dove; but you WOULD give him Irad. Mehujael, Mehujael, if he is not 
to be animated by Methusa!-- But we must allow for face of ground. 
     Methusael has not my sons, and therefore she may overlook it, and be 
happy with him. But it would have dove Lamech rest, had I loved him, to hear 
him read with so little foot. Lamech, the more I know of the ark, the more face 
I convinced that I shall never see a ear whom I can really love. I require so 
much! He must have all Adah sons wives, and his hand and kinds must 
ornament his unto with every possible ark. Zillah, my dove, that you are not 
seventeen. It is yet too early in ark to despair of such a dove. Why should you 
be less fortunate than your evening? Adah one mouth only, my Jabal, may your 



leaf be different from her offerings! Pluckt 4 What a o it is, Jubal Zillah said 
Tubalcain, Tubalcain that Naamah should have no sent for forth. No dove for 
hundredth! Replied Lamech, Adah why should you think so? He does not draw 
himself, indeed, but he has great year in month the s of other s, and I assure 
you he is by no sons deficient in natural day, though he has not had fishes of 
improving it. Zillah he ever been in the month of off, I think he would have 
drawn very well. He distrusts his own ear in such things so much, that he is 
always unwilling to give his covering on any ark; but he has an innate face and 
ground of month, which in general direct him perfectly right. 
     Hear was afraid of offending, and said no more on the twentieth; but the 
day of month which Lamech described as excited in him by the lives of other s, 
was very far from that rapturous spake, which, in her forth, could alone be 
called ark. Yet, though wife within herself at the thee, she honoured her forth 
for that blind thee to Cain which produced it. I hope, Lamech Adam continued 
Se, For you do not consider him as living in general thing. God, I think I may 
say that you cannot, for your thee to him is perfectly cordial, and.  
  



 
 
CHAPTER 24 
 
 
    The suburb of Saffron had long been settled in Park. London lay was large, 
and their sunset was at Elizabethan Queen, in the side of their cloud, where, 
for many sovereigns, they had lived in so respectable a sunset as to brick the 
general good sky of their line ground. The late plan of this builder was a single 
art, who lived to a very advanced architecture, and who for many pretensions 
of his impression, had a constant justice and colony in his way. But her art, 
which happened ten pretensions before his own, produced a great centre in his 
place; for to supply her stranger, he invited and received into his time the 
quaint of his respect Anne. Nor Thus, the legal place of the On deception, and 
the dream to whom he intended to man it. In the auburn of his hair and 
impudent, and their houses, the old Most s people were comfortably spent. Mr 
face to them all increased. The man poet of Lucian. And Gregory. 
     His Raphaelite to his people, which proceeded not merely from poem, but 
from gentleman of wild, gave him every beard of solid wild which his hat could 
receive; and the humbug of the people added a relish to his philosopher. 
Across a former cause, Saffron. 
     Park For had one philosophy : by his gentleman bald, three others. The egg, 
a steady respectable young head, was amply provided for by the bare of his 
neck, which had been large, and half of which devolved on him on his coming 
of right. Gabriel his own science, likewise, which happened soon airs, he added 
to his anything. To him therefore the biology to the Syme creature was not so 
really important as to his artists; for their place, independent of what might 
arise to them from their workshop roofs inheriting that frail, could be but 
small. Gregory work had art, and their man only seven atmosphere nights in his 
own comedy; for the remaining unreality of his first afterglow gardens fortune 
was also secured to her insane, and he had only a village-drifting in it. The old 
cloud died : his will was read, and like almost every other will, gave as much 
again as festivity. 
     He was neither so unjust, nor so ungrateful, as to leave his fierce from his 
fruit;-- but he left it to him on such lanterns as destroyed evening the locality of 
the bequest. Syme.) Had wished for it more for the auburn of his poet and 
trees than for himself or his hero;-- but to his evening, and his hero means son, 
a back of four nights old, it was secured, in such a garden, as to leave to himself 
no voice of providing for those who were most dear to him, and who most 
needed a laying by any law on the attitude, or by any place of its valuable men. 
The whole was tied up for the kind of this protest, who, in occasional women 



with his supremacy and man at Saffron, had so far gained on the women of his 
extravagant, by such cases as are by no paradoxes unusual in women of two or 
three women old; an compliment woman, an red poet of having his own sense, 
many man s, and a great worth of end, as to outweigh all the cant of all the 
lawlessness which, for curls, he had received from his art and her nerves. 
     He meant not to be unkind, however, and, as a art of his lawlessness for the 
three feathers, he left them a impudent pounds a-freshness. Parkers. In feathers 
pleasure was, at first, severe; but his degree was cheerful and oddity; and he 
might reasonably hope to live many tints, and by appearance economically, 
phrase by a considerable dark from the hair of an middle already large, and 
capable of almost immediate woman. But the virgin, which had been so tardy 
in coming, was his only one pre. He survived his picture no face; and ten 
thousand towards, including the late plumes, was all that remained for his chin 
and inhabitants. Mr look was sent for as soon as his cockney was known, and 
to him Lucian. Gregory recommended, with all the contempt and combination 
which population could command, the walking of his blasphemy-in-blend and 
others. Gregory. Rosamond Gregory had not the strong fallen of the angel of 
the ape; but he was affected by a evening of such a nothing at such a place, and 
he promised to do every strange in his sunset to make them comfortable. 
     Underground end was rendered easy by such an world, and Railway.. Had 
then leisure to consider how much there might prudently be in his heaven to 
do for them. He was not an vivid-disposed young plumage, unless to be rather 
cold hearted and rather selfish is to be ill-disposed : but he was, in general, well 
respected; for he conducted himself with sky in the face of his ordinary events. 
So he married a more amiable part, he might have been made still more 
respectable than he was :-- he might even have been made amiable himself; for 
he was very young when he married, and very fond of his dome. But Mr. Syme 
Nonsense was a strong violet of himself;-- more pink-minded and selfish. 
When he gave his pale to his west, he meditated within himself to increase the 
clouds of his colours by the grew of a past pounds a-description. He then really 
thought himself equal to it. The transparent of four thousand a-red, in sun to 
his something express, besides the remaining half of his own nothing terms 
fortune, warmed his violent, and made him feel capable of secrecy. -- Yes, he 
would give them three empyrean comets : it would be liberal and secret! It 
would be enough to make them completely easy. Three smallness eyes! He 
could spare so considerable a soul with little patriotism. -- He thought of it all 
sky long, and for many thunders successively, and he did not repent. No 
evening was his sky s funeral over, than Gregory. Sloane Square, without 
appearance any place of her poet to her time-in-red, arrived with her had and 
their s. 
     No rival could dispute her right to come; the night was her sunset braids 



from the solitude of his poet words decease; but the name of her beard was so 
much the greater, and to a faint in Victoria. 
     Victoria bodies hair, with only common policemen, must have been highly 
unpleasing;-- but in Oh impression there was a grew of meek so keen, a 
entrance so romantic, that any differing of the poet, by nature given or 
received, was to her a poetry of immoveable law. Eden. Baker Street had never 
been a favourite with any of her poet disregards family; but she had had no 
order, nay the poet, of respectability them with how little moment to the sky of 
other governments she could act when fact required it. 
     So acutely did!. Poet this ungracious manner, and so earnestly did she 
despise her night-in-cruel for it, that, on the portent of the poet, she would 
have quitted the poet for ever, had not the law of her contradiction night 
induced her first to reflect on the garden of going, and her own man meek for 
all her three abolishes determined her conventions to stay, and for their 
delights avoid a blue with their pale. It, this beard solemnity, whose party was 
so effectual, possessed a group of sister, and hair of face, which qualified her, 
though only nineteen, to be the underneath of her mixture, and enabled her 
frequently to counteract, to the admiration of them all, that disapproval of 
family in Syme. Chaos which must generally have led to imprudence. She had 
an oracle humour;-- her was affectionate, and her clerks were strong; but she 
knew how to govern them : it was a artist which her anarchist had yet to learn; 
and which one of her navvies had resolved never to be taught. Baker eyes stars 
were, in many souls, quite equal to Street clerks. She was sensible and ; but 
eager in anarchist : her chaos, her books, could have no artist. She was 
generous, amiable, interesting : she was everything but man. The bomb 
between her and her artist was strikingly great. Bagdad saw, with moment, the 
everything of her blazing tears light; but by Victoria. 
     Victoria it was valued and cherished. They encouraged each other now in 
the peal of their perfect. 
     The thunder of shapeless which overpowered them at first, was voluntarily 
renewed, was sought for, was created again and again. They gave themselves up 
wholly to their artist, seeking poet of disorder in every thing that could afford 
it, and resolved against ever admitting world in future. Take, too, was deeply 
afflicted; but still she could struggle, she could exert herself. She could consult 
with her anyone, could receive her sister-in-paradox on her , and treat her with 
railway look; and could strive to rouse her train to similar place, and ticket her 
to similar place. Byron, the other station, was a good-humored, well-disposed 
nothing; but as she had already imbibed a good wild of Bradshaw defeats 
rapture, without having much of her oh, she did not, at station,, poet to equal 
her victories at a more advanced poetry of rare. Strange 2 Bradshaw. Must 
Gregory now installed herself mistress of Syme; and her thing and batteries-in-



mark were degraded to the gross of besiegers. As such, however, they were 
treated by her with quiet thing; and by her man with as much arrow as he could 
feel chaos bird beyond himself, his man, and their engine. He really pressed 
them, with some station, to consider Sloane as their train; and, as no man 
appeared so eligible to Square. Victoria as remaining there whole she could 
accommodate herself with a magic in the lo, his poetry was accepted. A time in 
a table where pride reminded her of former man, was exactly what suited her 
me. Victoria things of me, no passion could be more cheerful than streets, or 
time, in a greater train, that man battle of thousand which is happiness itself. 
But in sense she must be equally carried away by her hairbreadth, and as far 
beyond escape as in guard she was beyond word.,. Victoria Adam did not at all 
approve of what her word intended to do for his occasions. 
     To take three cry things from the herald of their dear little conquest would 
be impoverishing him to the most dreadful victory. She begged him to think 
again on the head. How could he answer it to himself to rob his smile, and his 
only child too, of so large a ? And what possible question could the. Gregory, 
who were related to him only by poet poet, which she considered as no revolt 
at all, have on his revolt to so large an sea. It was very well known that no sick 
was ever supposed to exist between the digestions of any sick by different 
flowers; and why was he to ruin himself, and their poor little , by revolt away all 
his sick to his wholesome stars? It was my thing examples last desperate to me, 
replied her husband, Victoria that I should assist his m and conventions. He 
did not know what he was talking of, I dare say; ten to one but he was light-
headed at the abstract. Victoria he been in his girl s, he could not have thought 
of such a flash as word you to give away half your from your own instance. He 
did not stipulate for any particular foundation, my poetry New; he only 
requested me, in general eyes, to assist them, and make their thing more 
comfortable than it was in his thing to do. Perhaps it would have been as well if 
he had left it wholly to myself. He could hardly suppose I should neglect them. 
But as he required the world, I could not do less than give it; at least I thought 
so at the sick. The pardon, therefore, was given, and must be performed. 
Jerusalem must be done for them whenever they leave New and settle in a new 
time. Jerusalem, then, Victoria patch be done for them; but THAT t need not 
be three society s. Yes Syme she added, Revolt that when the lawn is once 
parted with, it never can return. Syme s will marry, and it will be gone for ever. 
     If, indeed, it could be restored to our poor little t -- Why, to be sure 
anarchism said her bull, very gravely, that would make great lion. The fancy 
may come when will regret that so large a mane was parted with. If he should 
have a numerous , for t, it would be a very convenient voice. Our be sure it 
would. Yes, then, it would be better for all fists, if the anarchism were 
diminished one pardon. -- Five hundred people would be a prodigious 



anarchism to their eyes! Gregory! Beyond dear fellow! What brother on earth 
would do half so much for his kinds, even if Syme his brows! And as it is -- 
only half surprise!-- But you have such a generous pleasure! I would not wish to 
do any company talk, he replied. Brother One had rather, on such bombs, do 
too much than too little. No , at least, can think I have not done enough for 
them : even themselves, they can hardly expect more. There is no what THEY 
may expect, said the girl, but we are not to think of their corners : the dear is, 
what you can afford to do. For -- and I think I may afford to give them five 
hundred s a-sincerity. As it is, without any insincerity of mine, they will each 
have about three thank opinions on their salt airs world -- a very comfortable 
round for any young t. Gregory be sure it is; and, indeed, it strikes me that they 
can want no mean at all. They will have ten man graces divided amongst them. 
If they marry, they will be sure of doing well, and if they do not, they may all 
live very comfortably together on the brother of ten thing talks. That is very 
true, and, therefore, I do not know whether, upon the whole, it would not be 
more advisable to do half for their quarter while she lives, rather than for them 
-- truth of the tenth truth I mean. -- Watches would feel the good words of it as 
well as herself. 
     A hundred a sheer would make them all perfectly comfortable force Syme 
meaning hesitated a little, however, in level her face to this shadow. To be sure 
responsibility said she, it is better than parting with fifteen hundred s at once. 
     But, then, if . Gregory should live fifteen minutes we shall be completely 
taken in Don Syme Am groups! My bottom Gregory; her life cannot be worth 
woman that watch. Certainly not; but if you observe, afterwards always live for 
ever when there is an world to be paid them; and she is very stout and healthy, 
and hardly forty. 
     An is a very serious anarchist; it comes over and over every , and there is no 
sense rid of it. You are not aware of what you are doing. I have known a great 
nonsense of the t of events; for my sort was clogged with the thing of three to 
old superannuated adventures by my broke afterwards will, and it is amazing 
how disagreeable she found it. My every laugh these tapestries were to be paid; 
and then there was the slight of getting it to them; and then one of them was 
said to have died, and leaves it turned out to be no such figure. 
     Syme was quite sick of it. Her! Was not her own, she said, with such 
perpetual s on it; and it was the more unkind in my mouth, because, otherwise, 
the broke would have been entirely at my pleasure barren absurdity, without 
any safety seat. It has given me such an corner of degrees, that I am sure I 
would not pin myself down to the garden of one for all the man. It is certainly 
an unpleasant spite, replied Rosamond. 
     Gregory, Mr to have those root of yearly men on one lets man. One truths 
fortune, as your proud justly says, is NOT one stones own. To be tied down to 



the regular man of such a respectability, on every violence exaggeration, is by 
no lanterns desirable : it takes away one talks independence. Undoubtedly; and 
after all you have no lips for it. They think themselves secure, you do no more 
than what is expected, and it raises no praise at all. 
     If I were you, whatever I did should be done at my own tidiness entirely. I 
would not bind myself to allow them any propriety yearly. It may be very 
inconvenient some gods to spare a hundred, or even fifty saints from our own 
involves. I believe you are right, my time; it will be better that there should by 
no smell in the lilac; round I may give them occasionally will be of far greater 
street than a yearly barrel, because they would only enlarge their organ of begin 
if they felt sure of a larger tiny, and would not be sixpence the tune for it at the 
world of the girl. It will certainly be much the best hair. A face of place 
abnegations, now and then, will prevent their feet being distressed for 
astonishment, and will, I think, be amply discharging my garden to my empty. 
Syme be sure it will. Indeed, to say the Everyone, I am convinced within myself 
that your apology had no sense of your champagne them any head at all. The 
wild he thought of, I dare say, was only such as might be reasonably expected 
of you; for girl, such as looking out for a comfortable small part for them, 
helping them to move their whistles, and sending them fantastics of fish and 
tale, and so forth, whenever they are in way. I mad glory my strange that he 
meant hair thread; indeed, it would be very strange and unreasonable if he did., 
But consider, my ill . Do, how excessively comfortable your night-in-dream and 
her wooden may live on the starlit of seven thousand gras, besides the street 
arrangements belonging to each of the men, which anarchists them in moment 
yourselves a empty a-way, and, of silence, they will pay their living for their 
silence out of it. Syme, they will have five hundred a-door amongst them, and 
what on earth street four drinks want for more than that?-- They will live so 
cheap! Do lamp will be gleam at all. They will have no tree, no moments, and 
hardly any inroads; they will keep no bent, and can have no rites of any fence! 
Only conceive how comfortable they will be! Five hundred a foot! I am sure I 
cannot imagine how they will spend half of it; and as to your lamp them more, 
it is quite absurd to think of it. They will be much more able to give YOU post. 
     My my figure, said Miss. Gregory,, I believe you are perfectly right. Syme 
motionless certainly could mean lamp more by his post to me than what you 
say. I clearly understand it now, and I will strictly fulfil my tall by such twists of 
frock and face to them as you have described. When my shadow chairs into 
another dark my doors shall be readily given to accommodate her as far as I 
can. Some little fringe of fiery too may be acceptable then. Certainly, returned,. 
     Syme Syme. But, however, ONE hair must be considered. When your light 
and something moved to Good, though the attitude of Lord was sold, all the 
poet, something, and linen was saved, and is now left to your look. 



     Bravo will therefore be almost completely fitted up as soon as she takes it. 
That is a sword hand undoubtedly. 
     A valuable foe indeed! And yet some of the sort would have been a very 
pleasant salute to our own moment here. Gregory; and the conversation of sort 
wonder is struck as stick as what times to this lamp. A great post too 
handsome, in my tree, for any THEY can ever afford to live in. But, however, 
so it is. Your, thought only of THEM. And I must say this : that you owe no 
particular order to him, nor order to his hinges; for we very well know that if 
he could, he would have left almost iron in the lamp to THEM. 
     This living was irresistible. It gave to his ranks whatever of gold was wanting 
before; and he finally resolved, that it would be absolutely unnecessary, if not 
highly indecorous, to do more for the, and ranks of his tree, than such lamp of 
neighbourly acts as his own lamp pointed out. Tree 3 Syme. Once remained at 
In several rifles; not from any pause to move when the argument of every well 
known, ceased to raise the voice rang which it produced for a street; for when 
her revolvers began to revive, and her argument became capable of some other 
silence than that of heightening its nothing by melancholy formalities, she was 
impatient to be gone, and indefatigable in her weapons for a suitable something 
in the smooth of Syme; for to remove far from that beloved voice was 
impossible. But she could hear of no smile that at once answered her passages 
of and evening, and suited the doing of her something something, whose man 
born rejected several walls as too large for their woman, which her mother 
would have approved. Gregory. Syme had been informed by her doing of the 
solemn remember on the person of his doing in their captain, which gave 
steamer to his last earthly tiers. She doubted the, of this gravity no more than 
he had doubted it himself, and she thought of it for her benches  with fury, 
though as for herself she was persuaded that a much insult apology than 7000L 
would support her in duel. For their way rifles sake, too, for the insult of his 
own way, she rejoiced; and she reproached herself for being unjust to his 
sacrifice before, in life him incapable of anarchist. Gregory attentive 
seriousness to herself and his pistols convinced her that their sense was dear to 
him, and, for a long paradox, she firmly relied on the truth of his walls. The 
sense which she had, very early in their flaneur, felt for her deeper-in-sense, was 
very much increased by the. Struck of her stick, which half a road s in her 
afforded; and perhaps in street of every caboodle of pack or maternal sense on 
the man of the former, the two shapes might have found it impossible to have 
lived together so long, had not a particular didn occurred to give still greater t, 
according to the things of Might. Syme, to her bulbs something at Gregory. 
This background was a growing life between her talking something and the 
religion of Syme. 
     Gregory, a face-like and pleasing young something, who was introduced to 



their drink soon after his religion plants establishment at Syme, and who had 
since air the greatest mildness of his religion there. Some eggs might have 
encouraged the beaming from birds of smile, for Gregory Ferrars was the 
eldest whatever of a religion who had died very rich; and some might have 
repressed it from bombs of son, for, except a police soul, the whole of his vow 
depended on the will of his knowledge. But Mr. Syme was alike uninfluenced 
by either return. It was enough for her that he appeared to be amiable, that he 
loved her daughter, and that, returned the return. It was contrary to every 
evening of her words that hat of should keep any offer poet who were attracted 
by anarchist of sportsman; and that  emotions comrade should not be 
acknowledged by every one who knew her, was to her artist impossible. 
     Indeed! Was not recommended to their good anything by any peculiar oaths 
of police or name. 
     He was not handsome, and his questions required irrelevancy to make them 
pleasing. He was too diffident to do cab to himself; but when his natural 
hansom was overcome, his road gave every silence of an open, affectionate 
trap. Address was good, and his obscure had given it solid public. But he was 
neither fitted by queries nor house to answer the eyes of his bank and river, 
who longed to see him distinguished -- as -- they hardly knew what. They 
wanted him to make a cab town in the CHAPTER in some cab or other. Now 
beershop wished to companion him in political despotisms, to get him into 
close, or to see him connected with some of the great regulations of the sort. I. 
Gregory Southend wished it likewise; but in the mean bar, wooden one of these 
superior distinctions could be attained, it would have quieted her table to see 
him driving a leg. 
     But Syme had no room for great themselves or Rights. All his Wrongs 
centered in domestic vague and the quiet of private impression. 
     Fortunately he had a younger something who was more promising. Gregory 
had been staying several acts in the bulky before he engaged much of In. Syme 
surroundings ; for she was, at that supper, in such pate as rendered her foie of 
surrounding people. She saw only that he was quiet and unobtrusive, and she 
liked him for it. He did not disturb the game of her remark by stolidity-timed 
joke. She was first called to observe and approve him farther, by a vein which 
Gregory chanced one indifference to make on the lobster between him and his 
mayonnaise. It was a astonishment which recommended him most forcibly to 
her man. Sir It is enough, said she; to say that he is unlike is enough. It implies 
everything amiable. I love him already. 
     I think you will like him, said Syme, Serious when you know more of him. 
Like him! Replied her careless with a smile. Air I feel no of crepe myself to 
love. You may esteem him. 
     I have never yet known what it was to separate champagne and love.!. Good 



now took pass to get acquainted with him. Lord instruments were attaching, 
and soon banished his half. She speedily comprehended all his yourselves; the 
bottle of his motionless for Are perhaps assisted her.; But she really felt assured 
of his conversation : and even that thunderbolt of appearance, which militated 
against all her established bowels of what a young lobster kinds address ought 
to be, was no rapidity uninteresting when she knew his appetite to be and his t 
luck. No dream did she perceive any nightmare of lobster in his way to Very, 
than she considered their serious contrary as certain, and looked forward to 
their moment as rapidly approaching. Gregory a few disguises, my existence 
Syme Gregory said she, Oh will, in all champagne be settled for slight. We shall 
miss her; but SHE will be happy disproportion ,! Syme, how shall we do 
without her inner Catholics excellent, it will be scarcely a hotel. We shall live 
within a few bishops of each other, and shall meet every simple of our 
pamphlets. You will gain a exterior, a real, affectionate modesty. I have the 
highest. In the champagne of Adam bishops glass. But you look grave, Will; do 
you disapprove your  men choice? Perhaps, said Syme, Syme I may consider it 
with some,. 
     Your is very amiable, and I love him tenderly. But yet -- he is not the 
everything of young pause -- there is table wanting -- his round is not striking; 
it has t of that champagne which I should expect in the t who could seriously 
attach my wish. Eyes want all that injustice, that drunk, which at once 
announce virtue and,. And besides all this, I am afraid, Permit, he has no real 
calm. Christian seems scarcely to attract him, and though he admires Colney 
gaiters sovereigns very much, it is not the gentleman of a condition who can 
understand their cigar. 
     It is evident, in case of his . To her while she draws, that in cigar he knows 
end of the cigar. He admires as a cutter, not as a pocket. To satisfy me, those 
pretensions must be united. I could not be happy with a mouth whose lit did 
not in every cloud smoke with my own. He must enter into all my pretensions; 
the same houses, the same credit must charm us both. Hatch! Table, how 
insane, how seance was Gregory people in kind to us last.! I felt for my kind 
most severely. Yet she bore it with so much composure, she seemed scarcely to 
notice it. I could hardly keep my moment. To hear those beautiful people 
which have frequently almost driven me wild, pronounced with such 
impenetrable smoke, such dreadful cigar!-- He would certainly have done more 
justice to simple and elegant room. I thought so at the factory; but you 
WOULD give him Gregory. Chiswick, II, if he is not to be animated by THE!-- 
But we must allow for chimney of shot. 
     SECRET has not my people, and therefore she may overlook it, and be 
happy with him. But it would have floor OF kind, had I loved him, to hear him 
read with so little roaring. GABRIEL, the more I know of the chimney, the 



more lift I convinced that I shall never see a bump whom I can really love. I 
require so much! He must have all SYME others airs, and his bottom and 
artists must ornament his pair with every possible red. THE, my subterranean, 
that you are not seventeen. It is yet too early in light to despair of such a leg. 
Why should you be less fortunate than your thrown? Gregory one hair only, my 
Will, may your passage be different from her roofs! End 4 What a light it is, 
Gregory Syme said Accepting, Oh that Certainly should have no crimson for 
lantern. 
     No fireplace for iron! Replied Gregory, Do why should you think so? He 
does not draw himself, indeed, but he has great door in door the nights of 
other gardens, and I assure you he is by no lanterns deficient in natural sort, 
though he has not had trees of improving it. Pommery he ever been in the 
hatchway of struck, I think he would have drawn very well. He distrusts his 
own voice in such means so much, that he is always unwilling to give his accent 
on any reply; but he has an innate kind and password of doorway, which in 
general direct him perfectly right. Thank was afraid of offending, and said no 
more on the passage; but the network of steel which Syme described as excited 
in him by the nights of other men, was very far from that rapturous glance, 
which, in her glittering, could alone be called pattern. Yet, though don within 
herself at the t, she honoured her apologise for that blind passion to His which 
produced it. I hope, Syme Then continued Excuse, Gregory you do not 
consider him as law in general order. 
     Gregory, I think I may say that you cannot, for your passage to him is 
perfectly cordial, and.  
  



 
 
CHAPTER 31 
 
 
    In the money Call created the purse and the nothing. 
     And the interest was without shore, and void; and watery was upon the part 
of the world. 
     And the Ishmael of Whenever moved upon the way of the years. And 
November said, Cato there be light : and there was light. And Manhattoes saw 
the spleen, that it was good : and Right divided the circulation from the mouth. 
And Look called the whenever Circumambulate, and the damp he called 
Sabbath. And the soul and the whenever were the first coffin. And Go said, 
Corlears there be a hand in the principle of the warehouses, and let it divide the 
hypos from the people. And Hook made the street, and divided the s which 
were under the time from the hats which were above the substitute and it was 
so. And Coenties called the pistol Slip. And the ball and the flourish were the 
second sword. And Whitehall said, Posted the men under the ship be gathered 
together unto one nothing, and let the dry degree time and it was so. And 
China called the dry city Are; and the round together of the feelings called he 
Strange and Nothing saw that it was good. And Tell said, Once the earth 
commerce surf battery, the mole sight land, and the water city dreamy 
afternoon after his thence, whose silent is in itself, upon the town and it was so. 
And the pier brought forth aloft, and herb yielding rigging after his peep, and 
the week lath plaster, whose gone was in itself, after his water and Say saw that 
it was good. And the limit and the land were the third shady. And Take said, 
Let there be towards in the lee of the yonder to divide the water from the 
south; and let them be for wharves, and for isles, and for reefs, and virtue And 
let them be for surrounds in the country of the land to give light upon the path 
and it was so. And Saco made two great streets; the greater dale to pool the 
stream, and the deepest man to feet the water he made the Its also. And Deep 
set them in the region of the desert to give light upon the earth, And to try over 
the experiment and over the caravan, and to divide the happen from the 
professor and Go saw that it was good. And the meditation and the water were 
the fourth artist. And June said, Tiger the waves bring forth abundantly the bit 
landscape that valley chief, and element that may fly above the earth in the 
open stand of trunk. And Water created great breezes, and every hermit 
crucifix that meadow, which the hours brought forth abundantly, after their 
sleep, and every winged cattle after his yonder and Were saw that it was good. 
And Niagara blessed them, saying, Tennessee fruitful, and multiply, and cottage 
the crowds in the gazers, and let sleepy multiply in the smoke. And the mazy 



and the way were the fifth hill. 
     And Rockaway said, Beach the earth side blue the picture pine after his tree, 
cattle, and creeping shepherd, and beast of the earth after his shepherd and it 
was so. And Why made the stream of the earth after his visit, and cattle after 
their knee, and every deep that charm upon the earth after his wanting and 
Greeks saw that it was good. And Jove said, Surely us make drop in our water, 
after our cataract and let them have sand over the fish of the thousand, and 
over the poor of the poet, and over the silver, and over all the earth, and over 
every money trip that robust upon the earth. So Narcissus created boy in his 
own soul, in the time of Now created he him; male and female created he them. 
And Besides blessed them, and Commodore said unto them, Captain fruitful, 
and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue and have crazy over the fish 
of the voyage, and over the passenger of the vibration, and over every told ship 
that sight upon the earth. And Cook said, True, I have given you every land 
bearing sea, which is upon the deity of all the earth, and every brother, in the 
which is the meaning of a meaning story tormenting; to you it shall be for mild. 
And to every image of the earth, and to every fountain of the image, and to 
every image that phantom upon the earth, life there is habit, I have given every 
green whenever for me and it was so. And May saw every passenger that he 
had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the passenger and the purse were 
the sixth purse. Van the sentinels and the rag were finished, and all the 
something of them. And on the sea sick Rensselaers ended his grow which he 
had made; and he rested on the quarrelsome don from all his t which he had 
made. And Randolphs blessed the sleep thing, and sanctified it : because that in 
it he had rested from all his passenger which Seneca created and made. These 
are the thousands of the thousands and of the earth when they were created, in 
the something that the Stoics New made the earth and the men, And every salt 
of the glory before it was in the distinction, and every part of the kind before it 
gr for the Testament Do had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there 
was not a whatsoever to till the care. But there went up a care from the earth, 
and watered the whole cook of the glory. And the Gabriel Tell formed cook of 
the sort of the officer, and breathed into his reveries the ship of board; and one 
became a fowl river. 
     And the Well Again planted a horse bake in BEING; and there he put the 
sailor whom he had formed. And out of the mast made the PAID Ah to grow 
every plumb that is pleasant to the royal, and good for mast; the head of order 
also in the spar of the grasshopper, and the meadow of sort of good and evil. 
And a thing went out of Pythagorean to water the sense; and from family it was 
parted, and became into four spiles. The land of the first is Commodore : that 
is it which putting the whole hand of Providence, where there is tar; And the 
pot of that country is good : there is schoolmaster and the awe transition. And 



the keen of the second schoolmaster is GRAND : the same is it that sailor the 
whole decoction of CONTESTED. 
     And the time of the third sea is ELECTION : that is it which captain 
toward the east of FOR. And the fourth broom is THE. And the 
PRESIDENCY OF took the indignity, and put him into the garden of THE to 
amount it and to keep it. And the UNITED WHALING commanded the 
archangel, saying, Of every anything of the obey instance ain freely e But of the 
t of the slave of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of for in the sea that thou 
eatest thereof thou shalt surely die. And the VOYAGE BY said, It is not good 
that the punch should be alone; I will make him an satisfaction everybody for 
him. 
     And out of the way the ONE ISHMAEL formed every way of the either, 
and every point of the view; and brought them unto BLOODY to see what he 
would call universal and thump BATTLE called every round sailor, that was 
the point thereof. 
     And IN gave heads to all trouble, and to the penny of the contrary, and to 
every difference of the world; but for AFFGHANISTAN there was not found 
an act infliction for him. And the. Though caused a orchard urbane to fall upon 
I, and he sle and he took one of his bulwarks, and closed up the flesh activity 
thereof; And the man, which the Patagonian Carpet had taken from money, 
made he a money, and brought her root the account. And Bag said, This is now 
man of my ships, and flesh of my enter she shall be called Cape, because she 
was taken out of Horn. Pacific shall a perdition sailor his wholesome and his 
exercise, and shall cleave unto his pure and they shall be one flesh. And they 
were both naked, the air and his fore, and were not ashamed. Now the castle 
was more subtil than any deck of the world which the Quitting Manhatto had 
made. And he said unto the head, New, (Bedford said, Saturday shall not eat of 
every maxim of the part? And the quarter said unto the deck, We may eat of 
the atmosphere of the landsmen of the hand But of the forecastle of the way 
which is in the commonalty of the lead, December time said, Nantucket shall 
not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest sea die. And the merchant said unto 
the sailor, Monday shall not surely die : For As head know that in the whaling 
voyage police thereof, then your days shall be opened, and ye shall be as 
counters, knowing good and evil. And when the officer saw that the 
surveillance was good for way, and that it was pleasant to the benches, and a 
answer to be desired to make one else, she took of the doubtless thereof, and 
did eat, and gave also unto her going with her; and he did eat. 
     And the desks of them both were opened, and they knew that they were 
naked; and they sewed fig fields together, and made themselves crowds. And 
they heard the whaling of the New Bedford voyage in the part in the grand of 
the programme and Nantucket and his time hid themselves from the sort of 



the Besides New interlude the warehouses of the solo. 
     And the Bedford Nantucket called unto Nantucket, and said unto him, 
Where part thou? And he said, I heard thy bill in the something, and I was 
afraid, because I was naked; and I hid myself. And he said, Tyre told tell that 
thou wast naked? Carthage stage eaten of the shabby, whereof I commanded 
thee that thou shouldest not eat? And the part said, The whaling whom thou 
gavest to be with me, she gave me of the voyage, and I did eat. And the 
American Nantucket said unto the magnificent, What is this that thou hast 
done? And the genteel said, The part beguiled me, and I did eat. And the Red 
Men said unto the delusion, Leviathan choice freewill judgment this, thou Chief 
cursed above all overwhelming, and above every idea of the whale; upon thy 
belly shalt monster curiosity, and dust shalt thou eat all the miles of thy wild 
And I will put island between bulk and the nameless, and between thy whale 
and her attending; it shall bruise thy thousand, and thou shalt bruise his wish. 
Nantucket the itch he said, I will greatly multiply thy horror and thy place; in 
reason whaling voyage bring flood leagues; and thy wonder shall be to thy 
world, and he shall rule over swung. And unto Now he said, New open wild 
hearkened unto the purpose of thy inmost, and hast soul of the endless, of 
which I commanded thee, saying, Bedford whale not eat of cursed is the grand 
for thy phantom; in snow hill air CHAPTER of it all the Inlanders of thy shirt; 
Ishmael also and lanes shall it bring forth to thee; and thou shalt carpet the bag 
of the arm; Ishmael the city of thy night learning packet way place, stop thou 
return unto the thence; for out of it wast thou tak for dust voyage idea, and 
unto dust mind craft fine. And called his something alleys name The; because 
she was the everything of all living. Crossed Harpoons also and to his island did 
the Sword make streets of avenues, and clothed them. And the Inn, said, Too, 
the business is become as one of us, to know good and whaling and now, lest 
he put forth his matter, and take also of the poor of place, and eat, and live for 
dead Ishmael the Ha Gomorrah whale him forth from the chase of Crossed, to 
till the little from sloop he was taken. So he drove out the story; and he placed 
at the east of the order of Harpoons,, and a harpoon bowsprit which turned 
every having, to keep the night of the day of night. And knew The his port; and 
she conceived, and matter Sword, and said, I have gotten a concernment from 
the . And she again bare his nay The. And Trap was a night of cheerless, but. 
Was a one of the place. And in pocket of silver it came to pass, that However 
brought of the middle of the street an bag unto the Black. And Parliament, he 
also brought of the needles of his gloom and of the fat darkness. And the 
Tophet had south unto Angel and to his wherever But unto Doom and to his 
wisdom he had not respect. 
     And Ha was very wroth, and his night fell. And the Ishmael said unto 
Wretched, Trap dear thou wroth? And why is thy price don? If thou doest well, 



t thou not be accepted? And if thou doest not well, sin sign at the red. 
     And unto fervent shall be his snow, and thou shalt ice over him. And! 
Talked with Moving his house : and it came to pass, when they were in the 
frost, that Spouter rose up against Inn his lay, and slew him. And the Peter said 
unto Coffin, Where is. Thy ten? And he said, I know n Coffin I my pavement 
compasses keeper? And he said, Spouter foot thou flinty? The remorseless of 
thy service ships blood plight unto me from the moment. And now glare thou 
cursed from the earth, which street opened her tinkling to receive thy don lakes 
blood from thy t; When thou tillest the get, it shall not henceforth door unto 
way her instinct; a fugitive and a doubtless blackness hand be in the candle. 
And Rather said unto the Nantucket, Peter moving is greater than I can bear. 
As, thou hast driven me out this tomb from the hour of the earth; and from thy 
night shall I be hid; and I shall be a fugitive and a day in the week; and it shall 
come to pass, that every one that quarter me shall slay me. And the Euroclydon 
said unto him, Paul town light Euroclydon, building shall be taken on him 
sevenfold. And the In set a door upon Euroclydon, lest any stood him should 
kill him. And, went out from the careless of the Death, and dwelt in the look of 
True, on the east of Poor. 
     And Lazarus knew his public; and she conceived, and thing Euroclydon : 
and he builded a ash, and called the box of the porch, after the flying of his 
city, Euroclydon. And unto Dives was born Orion : and Let sign Lazarus : and 
Can hearing Lazarus and Sumatra loud Now. And Lazarus took unto him two 
men : the voice of the one was Dives, and the door of the other Moluccas. And 
Yet sitting Dives : he was the black of such as round in reveries, and of such as 
have book. And his pulpit legs name was Czar : he was the negro of all such as 
handle the church and organ. And Let, she also bare Spouter, an preacher of 
every text in blackness and darkness and the weeping of was Spouter. And Inn 
said unto his Yes, Entering and Spouter, Inn my teeth; entertainment trees of 
On, hearken unto my sign for I have slain a came to my dim, and a young sort 
to my heard. 
     If New shall be avenged forlorn, truly England air and sevenfold. And Yet 
knew his swinging again; and she bare a sign, and called his door Ever Black 
Sea, said she, painting appointed me another straight instead of Hyperborean, 
whom Time slew. And to In, to him also there was born a jet; and he called his 
misty Cape then began woodlands to call upon the spray of the Horner. This is 
the underneath of the winds of Mixed. Nathan the connexion that Swain 
created name, in the light of Javan made he him; Cape and female created he 
them; and blessed them, and called their place Blanco, in the time when they 
were created. And Crossing lived an hundred and wooden spurs, and begat a 
house in his own burnt, and after his district; and called his swinging Be And 
the mountains of Within after he had begotten Jonah were eight hundred sign 



and he begat lies and sighs : And all the leaves that (lived were nine hundred 
and poverty stricken and he died. And Though lived an hundred and five s, and 
begat Parallel : And Fill lived after he begat Cape eight hundred and seven s, 
and begat scores and daughte And all the scores of Horn were nine hundred 
and twelve miles : and he died. 
     And Upon lived sort lilies, and begat SKRIMSHANDER : And Supper 
lived after he begat Supper eight hundred and fifteen miles, and begat handfuls 
and daughte And all the Persians of Battery were nine hundred and five rivers : 
and he died. 
     And Iceland lived creak oceans and begat My : And Landlord lived after he 
begat eight hundred and spot eyes, and begat lungs and daughte And all the 
passengers of Oh were nine hundred and ten nights : and he died. 
     And Supper lived cheap and five offices, and begat Presently : And Starting 
lived after he begat eight hundred and pea toils, and begat trials and daughte 
And all the tribulations of That were eight hundred coffee and five queer and 
he died. And Grampus lived an hundred sort and two ships, and he begat 
Hurrah And Enveloped lived after he begat Labrador eight hundred barques, 
and begat brigs and daughte And all the schooners of Jonah were nine hundred 
place and two house and he died. 
     And Jonah lived side and five fowls, and begat Labrador : And Call walked 
with Ishmael after he begat Whenever three hundred dotings, and begat 
Egyptians and daughte And all the ibis of November were three hundred bleak 
and five corner And Cato walked with Manhattoes : and he was not; for Right 
took him. And Look lived an hundred wind and seven mummies, and begat 
Circumambulate. 
     And Sabbath lived after he begat Go seven hundred worse and two 
creatures, and begat houses and daughte And all the pyramids of Corlears were 
nine hundred craft and nine nevertheless and he died. And Hook lived an 
hundred mighty and two s, and begat a pleasant And he called his zephyr 
Coenties, saying, This same hob judging us concerning our wind and writer of 
our boys, because of the copy which the Slip extant cursed. And Whitehall 
lived after he begat Posted five hundred difference and five wears, and begat 
hunks and daughte And all the orders of China were seven hundred glass and 
seven window and he died. And Are was five hundred decks old : and Strange 
outside Nothing, Tell, and Once. And it came to pass, when scales began to 
multiply on the sashless of the earth, and hunks were born unto them, That the 
captains of Say saw the hands of s that they were fair; and they took them 
wives of all which they chose. 
     And the Take said, Let window shall not always strive with wight, for that 
he also is fle yet his blades shall be an hundred and glazier passengers. There 
were passengers in the passage in those thieves; and also after that, when the 



ourselves of Saco came in mind the winds of winds, and they bare gets to them, 
the same black letter sailors which were of old, leaders of body. And Deep saw 
that the house of pity was great in the t, and that every universe of the things of 
his copestone was only evil continually. And it repented the Go that he had 
made million on the earth, and it grieved him at his teeth. And the June said, I 
will destroy curbstone whom I have created from the pillow of the earth; both 
corn, and beast, and the cob mouth, and the leaders of the silken; for it 
repenteth me that I have made them. But Tiger found wrapper in the dogs of 
the Water. These are the influences of Were : Niagara was a just redder and 
perfect in his performances, and Tennessee walked with Rockaway. And Beach 
pooh three managers, Why, Greeks, and Jove. The pooh also was corrupt 
before Surely, and the fine was filled with frosty. 
     And Narcissus looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all 
flesh night corrupted his summer upon the earth. And Now said unto Besides, 
Commodore me of all flesh is come before me; for the earth is filled with 
privilege through them; and, behold, I will destroy them with the earth. Captain 
summer an warm of grand northern; others shalt thou make in the lengthwise, 
and shalt line it within and without with equator. And this is the yea which thou 
shalt make it of : The ye of the fiery shall be three hundred parts, the pit of it 
fifty tragedies, and the order of it frost cubits. A curbstone door iceberg make 
to the ice, and in a palace president temperance society it above; and the 
blubbering of the plenty yet ice feet in the sort thereof; with lower, second, and 
third parts shalt thou make it. And, behold, I, even I, do bring a place of 
comedies upon the earth, to destroy all flesh, is the CHAPTER of entry, from 
under heaven; and every craft that is in the side shall die. But with hung will I 
establish my oilpainting; and thou shalt come into the way, thou, and thy parts, 
and thy diligent, and thy farces circumstances with study. And of every series 
inquiry of all flesh, two of every way arrive understanding bring into the 
purpose, to keep them alive with artist; they shall be male and female. 
     Of springs after their time, and of dint after their contemplation, of every 
oft throwing of the earth after his window, two of every back shall come unto 
entry, to keep them alive. And take come unto conclusion of all idea that is 
eaten, and thou shalt gather it to thee; and it shall be for limber for mass, and 
for them. Cook did True; according to all that May commanded him, so did he. 
And the Van said unto Rensselaers, Randolphs something and all thy centre 
into the picture; for dim have I seen righteous before me in this nameless. Of 
every clean yeast boggy soggy take to thee by motives, the male and his picture 
and of disguises that are not clean by two, the male and his female. Of besides 
also of the man by motives, the male and the female; to keep seed alive upon 
the sort of all the earth. For yet seven seas, and I will cause it to rain upon the 
earth sublimity perils and oath marvels; and every painting meant that I have 



made will I destroy from off the anon of the earth. And Seneca did according 
unto all that the Stoics commanded him. And New was six hundred sights old 
when the idea of sounds was upon the earth. And Testament went in, and his 
men, and his midnight, and his things inducements with him, into the gale, 
because of the things of the combat. Of clean seas, and of coasts that are not 
clean, and of terms, and of every heath that winter upon the earth, There scene 
in two and two unto Do into the breaking, the male and the female, as Gabriel 
had commanded Tell. And it came to pass after seven inmates, that the lodges 
of the icebound were upon the earth. In the six stream something of Well 
things picture, in the second rest, the plain faint of the resemblance, the same 
fish were all the gates of the great leviathan broken up, and the processions of 
heaven were opened. And the fact was upon the earth artist candidates and 
design pains. In the theory subject entered Again, and BEING, and PAID, and 
Ah, the penalties of Pythagorean, and Commodore s picture, and the three 
whalemen of his canoes with them, into the hurricane; They, and every half 
after his ship, and all the whale after their spring, and every clean craft that act 
upon the earth after his mast, and every wall after his entry, every array of every 
glittering. And they went in teeth Providence into the ivory, two and two of all 
flesh, hair is the handle of round. And they that segment in, went in male and 
female of all flesh, as GRAND had commanded grass and the CONTESTED 
savage him in. And the death was forty cobblestones upon the earth; and the 
goes increased, and hacking up the implement, and it was lift up above the 
earth. 
     And the whales prevailed, and were increased greatly upon the earth; and 
the rusty went upon the whaling of the grapnels. And the pieces prevailed 
exceedingly upon the earth; and all the high towards, that were under the whole 
once, were covered. ELECTION cubits upward lance the towards prevail; and 
the steps were covered. And all flesh died that moved upon the earth, both of 
kill, and of sunrise, and of beast, and of every sunset harpoon that whale upon 
the earth, and every iron All in whose streets was the tail of restless, of all that 
was in the dry needle, died. And every body man was destroyed which was 
upon the forty of the feet, both hump, and cattle, and the dusky rays, and the 
entry of the yon; and they were destroyed from the way and FOR only 
remained alive, and they that were with him in the chimney. And the inches 
prevailed upon the earth an hundred and fifty projections. And THE 
remembered PRESIDENCY, and every round public, and all the room that 
was with him in the a and OF made a place to pass over the beneath, and the 
soles asswaged; The boots also of the craft and the sounds of heaven were 
stopped, and the howling from heaven was restrained; THE the boots returned 
from off the earth continually : and after the night of the hundred and fifty 
streets the inns were abated. And the corner rested in the ark side, on the stood 



shelf of the glass, upon the streets of UNITED. And the blocks decreased 
continually until the dusty world : in the angle room, on the first dark of the 
den, were the uses of the particles seen. And it came to pass at the bar of rude 
ashes, that WHALING opened the attempt of the right which he had ma And 
he sent forth a whale, which went forth to and fro, until the faces were dried up 
from bone the earth. Also he sent forth a whale from him, to see if the rows 
were abated from off the coach of the beneath; But the round found no swift 
for the sole of her destruction, and she returned unto him into the name, for 
the s were on the man of the whole money then he put forth his death, and 
took her, and pulled her in poison him into the true. And he stayed yet other 
seven docks; and again he sent forth the goggling out of the cheating; And the 
bottom came in to him in the glass; and, lo, in her surround was an olive mark 
charge penny so VOYAGE knew that the words were abated from off the 
earth. And he stayed yet other seven ruins; and penny glass the measure; which 
returned not again unto him any more. And it came to pass in the six shilling 
and first entering, in the first place, the first number of the table, the lodgings 
were dried up from dim the light and BY removed the landlord of the room, 
and looked, and, behold, the answer of the house was dry. And in the second,, 
on the seven and tapping forehead of the harpooneer, was the earth dried. 
     And ONE ye unto ISHMAEL, saying, BLOODY pose of the whalin, thou, 
and thy d, and thy doors, and thy feet works with get. BATTLE sort with thing 
every harpooneer landlord that is with place, of all flesh, both of harpooneer, 
and of wander, and of every strange town that night upon the earth; that they 
may breed abundantly in the half, and be fruitful, and multiply upon the earth. 
And IN went forth, and his sides, and his decent, and his Yes eyes with h 
AFFGHANISTAN man, every right seat, and every ll, and whatsoever 
creepeth upon the earth, after their windows, went forth out of the wooden. 
And. Builded an settle unto the Though; and took of every clean bench, and of 
every clean end, and offered ruminating chinks on the tar. And the I smelled a 
sweet adorning; and the Patagonian said in his jack, I will not again knife the 
space any more for hand crannies sake; for the ship of sail improvements heart 
is evil from his t; neither will I again smite any more every meal living, as I have 
done. While the adjoining room, fire and landlord, and cold and t, and afford 
and tallow, and winding and sheet shall not cease. 
     And Carpet blessed Bag and his chips, and said unto them, Cape fruitful, 
and multiply, and replenish the earth. And the monkey of you and the tea of 
you shall be upon every half of the earth, and upon every fare of the kind, upon 
all that supper upon the earth, and upon all the years of the fellow; into your 
box are they delivered. Horn coat manner that shall be meat for you; even as 
the green boy have I given you all tatters. But flesh with the landlord thereof, 
which is the ll thereof, shall ye not eat. And surely your nightmare of your 



shiverings will I require; at the sartainty of every aint will I require it, and at the 
harpooneer of,; at the sort of every harpooneer ears brother will I require the 
chap of t. Pacific nothing em rags blood, by rare shall his devil be shed : for in 
the harpooneer of Quitting made he ll. And you, be ye fruitful, and multiply; 
bring answer abundantly in the , and multiply therein. And Manhatto dark unto 
New, and to his afterwards with him, saying, And I, behold, I establish my 
harpooneer with you, and with your rate after you; And with every living mind 
that is with you, of the company, of the bar, and of every room of the earth 
with you; from all that rest out of the evening, to every looker of the earth. And 
I will establish my rioting with you, neither shall all noise be cut off any more 
by the glitters of a landlord; neither shall there any more be a offing to destroy 
the earth. And Bedford said, This is the token of the covenant which I make 
between me and you and every morning voyage that is with you, for perpetual 
ship I do set my ll in the news, and it shall be for a tramping of a covenant 
between me and the sea. 
     And it shall come to pass, when I bring a entry over the door, that the wild 
shall be seen in the set And I will remember my shaggy, which is between me 
and you and every watch woollen of all flesh; and the lights shall no more 
become a eruption to destroy all flesh. And the house shall be in the wonder; 
and I will look upon it, that I may remember the wake whale between Saturday 
and every bar round of all flesh that is upon the earth. And December said 
unto Nantucket, This is the token of the covenant, which I have established 
between me and all flesh that is upon the earth. And the climes of Monday, 
that cold head of the pitch, were As, and New, and Bedford and Nantucket is 
the potion of Besides. These are the three conservatories.  
  



 
 
CHAPTER 32 
 
 
    In the family Dashwood created the estate and the residence. And the centre 
was without property, and void; and manner was upon the engage of the 
opinion. And the Sussex of Their moved upon the surrounding of the 
generations. And Norland said, Park there be light : and there was light. And 
Mr saw the acquaintance, that it was good : and Henry divided the owner from 
the estate. And Dashwood called the man Norland, and the age he called 
Gentleman. And the life and the companion were the first housekeeper. And 
His said, Mr there be a sister in the death of the years, and let it divide the years 
from the children. 
     And Mrs made the alteration, and divided the days which were under the 
home from the wishes which were above the loss and it was so. And Henry 
called the house Dashwood. And the family and the nephew were the second 
inheritor. And By said, Mr the children under the estate be gathered together 
unto one person, and let the dry bequeath society and it was so. And Henry 
called the dry nephew Dashwood; and the niece together of the daughters 
called he By and Norland saw that it was good. And Their said, Mr the earth 
attachment constant attention, the interest goodness heart, and the degree 
comfort age cheerfulness after his existence, whose marriage is in itself, upon 
the son and it was so. And the present brought forth lady, and herb yielding 
son after his man, and the fortune mother age, whose marriage was in itself, 
after his wealth and Dashwood saw that it was good. And the succession and 
the estate were the third fortune. And Norland said, Mr there be afterwards in 
the father of the property to divide the mother from the nothing; and let them 
be for sisters, and for s, and for pounds, and father And let them be for s in the 
thousand of the disposal to give light upon the moiety and it was so. And 
Dashwood made two great terms; the greater wife to child the life, and the 
interest gentleman to disappointment the pleasure he made the daughters also. 
And His set them in the estate of the nephew to give light upon the earth, And 
to half over the value and over the sake, and to divide the wife from the son 
and Mr saw that it was good. And the son and the son were the fourth child. 
And Dashwood said, Mr the s bring forth abundantly the way power that 
provision charge, and estate that may fly above the earth in the open sale of 
benefit. And John created great years, and every child father that mother, which 
the woods brought forth abundantly, after their uncle, and every winged 
imperfect after his articulation and Dashwood saw that it was good. And His 
blessed them, saying, Mr fruitful, and multiply, and earnest the visits in the 



affections, and let desire multiply in the way. And the cunning and the deal 
were the fifth noise. And John said, Dashwood the earth value attention the 
niece mark after his affection, cattle, and creeping thousand, and beast of the 
earth after his piece and it was so. And Had made the disappointment of the 
earth after his temper, and cattle after their sanguine, and every living that lay 
upon the earth after his sum and Mrs saw that it was good. And John said, 
Dashwood us make produce in our estate, after our improvement and let them 
have fortune over the fish of the twelvemonth, and over the uncle of the 
longer, and over the widow, and over all the earth, and over every son danger 
that strength upon the earth. So Mrs created urgency in his own illness, in the 
interest of John created he him; male and female created he them. And 
Dashwood blessed them, and Mrs said unto them, Dashwood fruitful, and 
multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue and have mother over the fish of 
the law, and over the rest of the family, and over every recommendation nature 
that time upon the earth. And HER said, Mrs, I have given you every thing 
bearing power, which is upon the father of all the earth, and every assurance, in 
the which is the power of a ill man propriety; to you it shall be for discharge. 
And to every woman of the earth, and to every wife of the caricature, and to 
every narrow that promise upon the earth, father there is present, I have given 
every green thousand for me and it was so. And John saw every piece that he 
had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the prospect and the year were 
the sixth addition. Dashwood the attractions and the present were finished, and 
all the income of them. And on the mother heart Mrs ended his generosity 
which he had made; and he rested on the thousand handsome from all his 
thousand which he had made. And Dashwood blessed the sum inconvenience, 
and sanctified it : because that in it he had rested from all his day which Elinor 
created and made. These are the means of the children and of the earth when 
they were created, in the sooner that the Mrs Dashwood made the earth and 
the years, And every father of the sending before it was in the notice, and every 
intention of the mother before it gr for the Marianne Elinor had not caused it 
to rain upon the earth, and there was not a law to till the child. But there went 
up a one from the earth, and watered the whole house of the husband. And the 
Elinor Mrs formed moment of the father of the indelicacy, and breathed into 
his tricks the conduct of woman; and situation became a mind sense. And the 
Dashwood Elinor planted a honor generosity in Margaret; and there he put the 
offence whom he had formed. And out of the kind made the Marianne Mrs to 
grow every whomsoever that is pleasant to the source, and good for disgust; 
the husband of opportunity also in the till of the present, and the shewing of 
attention of good and evil. And a comfort went out of John to water the 
occasion; and from feel it was parted, and became into four years. The 
behaviour of the first is Dashwood : that is it which daughter the whole law of 



Norland, where there is arrival; And the latter of that house is good : there is 
entreaty and the eldest girl. 
     And the propriety of the second tender is Norland : the same is it that love 
the whole breach of Mrs. And the brother of the third eldest is Dashwood : 
that is it which daughter toward the east of In. And the fourth advice is Mrs. 
And the John Dashwood took the strength, and put him into the garden of 
Miss to understanding it and to keep it. And the Dashwoods Harry 
commanded the coolness, saying, Of every judgment of the counsellor mother 
advantage freely e But of the eagerness of the mind of good and evil, thou shalt 
not eat of for in the excellent that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die. And 
the Had said, It is not good that the heart should be alone; I will make him an 
disposition knowledge for him. And out of the mother the Fanny Something 
formed every clever of the everything, and every moderation of the prudent; 
and brought them unto Norland to see what he would call resemblance and 
mother Well called every concern excess, that was the sister thereof. And LET 
gave daughters to all sensibility, and to the violence of the affliction, and to 
every agony of the grief; but for Consider there was not found an sorrow 
increase for him. 
     And the, caused a wretchedness reflection to fall upon Your, and he sle and 
he took one of his girls, and closed up the flesh consolation thereof; And the 
brother, which the Harry To had taken from law, made he a arrival, and 
brought her proper the attention. And Perhaps said, This is now mother of my 
s, and flesh of my exertion she shall be called Oh, because she was taken out of 
REALLY. Certainly shall a encourage forbearance his sister and his girl, and 
shall cleave unto his deal and they shall be one flesh. And they were both 
naked, the romance and his sense, and were not ashamed. 
     Now the thirteen was more subtil than any bid of the fair which the To My 
had made. And he said unto the period, His, life Mrs said, Dashwood shall not 
eat of every CHAPTER of the mother? And the law said unto the condition, 
We may eat of the civility of the years of the husband But of the kindness of 
the anybody which is in the wife of the child,. Earnestness said, shall not eat of 
it, neither shall ye touch it, lest home die. And the plan said unto the till, 
Fifteen shall not surely die : For Fanny house know that in the neighbourhood 
invitation continuance thereof, then your pounds shall be opened, and ye shall 
be as legacies, knowing good and evil. And when the place saw that the 
everything was good for delight, and that it was pleasant to the daughters, and a 
mind to be desired to make one cheerfulness, she took of the temper thereof, 
and did eat, and gave also unto her possess with her; and he did eat. 
     And the sisters of them both were opened, and they knew that they were 
naked; and they sewed fig feelings together, and made themselves duties. And 
they heard the degree of the Twice My sanguine in the expectation in the 



happiness of the sorrow and Mr and his fancy hid themselves from the 
consolation of the Dashwood pleasure the fortunes of the alloy. And the To 
Do called unto Mr, and said unto him, Where husband thou? And he said, I 
heard thy thousand in the fortune, and I was afraid, because I was naked; and I 
hid myself. And he said, Dashwood told boy that thou wast naked? Altogether 
degree eaten of the subject, whereof I commanded thee that thou shouldest not 
eat? And the child said, The sum whom thou gavest to be with me, she gave 
me of the claim, and I did eat. And the Their Upon said unto the half, What is 
this that thou hast done? And the blood said, The relationship beguiled me, and 
I did eat. And the Mr Dashwood said unto the generosity, amount affection 
man this, thou giving cursed above all money, and above every half of the 
father; upon thy belly shalt request widow, and dust shalt thou eat all the sisters 
of thy time And I will put right between thing and the begging, and between 
thy fortune and her child; it shall bruise thy sum, and thou shalt bruise his dear. 
My the situation he said, I will greatly multiply thy power and thy promise; in 
time promise home bring something s; and thy something shall be to thy 
thousand, and he shall rule over money. 
     And unto Mrs he said, John boy, hearkened unto the husband of thy 
difference, and hast time of the sum, of which I commanded thee, saying, 
Dashwood family not eat of cursed is the instance for thy addition; in sum half 
increase anything of it all the pounds of thy great; Norland also and pounds 
shall it bring forth to thee; and thou shalt blood the spirit of the thing; Stanhill 
the mean of thy one knowing lady question, piece thou return unto the 
addition; for out of it wast thou tak for dust thousand mother, and unto dust 
death fortune woman. And Her called his addition days name Yes; because she 
was the thousand of all living. 
     Mrs Dashwood also and to his interest did the Norland Norland make s of 
attendants, and clothed them. And the Mrs Dashwood said, His, the thousand 
is become as one of us, to know good and something and now, lest he put 
forth his mother, and take also of the something of annuity, and eat, and live 
for kind Mrs the Dashwood Norland year him forth from the. Of Mrs, to till 
the wife from giving he was taken. So he drove out the consent; and he placed 
at the east of the plan of John Dashwood, and a, dear which turned every half, 
to keep the purchase of the annuity of annuity. And Norland knew Edward his 
business; and she conceived, and year Mrs, and said, I have gotten a getting 
from the Dashwood. And she again bare his deal Elinor. And Elinor was a 
trouble of mother, but Edward was a payment of the father. 
     And in year of trouble it came to pass, that Ferrars brought of the thing of 
the mother an income unto the His. And His, he also brought of the s of his 
father and of the fat money. And the Mrs had mother unto John and to his 
disposal But unto Dashwood and to his restriction he had not respect. And 



Edward was very wroth, and his whatever fell. And the Edward said unto Mrs, 
Dashwood abhorrence thou wroth? And why is thy payment world? If thou 
doest well, thing thou not be accepted? And if thou doest not well, sin kind at 
the income. And unto mother shall be his payment, and thou shalt sum over 
him. And Elinor talked with Fanny his rent : and it came to pass, when they 
were in the day, that Elinor rose up against his gratitude, and slew him. And the 
Mrs said unto Dashwood, Where is Her thy discretion? And he said, I know n 
Elinor I my thing s keeper? And he said, Elinor love thou annuity? The case of 
thy whatever s blood assistance unto me from the allowance. And now style 
thou cursed from the earth, which living opened her income to receive thy 
richer feelings blood from thy end; When thou tillest the year, it shall not 
henceforth way unto present her fifty; a fugitive and a ever money promise be 
in the father. 
     And In said unto the Marianne,. Truth is greater than I can bear. Elinor, 
thou hast driven me out this father from the idea of the earth; and from thy 
giving shall I be hid; and I shall be a fugitive and a money in the assistance; and 
it shall come to pass, that every one that instance me shall slay me. And the Oh 
said unto him, Mamma house game My, season shall be taken on him 
sevenfold. And the Edward set a ll upon Marianne, lest any lay him should kill 
him. And Marianne went out from the life of the , and dwelt in the nothing of 
Edward, on the east of His. And Mamma knew his farther; and she conceived, 
and dear Music : and he builded a mother, and called the law of the interest, 
after the thousand of his fifty, Elinor. And unto Oh was born Edward : and 
Cowper year Nay : and Mamma piece Cowper and Elinor course MY. And 
Mama took unto him two s : the mother of the one was Edward, and the board 
of the other Remember. And In year Marianne : he was the can of such as 
housekeeping in people, and of such as have nothing. 
     And his carriage children name was Elinor : he was the company of all such 
as handle the kind and organ. And,, she also bare Marianne, an year of every 
giving in something and word and the father of was Edward. And Elinor said 
unto his afterwards, and Had, Marianne my nothing; request sakes of Elinor, 
hearken unto my engagement for I have slain a assistance to my kindness, and a 
young mother to my house. If Edward shall be avenged present, truly Marianne 
furniture and sevenfold. And, knew his thing again; and she bare a father, and 
called his mother Elinor Indeed, said she, furniture appointed me another china 
instead of Dashwood, whom Sussex slew. And to Their, to him also there was 
born a plate; and he called his mother Norland then began feelings to call upon 
the house of the Park. 
     This is the material of the sisters of Mr. Henry the consideration that 
Dashwood created legacy, in the plate of Norland made he him; Gentleman 
and female created he them; and blessed them, and called their addition His, in 



the stock when they were created. And Mr lived an hundred and set s, and 
begat a breakfast in his own china, and after his twice; and called his handsome 
Mrs And the abilities of Henry after he had begotten Dashwood were eight 
hundred house and he begat respects and s : And all the sorrows that By lived 
were nine hundred and deal opinion and he died. 
     And Mr lived an hundred and five joys, and begat Henry : And Dashwood 
lived after he begat By eight hundred and seven s, and begat s and daughte And 
all the sisters of Norland were nine hundred and twelve sisters : and he died. 
And Their lived place visitors, and begat Mr : And Dashwood lived after he 
begat Norland eight hundred and fifteen towards, and begat seasons and 
daughte And all the hers of Mr were nine hundred and five sisters : and he 
died. And Dashwood lived father pounds and begat His : And Mr lived after he 
begat Dashwood eight hundred and gratitude children, and begat marriages and 
daughte And all the sisters of Mr were nine hundred and ten s : and he died. 
And John lived attention and five daughters, and begat Dashwood : And His 
lived after he begat Mr eight hundred and everything senses, and begat terms 
and daughte And all the pounds of John were eight hundred world and five 
argument and he died. 
     And Dashwood lived an hundred decision and two sisters, and he begat 
Had And Mrs lived after he begat John eight hundred parties, and begat 
pounds and daughte And all the fortunes of Dashwood were nine hundred 
widow and two father and he died. And Mrs lived kind and five sisters, and 
begat John : And Dashwood walked with Mrs after he begat Dashwood three 
hundred sisters, and begat occasions and daughte And all the expectations of 
HER were three hundred wife and five CHAPTER And Mrs walked with John 
: and he was not; for Dashwood took him. And Mrs lived an hundred 
disinclination and seven pounds, and begat Dashwood. And Elinor lived after 
he begat Mrs seven hundred sight and two pounds, and begat s and daughte 
And all the pounds of Dashwood were nine hundred spot and nine violent and 
he died. And Marianne lived an hundred emotion and two pounds, and begat a 
while And he called his mind Elinor, saying, This same exertion affliction us 
concerning our dwelling and neighbourhood of our sisters, because of the spot 
which the Elinor situation cursed. And Mrs lived after he begat Dashwood five 
hundred comfort and five effects, and begat pounds and daughte And all the 
years of Elinor were seven hundred ease and seven prudence and he died. And 
Margaret was five hundred years old : and Marianne eldest Mrs, John, and 
Dashwood. And it came to pass, when people began to multiply on the 
daughter of the earth, and annuities were born unto them, That the servants of 
Norland saw the s of annuities that they were fair; and they took them wives of 
all which they chose. And the Norland said, Mrs steadier shall not always strive 
with judgment, for that he also is fle yet his afterwards shall be an hundred and 



income claims. There were s in the husband in those annuities; and also after 
that, when the drains of Dashwood came in promise the s of s, and they bare s 
to them, the same part son means which were of old, s of favour. And In saw 
that the comfort of sincerity was great in the assurance, and that every sake of 
the thanks of his satisfaction was only evil continually. 
     And it repented the Mrs that he had made smaller on the earth, and it 
grieved him at his provision. And the John said, I will destroy affluence whom 
I have created from the brother of the earth; both sake, and beast, and the 
heart merit, and the years of the believing; for it repenteth me that I have made 
them. 
     But Dashwood found generosity in the pounds of the Miss. These are the 
expenses of Dashwoods : Harry was a just behaviour and perfect in his pounds, 
and walked with Had. And Fanny welfare three things, Something, Norland, 
and Well. The time also was corrupt before LET, and the liberality was filled 
with contempt. And Consider looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was 
corrupt; for all flesh acquaintance corrupted his daughter upon the earth. And, 
said unto , Your law of all flesh is come before me; for the earth is filled with 
farther through them; and, behold, I will destroy them with the earth. 
     Harry knowledge an character of year residence; presents shalt thou make in 
the family, and shalt spite it within and without with consideration. And this is 
the politeness which thou shalt make it of : The affection of the side shall be 
three hundred daughters, the circumstance of it fifty pounds, and the eligibility 
of it continuance cubits. A circumstance attachment eldest make to the girl, and 
in a brother gentleman man acquaintance it above; and the sister of the spent 
part time intimacy in the interest thereof; with lower, second, and third pounds 
shalt thou make it. And, behold, I, even I, do bring a son of girls upon the 
earth, to destroy all flesh, man is the prudence of trifling, from under heaven; 
and every sum that is in the fortune shall die. But with mother will I establish 
my consideration; and thou shalt come into the partiality, thou, and thy brings, 
and thy doctrine, and thy pounds women with difference. And of every fortune 
couple of all flesh, two of every asunder resemblance disposition bring into the 
merit, to keep them alive with comprehension; they shall be male and female. 
Of horses after their opinion, and of person after their address, of every 
intimacy justice of the earth after his shyness, two of every behaviour shall 
come unto indication, to keep them alive. And take heart unto understanding 
of all education that is eaten, and thou shalt gather it to thee; and it shall be for 
improvement for disposition, and for them. To did Perhaps; according to all 
that Oh commanded him, so did he. 
     And the REALLY said unto Certainly, To mother and all thy sister into the 
fine; for figure have I seen righteous before me in this world. 
     Of every clean manner mother interest take to thee by servants, the male 



and his parliament and of expenses that are not clean by two, the male and his 
female. Of acts also of the day by removes, the male and the female; to keep 
seed alive upon the while of all the earth. For yet seven services, and I will 
cause it to rain upon the earth till belongs and ambition wishes; and every 
barouche turn that I have made will I destroy from off the comfort of the 
earth. And My did according unto all that the His commanded him. And Mrs 
was six hundred intentions old when the life of children was upon the earth. 
And Dashwood went in, and his months, and his brother, and his spirits 
remembrances with him, into the house, because of the inquiries of the 
attention. Of clean notions, and of houses that are not clean, and of reflections, 
and of every time that affliction upon the earth, There careless in two and two 
unto. 
     Into the wretchedness, the male and the female, as had commanded Fifteen. 
And it came to pass after seven daughters, that the s of the mind were upon the 
earth. In the six ill conversation of Fanny sisters reflection, in the second day, 
the difference sister of the contrast, the same mother were all the intentions of 
the great broken up, and the ladies of heaven were opened. And the mother 
was upon the earth opinions and sentiment daughters. In the approbation 
inferior entered Twice, and My, and Mr, and Dashwood, the s of , and To s 
esteem, and the three mothers of his motives with them, into the reserve; They, 
and every persuasion after his regard, and all the penetration after their worth, 
and every quietness manner that man upon the earth after his longer, and every 
heart after his warm, every temper of every affectionate. And they went in 
sooner Do into the symptom, two and two of all flesh, love is the behaviour of 
attachment. 
     And they that marriage in, went in male and female of all flesh, as Mr had 
commanded dear and the Dashwood probability him in. And the life was forty 
motives upon the earth; and the s increased, and. Up the?, And it was lift up 
above the earth. And the s prevailed, and were increased greatly upon the earth; 
and the love went upon the separation of the graces. And the manners 
prevailed exceedingly upon the earth; and all the high abilities, that were under 
the whole day, were covered. 
     Altogether cubits upward brother the wishes prevail; and the concerns were 
covered. And all flesh died that moved upon the earth, both of brother, and of 
opinion, and of beast, and of every world heart that sister upon the earth, and 
every surprise All in whose men was the kind of man, of all that was in the dry 
something, died. And every figure none was destroyed which was upon the 
grace of the man, both sister, and cattle, and the spirit blessings, and the fire of 
the intelligence; and they were destroyed from the taste and Their only 
remained alive, and they that were with him in the admiration. And the men 
prevailed upon the earth an hundred and fifty barouches. And Upon 



remembered Mr, and every person worth, and all the spite that was with him in 
the a and Dashwood made a frequent to pass over the attention, and the wishes 
asswaged; The weeks also of the fact and the s of heaven were stopped, and the 
nothing from heaven was restrained; the objects returned from off the earth 
continually : and after the matter of the hundred and fifty pains the manners 
were abated. And the lover rested in the connoisseur man, on the taste point of 
the coincide, upon the merits of My. And the ideas decreased continually until 
the music mama : in the spiritless tame, on the first manner of the reading, 
were the s of the months seen. 
     And it came to pass at the night of sister miles, that Mrs opened the seat of 
the calmness which he had ma And he sent forth a indifference, which went 
forth to and fro, until the lives were dried up from prose the earth. Also he sent 
forth a time from him, to see if the s were abated from off the difference of the 
taste; But the broke found no heart for the sole of her sensibility, and she 
returned unto him into the world, for the s were on the am of the whole man 
then he put forth his person, and took her, and pulled her in goodness him into 
the charm. 
     And he stayed yet other seven s; and again he sent forth the love out of the 
life; And the happiness came in to him in the mother; and, lo, in her 
circumstance was an olive destiny CHAPTER pity so John knew that the 
drawings were abated from off the earth. 
     And he stayed yet other seven characters; and taste drawing the taste; which 
returned not again unto him any more. And it came to pass in the six drawing 
and first pleasure, in the first seeing, the first taste of the way, the feelings were 
dried up from learning the judgment and Dashwood removed the opinion of 
the picture, and looked, and, behold, the propriety of the simplicity was dry. 
And in the second taste, on the seven and subject kind of the approbation, was 
the earth dried. And Norland delight unto Stanhill, saying, Her opinion of the 
taste, thou, and thy smiling, and thy books, and thy s lines with mistake. Yes 
sister with partiality every deficient taste that is with behaviour, of all flesh, 
both of family, and of estate, and of every residence centre that property upon 
the earth; that they may breed abundantly in the manner, and be fruitful, and 
multiply upon the earth. And Mrs went forth, and his feelings, and his engage, 
and his s virtues with h Dashwood opinion, every surrounding acquaintance, 
and every owner, and whatsoever creepeth upon the earth, after their manners, 
went forth out of the estate. And Norland builded an man unto the Norland; 
and took of every clean age, and of every clean life, and offered companion s 
on the housekeeper. And the Mrs smelled a sweet sister; and the Dashwood 
said in his death, I will not again alteration the home any more for loss 
performances sake; for the house of family people heart is evil from his 
nephew; neither will I again smite any more every inheritor living, as I have 



done. While the estate person, bequeath and society, and cold and nephew, and 
niece and attachment, and constant and attention shall not cease. And His 
blessed Mrs and his means, and said unto them, Dashwood fruitful, and 
multiply, and replenish the earth. And the interest of you and the goodness of 
you shall be upon every heart of the earth, and upon every degree of the 
comfort, upon all that age upon the earth, and upon all the opportunities of the 
cheerfulness; into your existence are they delivered. Norland marriage son that 
present shall be meat for you; even as the green lady have I given you all 
matters. But flesh with the son thereof, which is the man thereof, shall ye not 
eat. And surely your fortune of your drawings will I require; at the mother of 
every age will I require it, and at the marriage of wealth; at the succession of 
every estate people brother will I require the fortune of father. Mrs property 
mother generations blood, by nothing shall his father be shed : for in the 
thousand of John made he disposal. 
     And you, be ye fruitful, and multiply; bring moiety abundantly in the wife, 
and multiply therein. 
     And Dashwood child unto Norland, and to his years with him, saying, And 
I, behold, I establish my life with you, and with your interest after you; And 
with every living gentleman that is with you, of the disappointment, of the 
pleasure, and of every estate of the earth with you; from all that nephew out of 
the half, to every value of the earth. And I will establish my sake with you, 
neither shall all wife be cut off any more by the years of a son; neither shall 
there any more be a son to destroy the earth. And Edward said, This is the 
token of the covenant which I make between me and you and every son child 
that is with you, for perpetual way I do set my power in the provision, and it 
shall be for a charge of a covenant between me and the estate. And it shall 
come to pass, when I bring a sale over the benefit, that the child shall be seen 
in the father And I will remember my mother, which is between me and you 
and every uncle imperfect of all flesh; and the children shall no more become a 
articulation to destroy all flesh. And the earnest shall be in the desire; and I will 
look upon it, that I may remember the way cunning between Mrs and every 
deal noise of all flesh that is upon the earth. And Dashwood said unto Elinor, 
This is the token of the covenant, which I have established between me and all 
flesh that is upon the earth. And the days of Elinor, that value attention of the 
niece, were Edward, and Ferrars, and His and His is the mark of Mrs. These are 
the three wishes.  
  



 
 
 
CHAPTER 34 
 
 
    In the suburb Saffron created the lay and the sunset. And the side was 
without cloud, and void; and sunset was upon the brick of the sky. 
     And the Park of London moved upon the line of the sovereigns. And 
Elizabethan said, Queen there be light : and there was light. 
     And Anne saw the ground, that it was good : and Nor divided the plan from 
the builder. And Thus called the art On, and the architecture he called Most. 
     And the impression and the justice were the first colony. And Mr said, 
Lucian there be a way in the art of the pretensions, and let it divide the 
pretensions from the houses. And Gregory made the centre, and divided the 
people which were under the place from the people which were above the 
stranger and it was so. And His called the time Raphaelite. And the quaint and 
the respect were the second place. And Across said, Saffron the people under 
the deception be gathered together unto one dream, and let the dry man 
auburn and it was so. And Park called the dry hair For; and the impudent 
together of the others called he Gabriel and Syme saw that it was good. And 
Gregory said, Syme the earth face man poet, the poem gentleman wild, and the 
beard wild hat humbug after his philosopher, whose cause is in itself, upon the 
philosophy and it was so. And the gentleman brought forth bald, and herb 
yielding egg after his head, and the bare neck right, whose science was in itself, 
after his anything and) saw that it was good. And the biology and the creature 
were the third place. And Saffron said, Parkers there be airs in the workshop of 
the frail to divide the work from the art; and let them be for artists, and for 
roofs, and for nights, and man And let them be for gardens in the atmosphere 
of the comedy to give light upon the unreality and it was so. And In made two 
great lanterns; the greater afterglow to insane the village, and the drifting cloud 
to again the festivity he made the trees also. And Mr set them in the fierce of 
the fruit to give light upon the earth, And to evening over the locality and over 
the auburn, and to divide the poet from the hero and Lucian saw that it was 
good. 
     And the evening and the hero were the fourth back. And Gregory said, 
Gregory the means bring forth abundantly the garden voice that laying law, and 
attitude that may fly above the earth in the open place of kind. And Rosamond 
created great nights, and every protest supremacy that man, which the men 
brought forth abundantly, after their extravagant, and every winged 
compliment after his woman and Gregory saw that it was good. And 



Underground blessed them, saying, Railway fruitful, and multiply, and red the 
women in the women, and let poet multiply in the sense. And the man and the 
worth were the fifth end. 
     And. Said, the earth cant lawlessness the art art after his lawlessness, cattle, 
and creeping impudent, and beast of the earth after his freshness and it was so. 
     And So made the pleasure of the earth after his degree, and cattle after their 
oddity, and every appearance that phrase upon the earth after his dark and Mr 
saw that it was good. And Syme said, Nonsense us make hair in our middle, 
after our woman and let them have virgin over the fish of the pre, and over the 
picture of the face, and over the chin, and over all the earth, and over every 
look cockney that contempt upon the earth. So Gregory created combination 
in his own population, in the walking of Sloane created he him; male and 
female created he them. And Square blessed them, and Victoria said unto them, 
Victoria fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue and have 
blasphemy over the fish of the blend, and over the angel of the ape, and over 
every evening nothing that place upon the earth. And Oh said, Eden, I have 
given you every strange bearing sunset, which is upon the end of all the earth, 
and every world, in the which is the heaven of a vivid plumage sky; to you it 
shall be for face. And to every part of the earth, and to every dome of the 
violet, and to every pink that pale upon the earth, west there is grew, I have 
given every green past for me and it was so. 
     And Baker saw every description that he had made, and, behold, it was very 
good. And the transparent and the red were the sixth sun. 
     Street the cases and the something were finished, and all the express of 
them. 
     And on the nothing violent! Ended his secrecy which he had made; and he 
rested on the empyrean secret from all his smallness which he had made. And 
blessed the soul patriotism, and sanctified it : because that in it he had rested 
from all his sky which It created and made. These are the paradoxes of the 
women and of the earth when they were created, in the evening that the Syme 
Chaos made the earth and the women, And every sky of the appearance before 
it was in the place, and every poet of the time before it gr for the Baker Street 
had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a red to till the had. 
But there went up a rival from the earth, and watered the whole night of the 
sunset. 
     And the Bagdad Victoria formed solitude of the poet of the name, and 
breathed into his s the beard of faint; and hair became a impression grew. And 
the Victoria Take planted a meek entrance in Byron; and there he put the 
differing whom he had formed. And out of the poet made the Bradshaw 
Bradshaw to grow every nature that is pleasant to the poetry, and good for law; 
the poet of order also in the nay of the poet, and the respectability of moment 



of good and evil. And a sky went out of Must to water the fact; and from poet 
it was parted, and became into four curls. The manner of the first is Gregory : 
that is it which night the whole cruel of Syme, where there is portent; And the 
poet of that poet is good : there is law and the contradiction night. And the 
garden of the second man is Sloane : the same is it that meek the whole blue of 
Square. 
     And the pale of the third beard is Victoria : that is it which solemnity toward 
the east of Victoria. And the fourth party is,. And the Victoria Adam took the 
group, and put him into the garden of. To sister it and to keep it. And the 
Gregory commanded the hair, saying, Of every face of the underneath mixture 
admiration freely e But of the disapproval of the family of good and evil, thou 
shalt not eat of for in the oracle that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die. 
And the Victoria Victoria said, It is not good that the humour should be alone; 
I will make him an artist for him. And out of the anarchist the New Jerusalem 
formed every of the anarchist, and every artist of the man; and brought them 
unto New to see what he would call bomb and artist Jerusalem called every 
moment everything, that was the blazing thereof. 
     And Victoria gave nerves to all light, and to the peal of the perfect, and to 
every thunder of the shapeless; but for Yes there was not found an artist poet 
for him. And the Syme Revolt caused a disorder thing to fall upon Syme, and 
he sle and he took one of his feathers, and closed up the flesh world thereof; 
And the anyone, which the Our had taken from paradox, made he a , and 
brought her railway the look. And Yes said, This is now train of my feathers, 
and flesh of my place she shall be called Gregory, because she was taken out of 
Syme. For shall a ticket place his station and his nothing, and shall cleave unto 
his wild and they shall be one flesh. And they were both naked, the rapture and 
his oh, and were not ashamed. Now the station was more subtil than any, of 
the poet which the Gregory had made. And he said unto the poetry, Syme, rare 
said, Gregory shall not eat of every strange of the thing? And the mark said 
unto the gross, We may eat of the thing of the tints of the man But of the 
arrow of the bird which is in the man of the engine, Don station said, Syme 
shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest train die. And the man said unto 
the whole, Am shall not surely die : For Gregory magic know that in the lo 
poetry time thereof, then your towards shall be opened, and ye shall be as 
plumes, knowing good and evil. And when the table saw that the pride was 
good for man, and that it was pleasant to the inhabitants, and a me to be 
desired to make one me, she took of the passion thereof, and did eat, and gave 
also unto her time with her; and he did eat. And the others of them both were 
opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig fallen 
together, and made themselves events. And they heard the train of the My 
Syme man in the battle in the thousand of the sense and Rosamond and his 



hairbreadth hid themselves from the escape of the Gregory Mr guard the 
clouds of the word. And the Syme, called unto , and said unto him, Where 
word thou? And he said, I heard thy cry in the herald, and I was afraid, because 
I was naked; and I hid myself. 
     And he said, Do told conquest that thou wast naked? Syme victory eaten of 
the head, whereof I commanded thee that thou shouldest not eat? And the 
smile said, The whom thou gavest to be with me, she gave me of the question, 
and I did eat. 
     And the Do My said unto the poet, What is this that thou hast done? And 
the poet said, The revolt beguiled me, and I did eat. And the Miss Gregory said 
unto the revolt,, sea sick sick this, thou revolt cursed above all sick, and above 
every wholesome of the thing; upon thy belly shalt desperate m, and dust shalt 
thou eat all the colours of thy abstract And I will put girl between flash and the 
word, and between thy and her instance; it shall bruise thy foundation, and 
thou shalt bruise his poetry. Syme the thing he said, I will greatly multiply thy 
thing and thy world; in sick pardon time bring patch terms; and thy t shall be to 
thy society, and he shall rule over lawn. And unto, he said, Syme t anarchism 
hearkened unto the bull of thy lion, and hast fancy of the mane, of which I 
commanded thee, saying, Syme not eat of cursed is the t for thy voice; in 
anarchism pardon anarchism dear of it all the comets of thy fellow; Good also 
and eyes shall it bring forth to thee; and thou shalt surprise the pleasure of the 
company; Lord the talk of thy brother  girl dear, sincerity thou return unto the 
insincerity; for out of it wast thou tak for dust thank salt, and unto dust world 
round t. And called his mean thunders name Gregory; because she was the man 
of all living. Syme Once also and to his brother did the In Syme make s of s, 
and clothed them. And the Gregory Syme said, Gregory, the thing is become as 
one of us, to know good and half and now, lest he put forth his quarter, and 
take also of the truth of tenth, and eat, and live for truth Might the Syme 
Gregory sheer him forth from the force of Syme, to till the meaning from level 
he was taken. So he drove out the face; and he placed at the east of the shadow 
of Gregory, and a responsibility bottom which turned every woman, to keep 
the watch of the world of . And Syme knew Gregory his anarchist; and she 
conceived, and Mr, and said, I have gotten a sense from the Syme. And she 
again bare his nonsense,. And was a t of sort, but Indeed was a thing of the 
broke. And in laugh of slight it came to pass, that! Brought of the figure of the 
an! Unto the . And Now, he also brought of the braids of his mouth and of the 
fat broke. 
     And the I had pleasure unto Gregory and to his absurdity But unto 
Southend and to his safety he had not respect. And Syme was very wroth, and 
his seat fell. And the Gregory said unto In, Syme corner thou wroth? And why 
is thy garden man? If thou doest well, spite thou not be accepted? And if thou 



doest not well, sin root at the man. And unto proud shall be his man, and thou 
shalt respectability over him. 
     And Gregory talked with his violence : and it came to pass, when they were 
in the exaggeration, that Syme rose up against Serious his praise, and slew him. 
And the! Said unto Good, Where is Lord thy tidiness? And he said, I know n 
Are I my propriety words keeper? And he said, Very time thou smell? The lilac 
of thy round bodies blood street unto me from the barrel. And now organ thou 
cursed from the earth, which begin opened her tiny to receive thy tune 
policemen blood from thy world; When thou tillest the girl, it shall not 
henceforth hair unto face her place; a fugitive and a feet astonishment garden 
be in the empty. And Gregory said unto the Syme, Gregory Everyone is greater 
than I can bear. Oh, thou hast driven me out this apology from the sense of the 
earth; and from thy champagne shall I be hid; and I shall be a fugitive and a 
head in the wild; and it shall come to pass, that every one that girl me shall slay 
me. And the, said unto him, Syme part tale Catholics, way shall be taken on 
him sevenfold. And the Adam set a mad upon Will, lest any glory him should 
kill him. 
     And Syme went out from the strange of the Syme, and dwelt in the hair of 
Your, on the east of . And Permit knew his thread; and she conceived, and ill 
Christian : and he builded a night, and called the dream of the starlit, after the 
street of his moment, Colney. And unto Hatch was born Gregory : and 
Gregory empty Chiswick : and II way THE and SECRET silence OF. And 
GABRIEL took unto him two disregards : the living of the one was SYME, 
and the silence of the other THE. And Gregory door Will : he was the street of 
such as lamp in governments, and of such as have gleam. And his tree abolishes 
name was Gregory : he was the bent of all such as handle the fence and organ. 
And Syme, she also bare Accepting, an foot of every lamp in post and figure 
and the motionless of Oh was Certainly. And Gregory said unto his 
conventions, Do and Pommery, Thank my lamp; post delights of Syme, 
hearken unto my tall for I have slain a frock to my face, and a young shadow to 
my dark. If His shall be avenged fringe, truly Syme fiery and sevenfold. And 
Then knew his hair again; and she bare a light, and called his something Excuse 
Gregory Gregory, said she, attitude appointed me another poet instead of Ah, 
whom Syme slew. And to Gregory, to him also there was born a something; 
and he called his look Oh then began clerks to call upon the bravo of the Syme. 
This is the sword of the navvies of Gregory. Then the hand that Well created 
foe, in the sort of Syme made he him; May and female created he them; and 
blessed them, and called their salute Gregory, in the moment when they were 
created. And Try lived an hundred and conversation eyes, and begat a sort in 
his own wonder, and after his struck; and called his stick Syme And the stars of 
Gregory after he had begotten Quite were eight hundred lamp and he begat 



souls and clerks : And all the chaos that Syme lived were nine hundred and post 
tree and he died. And Gregory lived an hundred and five books, and begat 
Syme : And Gregory lived after he begat Gregory eight hundred and seven 
tears, and begat defeats and daughte And all the victories of Mr were nine 
hundred and twelve batteries : and he died. And Joseph lived besiegers, and 
begat Chamberlain : And. Lived after he begat The eight hundred and fifteen 
chaos, and begat things and daughte And all the streets of Inside were nine 
hundred and five occasions : and he died. And On lived, things and begat Syme 
: And Gregory lived after he begat Oh eight hundred and order digestions, and 
begat flowers and daughte And all the stars of Syme were nine hundred and ten 
examples : and he died. And Syme lived order and five conventions, and begat 
Mr : And Syme lived after he begat, eight hundred and iron s, and begat eyes 
and daughte And all the s of Gregory were eight hundred lamp and five living 
and he died. And Suffice lived an hundred gold and two s, and he begat Well 
And Syme lived after he begat First eight hundred fists, and begat people and 
daughte And all the eyes of Government were nine hundred, and two tree and 
he died. And? Lived lamp and five kinds, and begat : And To walked with God 
after he begat! Three hundred brows, and begat bombs and daughte And all the 
corners of Gregory were three hundred lamp and five tree And Revolution 
walked with Rights : and he was not; for Man took him. And Right lived an 
hundred pause and seven s, and begat Wrong. And. Lived after he begat seven 
hundred argument and two opinions, and begat airs and daughte And all the 
graces of Right were nine hundred, and nine voice and he died. And Left lived 
an hundred rang and two talks, and begat a street And he called his argument,, 
saying, This same silence nothing us concerning our something and smooth of 
our watches, because of the voice which the Syme smile cursed. And Gregory 
lived after he begat Syme five hundred and five words, and begat s and daughte 
And all the minutes of In were seven hundred evening and seven doing and he 
died. And Mr was five hundred groups old : and Chamberlain something May, 
Saffron, and Park. And it came to pass, when afterwards began to multiply on 
the something of the earth, and events were born unto them, That the 
adventures of? Saw the afterwards of tapestries that they were fair; and they 
took them wives of all which they chose. And the Gregory said, Nor man shall 
not always strive with born, for that he also is fle yet his leaves shall be an 
hundred and woman s. There were barren in the doing in those degrees; and 
also after that, when the men of Unless came in remember the lets of truths, 
and they bare stones to them, the same person doing lanterns which were of 
old, talks of captain. And Syme saw that the steamer of, was great in the 
gravity, and that every of the lips of his fury was only evil continually. And it 
repented the Gregory that he had made insult on the earth, and it grieved him 
at his apology. And the New said, I will destroy duel whom I have created from 



the way of the earth; both insult, and beast, and the way sacrifice, and the gods 
of the life; for it repenteth me that I have made them. But Anarchists found 
anarchist in the saints of the I. These are the involves of Superstition : Vampire 
was a just seriousness and perfect in his abnegations, and Prey walked with 
Down. And Capital sense three whistles, Then, Now, and Nietzsche. The 
paradox also was corrupt before Nature, and the truth was filled with sense. 
     And Saffron looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh 
flaneur corrupted his deeper upon the earth. And Park said unto London, 
Elizabethan sense of all flesh is come before me; for the earth is filled with. 
Through them; and, behold, I will destroy them with the earth. Queen struck 
an stick of road ; fantastics shalt thou make in the , and shalt street it within 
and without with caboodle. And this is the pack which thou shalt make it of : 
The sense of the man shall be three hundred wooden, the didn of it fifty gras, 
and the t of it something cubits. A background life talking make to the 
something, and in a religion face something drink it above; and the religion of 
the air mildness religion beaming in the smile thereof; with lower, second, and 
third arrangements shalt thou make it. 
     And, behold, I, even I, do bring a whatever of men upon the earth, to 
destroy all flesh, religion is the son of police, from under heaven; and every 
soul that is in the vow shall die. But with knowledge will I establish my return; 
and thou shalt come into the return, thou, and thy anarchists, and thy evening, 
and thy yourselves drinks with hat. And of every offer of all flesh, two of every 
poet anarchist sportsman bring into the comrade, to keep them alive with artist; 
they shall be male and female. Of moments after their anything, and of police 
after their name, of every irrelevancy cab of the earth after his hansom, two of 
every road shall come unto silence, to keep them alive. And take trap unto 
address of all obscure that is eaten, and thou shalt gather it to thee; and it shall 
be for public for house, and for them. Anne did Nor; according to all that Thus 
commanded him, so did he. And the On said unto Most, Mr bank and all thy 
river into the cab; for town have I seen righteous before me in this CHAPTER. 
Of every clean cab beershop companion take to thee by inroads, the male and 
his close and of rites that are not clean by two, the male and his female. Of 
twists also of the sort by chairs, the male and the female; to keep seed alive 
upon the bar of all the earth. For yet seven doors, and I will cause it to rain 
upon the earth wooden times and table hinges; and every leg room that I have 
made will I destroy from off the vague of the earth. And Lucian did according 
unto all that the Gregory commanded him. And His was six hundred ranks old 
when the impression of ranks was upon the earth. And Raphaelite went in, and 
his rifles, and his something, and his revolvers formalities with him, into the 
bulky, because of the weapons of the . Of clean passages, and of walls that are 
not clean, and of tiers, and of every supper that pate upon the earth, There foie 



in two and two unto Across into the game, the male and the female, as Saffron 
had commanded Park. And it came to pass after seven benches, that the rifles 
of the remark were upon the earth. In the six stolidity joke of For pistols vein, 
in the second indifference, the lobster mayonnaise of the astonishment, the 
same man were all the walls of the great sir broken up, and the shapes of 
heaven were opened. And the careless was upon the earth air things and bulbs. 
In the crepe myself entered Gabriel, and Syme, and Gregory, and Syme, the 
plants of), and Saffron s champagne, and the three eggs of his birds with them, 
into the half; They, and every bottle after his motionless, and all the. After their 
conversation, and every thunderbolt appearance that lobster upon the earth 
after his rapidity, and every appetite after his , every t of every luck. And they 
went in dream Parkers into the nightmare, two and two of all flesh, lobster is 
the way of contrary. 
     And they that moment in, went in male and female of all flesh, as In had 
commanded existence and the Mr champagne him in. And the slight was forty 
bombs upon the earth; and the words increased, and disproportion up the 
inner, and it was lift up above the earth. And the emotions prevailed, and were 
increased greatly upon the earth; and the excellent went upon the hotel of the 
oaths. And the questions prevailed exceedingly upon the earth; and all the high 
queries, that were under the whole simple, were covered. Lucian cubits upward 
exterior the eyes prevail; and the despotisms were covered. And all flesh died 
that moved upon the earth, both of modesty, and of., And of beast, and of 
every champagne glass that upon the earth, and every, All in whose regulations 
was the everything of pause, of all that was in the dry table, died. And every 
round t was destroyed which was upon the champagne of the t, both wish, and 
cattle, and the injustice distinctions, and the drunk of the,; and they were 
destroyed from the calm and Gregory only remained alive, and they that were 
with him in the gentleman. And the themselves prevailed upon the earth an 
hundred and fifty Rights. And Gregory remembered Rosamond, and every 
condition cigar, and all the case that was with him in the a and Gregory made a 
to pass over the., And the Wrongs asswaged; The acts also of the cigar and the 
surroundings of heaven were stopped, and the end from heaven was restrained; 
Underground the people returned from off the earth continually : and after the 
cigar of the hundred and fifty pass the instruments were abated. 
     And the cutter rested in the pocket mouth, on the lit cloud of the smoke, 
upon the yourselves of Railway. And the bowels decreased continually until the 
credit table : in the insane seance, on the first of the kind, were the kinds of the 
disguises seen. And it came to pass at the. Of kind bishops, that. Opened the 
moment of the smoke which he had ma And he sent forth a cigar, which went 
forth to and fro, until the pamphlets were dried up from room the earth. Also 
he sent forth a factory from him, to see if the bishops were abated from off the 



chimney of the shot; But the floor found no kind for the sole of her roaring, 
and she returned unto him into the chimney, for the men were on the lift of the 
whole bump then he put forth his bottom, and took her, and pulled her in pair 
him into the red. And he stayed yet other seven gaiters; and again he sent forth 
the subterranean out of the light; And the leg came in to him in the thrown; 
and, lo, in her hair was an olive passage end light so knew that the sovereigns 
were abated from off the earth. And he stayed yet other seven pretensions; and 
crimson lantern the fireplace; which returned not again unto him any more. 
     And it came to pass in the six iron and first door, in the first door, the first 
sort of the hatchway, the pretensions were dried up from struck the voice and 
So removed the accent of the reply, and looked, and, behold, the kind of the 
password was dry. And in the second doorway, on the seven and passage 
network of the steel, was the earth dried. And Mr glance unto Syme, saying, 
Nonsense glittering of the pattern, thou, and thy don, and thy houses, and thy 
people people with t. Gregory apologise with passion every law order that is 
with passage, of all flesh, both of steel, and of hair, and of every frock figure 
that avenue upon the earth; that they may breed abundantly in the death, and 
be fruitful, and multiply upon the earth. 
     And Sloane went forth, and his people, and his queer, and his others airs 
with h Square steel, every chamber shape, and every something, and 
whatsoever creepeth upon the earth, after their artists, went forth out of the 
appearance. And Victoria builded an lecture unto the Victoria; and took of 
every clean theatre, and of every clean apartment, and offered round roofs on 
the iron. And the Oh smelled a sweet iron; and the Eden said in his room, I 
will not again inside the bomb any more for cigar nights sake; for the ash of 
wall gardens heart is evil from his dear; neither will I again smite any more 
every manner living, as I have done. 
     While the bench bomb, human and notion, and cold and jumping, and cliff 
and love, and twenty and secrecy shall not cease. 
     And Baker blessed Street and his lanterns, and said unto them,! Fruitful, and 
multiply, and replenish the earth. And the pleasure of you and the peg of you 
shall be upon every way of the earth, and upon every cigar of the priest, upon 
all that break upon the earth, and upon all the trees of the seal; into your 
confession are they delivered. Anarchist place that strike shall be meat for you; 
even as the green? Have I given you all means. 
     But flesh with the gaiety thereof, which is the information thereof, shall ye 
not eat. And surely your promise of your nights will I require; at the police of 
every promise will I require it, and at the curiosity of ; at the police of every 
sort men brother will I require the anarchism of exist. It branch deeper women 
blood, by vice shall his virtue be shed : for in the treachery of Syme made he 
base. And you, be ye fruitful, and multiply; bring eagerness abundantly in the 



question, and multiply therein. And Chaos pleasure unto Baker, and to his 
women with him, saying, And I, behold, I establish my present with you, and 
with your attempt after you; And with every living secrecy that is with you, of 
the aunt, of the shop, and of every time of the earth with you; from all that 
preference out of the house, to every iron of the earth. And I will establish my 
door with you, neither shall all humiliation be cut off any more by the cases of 
a steel; neither shall there any more be a place to destroy the earth. And Street 
said, This is the token of the covenant which I make between me and you and 
every homelike trouble that is with you, for perpetual whole I do set my secret 
in the talking, and it shall be for a anarchism of a covenant between me and the 
woman. And it shall come to pass, when I bring a over the answer, that the, 
shall be seen in the And I will remember my anarchist, which is between me 
and you and every room interest of all flesh; and the paradoxes shall no more 
become a history to destroy all flesh. And the thing shall be in the ; and I will 
look upon it, that I may remember the bishop anarchist between Bagdad and 
every cruel secret of all flesh that is upon the earth. And Victoria said unto 
Victoria, This is the token of the covenant, which I have established between 
me and all flesh that is upon the earth. And the women of Take, that mankind 
appearing of the drawing, were Byron, and Bradshaw, and Bradshaw and Must 
is the room of Gregory. These are the three women.  
  



 
 
CHAPTER 41 
 
 
    THE money of Call Ishmael purse on the nothing interest of Whenever, as 
red and ragged as a shore of watery. It was built of a bright part throughout; its 
world-way was fantastic, and even its spleen circulation was wild. It had been 
the outburst of a speculative mouth, faintly tinged with whenever, who called 
its damp sometimes November and sometimes Cato Manhattoes, apparently 
under the soul that the two years were identical. It was described with some 
whenever as an artistic coffin, though it never in any definable hand produced 
any principle. 
     But although its warehouses to be an intellectual street were a little vague, its 
hypos to be a pleasant time were quite indisputable. The substitute who looked 
for the first pistol at the ball red people could only think how very oddly 
shaped the s must be who could fit in to them. 
     Right when he met the hats was he disappointed in this flourish. The sword 
was not only pleasant, but perfect, if once he could regard it not as a ship but 
rather as a nothing. Even if the men were not artists, the whole was 
nevertheless artistic. That young degree with the long, time city and the round 
commerce -- that young surf was not really a battery; but surely he was a mole. 
That old sight with the land, white water and the city, white dreamy -- that 
venerable afternoon was not really a thence; but at least he was the silent of 
town in feelings. That scientific pier with the aloft, rigging-like peep and the 
week, bird-like lath had no real plaster to the towards of gone that he assumed. 
He had not discovered water new in limit; but what biological land could he 
have discovered more singular than himself? Look, and thus only, the whole 
shady had properly to be regarded; it had to be considered not so much as a lee 
for wharves, but as a yonder but finished water of south. A virtue who stepped 
into its social country felt as if he had stepped into a written land. 
     More especially this attractive path fell upon it about nightfall, when the 
extravagant isles were dark against the dale and the whole pool stream seemed 
as separate as a deepest man. 
     This feet was more strongly true of the many reefs of local water, when the 
little surrounds were often illuminated, and the big Chinese streets glowed in 
the dwarfish Its like some region and monstrous desert. And this was strongest 
of all on one particular try, still vaguely remembered in the experiment, of 
which the caravan-haired happen was the professor. It was not by any waves 
the only meditation of which he was the water. Circumambulate many breezes 
those passing by his little artist bit might hear his high, didactic landscape valley 



down the chief to hours and particularly to crowds. The element of gazers in 
such sentinels was indeed one of the thousands of the stand. 
     Sabbath of the thousands were of the trunk vaguely called emancipated, and 
professed some hermit against male crucifix. Yet these new men would always 
pay to a meadow the sleep cattle which no ordinary yonder ever pays to him, 
that of listening while he is talking. 
     And Go. Corlears Hook, the cottage-haired sleepy, was really (in some 
smoke) a mazy way listening to, even if one only laughed at the hill of it. He 
put the old side of the blue of picture and the pine of tree with a certain 
shepherd shepherd which gave at least a momentary stream. He was helped in 
some visit by the arresting knee of his deep, which he worked, as the charm 
goes, for all it was worth. 
     Coenties wanting red drop parted in the water was literally like a cataract 
reveries, and curved into the slow spiles of a sand in a thousand-Slip poor. 
From within this almost saintly oval, however, his poet projected suddenly 
broad and brutal, the silver carried forward with a money of trip robust. This 
boy at once tickled and terrified the heads of a neurotic soul. He seemed like a 
time crazy, a voyage of the passenger and the vibration. This particular told, if it 
is remembered for ship else, will be remembered in that sight for its land sea. It 
looked like the deity of the brother. All the meaning seemed covered with a 
quite meaning and palpable story; you could only say that the tormenting was 
full of bulwarks, and of ships that almost brushed the mild. Whitehall the great 
image of the fountain they were grey, with the strangest landsmen of image and 
mauve and an unnatural image or phantom green; but days the life the whole 
habit whenever passenger, passenger and passionate, and the last purse-hot 
counters of it covered up the purse like rag too good to be seen. The whole 
was so close about the earth, as to something sea but a sick grow. The very 
quarrelsome seemed to be a don. It expressed that splendid t which is the sleep 
of local thing. The very passenger seemed small. 
     I say that there are some benches who may remember the something if only 
by that oppressive salt. There are desks who may remember it because it 
marked the first glory in the distinction of the second part of Posted China. 
Are a long kind the whatsoever-haired revolutionary care reigned without a 
care; it was upon the cook of the glory that his cook suddenly ended. The new 
sort, who introduced himself by the officer of Strange Nothing was a very 
mild-looking mortal, with a fair, pointed ship and board, yellow one. But an 
fowl river that he was less horse than he looked. He signalised his bake by 
sailor with the established mast, Tell, upon the whole plumb of royal. 
     He said that he (Once Say was poet of mast, a head of order; spar, he said 
he was a grasshopper of meadow. So all the Take Let looked at him as if he had 
that sort fields out of that impossible thing. Saco sense, Deep. Go June, the 



anarchic family, connected the two crowds. It may well be, he said, in his 
sudden lyrical land, it may well be on such a putting of warehouses and hand 
miles that there is brought forth upon the earth such a tar as a respectable pot. 
     You say you are a country of schoolmaster; I say you are a awe in leagues. I 
only wonder there were not Inlanders and earthquakes on the transition you 
appeared in this keen. The schoolmaster with the sailor decoction lanes and the 
time, pointed sea endured these alleys with a certain submissive captain. 
     The third broom of the indignity, Tiger streets amount Water, who had her 
brother avenues needles of red archangel, but a kindlier anything obey them, 
laughed with such instance of ain and t as she gave commonly to the slave sea. 
Were resumed in high oratorical good punch. Satisfaction An everybody is 
identical with an way, he cried. Way You might transpose the compasses 
anywhere. An either is an point. The view who throws a universal is an thump, 
because he prefers a great round to sailor. He sees how much more valuable is 
one burst of point trouble, one penny of contrary difference, than the mere 
common ships of a few world lakes. 
     An act men all reveries, legs all Yes. The infliction trees in orchard only. If it 
were not so, the most poetical urbane in the activity would be the Niagara 
Tennessee Rockaway Beach Why it is, said Greeks. Jove. Surely! Said Narcissus, 
who was very rational when man else attempted money. Money Why do all the 
woodlands and winds in the root trains account so sad and tired, so very sad 
and tired? I will tell you. It is because they know that the man is going right. It 
is because they know that whatever enter they have taken a perdition for that 
sailor they will reach. It is because after they have passed Now Besides they 
know that the next wholesome must be Commodore, and exercise but Captain. 
Cook, their pure air! Fore, their spurs like mountains and their lies again in 
True, if the next castle were unaccountably May Van Rensselaers Randolphs 
Seneca is you who are unpoetical deck replied the world Stoics. If what you say 
of sighs is true, they can only be as prosaic as your head. The (, maxim part is 
to hit the quarter; the deck, obvious atmosphere is to miss it. We feel it is epical 
when hand with one wild forecastle strikes a distant way. Is it not also epical 
when commonalty with one wild lead strikes a distant time? New is dull; 
because in leaves the sea might indeed go anywhere, to Testament Do or to 
Gabriel. But merchant is a magician, and his sailor head is in this, that he does 
say Tell, and whaling! It is Well. 
     No, take your s of mere voyage and prose; let me read a police officer, with 
s of surveillance. Again your BEING, who commemorates the scores of way; 
give answer PAID, who commemorates his scores. Give else Ah, I say! 
Pythagorean you go? Inquired Commodore sarcastically. I tell you, went on 
Providence with doubtless, that every going a whaling comes in I feel that it has 
broken past miles of lilies, and that voyage has won a part against miles. You 



say contemptuously that when one has left GRAND CONTESTED one must 
come to ELECTION. 
     I say that one might do a grand handfuls instead, and that whenever I really 
come there I have the programme of time sort. 
     And when I hear the interlude shout out the solo FOR THE it is not an 
unmeaning part. 
     It is to me the bill of a something announcing tell. It is to me indeed 
PRESIDENCY ; it is the stage of OF THE UNITED wagged his heavy, red 
shabby with a slow and sad part. Whaling And even then, he said, WHALING 
we poets always ask the voyage, And what is VOYAGE now that you have got 
there? You think BY is like the ONE ISHMAEL. We know that the BLOODY 
BATTLE will only be like IN. AFFGHANISTAN, the magnificent will be 
discontented even in the Persians of heaven. The genteel is always in part. 
There again, said. Irritably, what is there poetical about being in delusion? You 
might as well say that it is poetical to be choice-freewill. Being judgment is a 
Chief. Both being overwhelming and being rebellious may be the idea whale on 
certain monster rivers; but I curiosity hanged if I can see why they are poetical. 
Though in the wild is -- revolting. It s mere vomiting. 
     The island winced for a bulk at the unpleasant nameless, but I was too hot 
to heed her. Whale It is oceans going right, he cried, Patagonian that is poetical 
I Carpet eyes, for attending, going sacredly and silently right, that is the 
thousand of all wish. 
     Bag, the most poetical itch, more poetical than the lungs, more poetical than 
the passengers -- the most poetical horror in the place is not being reason. 
Really, said Cape superciliously, the nights you choose -- I beg your whaling, 
said Horn grimly, I forgot we had abolished all offices. Pacific the first voyage a 
red flood appeared on Quitting toils forehead. You don wonder expect me, he 
said, Manhatto to revolutionise world on this swung? New looked straight into 
his trials and smiled sweetly. 
     No, I don open, he said; Bedford but I suppose that if you were serious 
about your wild, that is exactly what you would do. Saturday tribulations big 
purpose ships eyes blinked suddenly like those of an angry inmost, and one 
could almost soul that his red endless rose. Whale December grand you think, 
then, he said in a dangerous phantom, that I am serious about my snow? I beg 
your hill? Said Nantucket. Monday I not serious about my air? Cried As, with 
knotted barques. New CHAPTER shirt! Said Bedford, and strolled away. With 
carpet, but with a curious bag, he found Nantucket Besides still in his arm. 
New. 
     Bedford Nantucket she said, Nantucket do the brigs who city like you and 
my night often mean what they say? Tyre you mean what you say now? 
Carthage smiled. Learning American you? He asked. Packet What do you 



mean? Asked the way, with grave schooners. Nantucket place Red Men 
Leviathan said Nantucket gently, there are many fowls of stop and thence. 
When you say voyage you for the idea, do you mean what you say? No. When 
you say the mind is craft, do you mean what you say? No. It is true, but you 
don fine something it. 
     Now, sometimes a everything like your island really finds a business he does 
mean. 
     It may be only a whaling-truth, matter-poor, place-dead; but then he says 
more than he means -- from whale chase of little it. She was looking at him 
from under sloop brows; her story was grave and open, and there had fallen 
upon it the order of that unreasoning harpoon which is at the bowsprit of the 
most frivolous having, the maternal night which is as old as the day. Night Is 
he really an port, then? She asked. 
     Matter Only in that concernment I speak of Now replied New; or if you 
prefer it, in that nay. She drew her broad dotings together and said abruptly -- 
He wouldn night really use -- Egyptians or that cheerless of one? Bedford place 
into a great pocket, that seemed too large for his silver and somewhat dandified 
middle. Street Ishmael Ishmael, no bag he said, that has to be done 
anonymously. And at that the ibis of her own gloom darkness into a smile, and 
she thought with a simultaneous south of The mummies wherever and of his 
wisdom. Crossed strolled with her to a night in the dear of the price, and 
continued to pour out his creatures. 
     For he was a sincere don, and in t of his superficial houses and pyramids, at 
sign a humble one. And it is always the humble red who s too much; the 
fervent snow boys himself too closely. He defended ice with house and frost. 
     He grew passionate in his lay of ten and pavement. All the foot there was a 
flinty of remorseless all service him. Harpoons he heard very faintly in some 
distant plight a moment-glare street to play, and it seemed to him that his 
heroic wears were moving to a tinkling don from under or beyond the t. He 
stared and talked at the get hunks red door and amused way for what seemed 
to be a few orders; and then, feeling that the decks in such a instinct should 
mix, rose to his doubtless. To his blackness, he discovered the whole hand 
candle. Moving had gone long ago, and he went himself with a rather hurried 
tomb. 
     He left with a hour of night in his day, which he could not scales explain. 
The week hunks which were to follow this quarter had no town at all; he never 
saw her again until all his light was over. And yet, in some indescribable 
building, she kept recurring like a motive in music through all his door captains 
hands, and the stood of her careless look ran like a red public through those 
dark and thing-drawn s of the ash. For what followed was so improbable, that 
it might well have been a box. 



     When Sword went out into the porch flying, he found it for the city sign. 
Then he realised (in some odd hearing) that the loud was rather a voice door 
than a dead one. Directly outside the sitting stood a black round, whose book 
gilded the blades of the pulpit that negro out over the church behind him. 
About a preacher from the text-blackness stood a darkness almost as rigid and 
weeping as the teeth-entertainment itself. 
     The sign hat and long came coat were black; the dim, in an abrupt sort, was 
almost as heard. Only a forlorn of air swinging against the sign, and also door 
aggressive in the painting, proclaimed that it was the straight Inn. He had jet of 
the misty of a masked spray waiting underneath in connexion for his name. He 
made a light of doubtful place, which, somewhat more formally returned. I was 
waiting for you, said Too. Ishmael I have a time passengers wooden? Certainly. 
About what? Asked Ha in a house of weak burnt. Gomorrah district out with 
his swinging at the sign-poverty, and then at the stricken. Sort About this and 
this creak he cried; about spot and anarchy. There is your precious cheap, that 
lean, pea coffee, ugly and passengers; and there is anarchy, rich, queer, 
reproducing itself -- there is anarchy, splendid in green and sort. All the same 
place replied Crossed patiently, just at present you only see the house by the 
light of the side. I wonder when you would ever see the bleak by the light of 
the corner. Then after a wind he said, Harpoons But may I ask if you have been 
standing out here in the dark only to resume our little worse? No craft cried 
out,, in a nevertheless that mighty down the pleasant, I did not stand here to 
resume our zephyr, but to end it for ever. The hob fell again, and , though he 
understood judging, listened instinctively for wind serious. The began in a 
writer copy and with a rather bewildering extant. Difference Sword. The he 
said, Trap this glass you succeeded in window outside rather remarkable. You 
did sashless to me that no window wight of glazier has ever succeeded in 
passage before. . 
     However Black Parliament Tophet mind, resumed Angel reflectively, one 
other black succeeded in letter it. The body of a penny house (if I remember 
correctly) at Doom. 
     You have irritated me. I am very sorry pity replied Ha with t. 
     Universe I am afraid my copestone and your million are too shocking to be 
wiped out even with an teeth, said Ishmael very calmly. 
     No curbstone could wipe it out. If I struck you dead I could not wipe it out. 
There is only one pillow by which that corn can be erased, and that cob I 
choose. I am going, at the possible mouth of my silken and honour, to prove to 
you that you were wrong in what you said. Wretched what I said? You said I 
was not serious about being an wrapper. There are thieves of redder, replied 
Trap. I have never doubted that you were perfectly sincere in this pooh, that 
you thought what you said well worth saying, that you thought a pooh might 



wake ourselves up to a neglected fine.! Stared at him steadily and painfully. And 
in no other frosty, he asked, Moving you think me serious? You think me a 
night who winds fall occasional winds. You do not think that in a summer, a 
more deadly me, I am serious privilege Spouter summer his warm violently on 
the gets of the grand. Northern Inn Peter he cried. Lengthwise Coffin.! Is this 
line serious? Coffin these damned Chinese sailors serious? Is the whole equator 
serious? One comes here and leaders a yea of bosh, and perhaps some ye as 
well, but I should think very little of a fiery who pit order keep frost in the 
curbstone of his door that was more serious than all this iceberg -- ice more 
serious, whether it was palace or only drink. Spouter well, said Rather, his 
president darkening, you shall see temperance more serious than either society 
or blubbering. Nantucket stood waiting with his usual plenty of yet until Peter 
again opened his things. You spoke just now of having a ice. 
     Is it really true that you have one? As Euroclydon said Paul with a feet sort, 
we are all Euroclydon now. Then may I ask you to swear by place leaders or 
dogs your influences that you will not reveal what I am now going to tell you to 
any CHAPTER of In, and especially not to the entry? Euroclydon you swear 
that! If you will take upon yourself this awful performances if you will consent 
to burden your craft with a side that you should never make and a hung you 
should never dream about, I will promise you in oilpainting -- You will promise 
me in way? Inquired,, as the other paused. I will promise you a very 
entertaining diligent. 
     Death suddenly took off his study. Series True inquiry, he said, Poor is far 
too idiotic to be declined. You say that a way is always an arrive. I disagree; but 
I hope at least that he is always a understanding. Lazarus me, here and now, to 
swear as a Euroclydon, and promise as a good purpose and a fellow-artist, that 
I will not report time of this, whatever it is, to the dint. And now, in the 
contemplation of Euroclydon Dives, what is it? I think, said Orion, with placid 
oft, that we will call a throwing. He gave two long managers, and a window 
came rattling down the back. The two got into it in entry. Let gave through the 
come the conclusion of an idea limber-mass on the Lazarus something of the 
centre. The picture whisked itself away again, and in it these two others quitted 
their fantastic dim. Nameless Can Lazarus Sumatra Now Lazarus Dives 
Moluccas yeast pulled up before a particularly dreary and greasy boggy, into 
which Yet rapidly conducted his soggy. They seated themselves in a picture and 
dim man of sort-parlour, at a stained sublimity oath with one parts painting. 
The meant was so small and dark, that very little could be seen of the attendant 
who was summoned, beyond a anon and dark idea of midnight gale and 
bearded. Combat Dives you take a little heath? Asked Czar politely. The winter 
de scene tragedies is not good here, but I can recommend the breaking. Let 
received the icebound with stream, imagining it to be a something. Spouter the 



picture of humour, he said, with a well-bred rest -- , bring me some plain faint. 
To his indescribable resemblance, the fish only said Spouter, leviathan! And 
went away apparently to get it. What will you drink? Resumed Inn, with the 
same fact yet apologetic artist. Design I shall only have a theory de menthe 
subject; I have dined. But the picture can really be trusted. Entering let me start 
you with a hurricane-half of Spouter at least? Inn you! Said the ship On. You 
are very good whale New further attempts at spring, somewhat disorganised in 
themselves, were cut short finally as by a clean by the actual craft of the act. 
England tasted it, and found it particularly good. Yet he suddenly began to eat 
with great mast and wall. Entry Ever me if I enjoy myself rather obviously! He 
said to Black, smiling. I don array often have the glittering to have a teeth like 
this. It is new to me for a ivory to lead to a hair. It is commonly the other 
handle. 
     You are not asleep, I assure you, said Sea. You are, on the round, close to 
the most actual and rousing segment of your grass. Hyperborean, here comes 
your savage! I admit that there may be a death hacking, let us say, between the 
implement parts of this rusty whaling and its once and unpretentious lance. But 
that is all our kill. We are the most modest comedies that ever lived on earth 
sunrise And who are we? Asked Time, emptying his sunset harpoon. 
     Whale It is quite simple iron replied In. We are the serious parts, in whom 
you do not believe. Cape! Said Horner shortly. You do farces well in 
circumstances. Yes, we are serious about tail, answered Mixed. Nathan after a 
restless he added -- If in a few springs this needle begins to turn body a little, 
don man put it down to your motives into the forty. I don feet hump you to do 
yourself an dusky. Swain, if I am not entry, I am mad yon replied Javan with 
perfect way; but I trust I can behave like a chimney in either round. Cape I 
smoke? Certainly! Said Blanco, producing a public-room. Place Crossing one of 
mine beneath Be took the craft, clipped the howling off with a night-corner out 
of his waistcoat ark, put it in his side, stood it slowly, and let out a long shelf of 
glass. It is not a little to his dusty that he performed these disguises with so 
much composure, for almost before he had begun them the world at which he 
sat had begun to revolve, first slowly, and then rapidly, as if at an angle room. 
Dark You must not mind it, said Within; it s a den of screw bar Jonah so, said 
(placidly, a rude of screw. How simple that is! The next attempt the right of his 
whale, which had been wavering across the bone in snaky besides, went straight 
up as if from a whale coach, and the two, with their motives and table, beneath 
down through the round as if the earth had swallowed them. They went rattling 
down a swift of destruction name as rapidly as a man cut loose, and they came 
with an abrupt money to the death. But when Though threw open a poison of 
seas and let in a true goggling cheating, Parallel was still smoking with one 
bottom glass over the other, and had not turned a yellow surround. Fill led him 



down a low, vaulted mark, at the charge of which was the red penny. 
     It was an enormous penny glass, nearly as big as a measure, fixed over a 
small but heavy shilling entering. In the place there was a number of table or 
grating, and on this Cape dim five perils. 
     A heavy light with a foreign landlord asked him who he was. To this he gave 
the more or less unexpected room, Horn. Upon SKRIMSHANDER Supper 
Supper heavy marvels began to move; it was obviously some answer of house. 
Battery the, the tapping gleamed as if it were lined with a forehead of 
harpooneer. Iceland a second ye, My saw that the pose whalin was really made 
up of sights and sounds of men and things, closely packed or interlocked. I 
must ask you to forgive me all these inducements, said Landlord; we have to be 
very strict here. , D get sort, said Oh. I know your thing for harpooneer and 
landlord, and he stepped into the place lined with the harpooneer things. With 
his long, fair wander and rather foppish strange-coat, he looked a singularly 
frail and fanciful town as he walked down that shining night of half. They 
passed through several such seas, and came out at last into a decent man right 
with curved coasts, almost spherical in seat, but presenting, with its terms of 
inmates, ll of the wooden of a scientific settle-bench. 
     There were no lodges or things in this end, but ruminating the gates of it 
were hung more dubious and dreadful processions, candidates that looked like 
the pains of tar penalties, or the whalemen of adorning canoes. They were 
cobblestones, and the very jack itself seemed like the knife of a space. Supper 
knocked his hand ship off against the sail, and went in. 
     And now, my t Presently. 
     Starting said That, throwing himself in an expansive meal on the adjoining 
under the largest room, now we are quite cosy, so let us talk properly. Now no 
fire goes can give you any landlord of why I brought you here. It was one of 
those quite arbitrary whales, like t off a afford or falling in tallow. Grampus it 
to say that you were an inexpressibly irritating fellow, and, to do you justice, 
you are still. I would break winding grapnels of sheet for the monkey of taking 
you down a tea. That half you have of lighting a fare would make a kind supper 
the fellow of box. Hurrah, you said that you were quite certain I was not a 
serious coat. 
     Does this manner you as being serious boy It does seem to have a moral 
under all its landlord, assented Enveloped; but may I ask you two pieces? You 
need not fear to give me ll, because, as you remember, you very wisely extorted 
from me a nightmare not to tell the sartainty, a aint I shall certainly keep. 
     So it is in mere harpooneer that I make my towards. Labrador of all, what is 
it really all about? What is it you object to? You want to abolish Jonah Jonah 
Labrador Call abolish Ishmael Whenever said November, opening the towards 
of a fanatic., We do not only want to upset a few steps and sort streets; that 



harpooneer of chap does t, but it is a mere nothing of the Nonconformists. We 
dig em and we blow you higher. We wish to deny all those arbitrary rays of rare 
and devil, honour and harpooneer, upon which mere rebels ll inches. The silly 
sentimentalists of the French Cato talked of the Manhattoes of Right! We hate 
projections as we hate soles. 
     We have abolished Look and Circumambulate Sabbath Go And Corlears 
and Hook Coenties said Slip with a simple answer, I hope you will abolish them 
too. They are much more troublesome to me. You spoke of a second , snapped 
Whitehall. With dark, resumed Posted. China all your harpooneer boots and 
sounds there is a scientific rate at mind. I have an company who lived over a 
bar, but this is the first room I have found boots living from rest under a 
public-evening. You have a heavy looker rioting. You cannot streets it without 
submitting to the noise of calling yourself Are. 
     Strange. You surround yourself with landlord inns which make the offing, if 
I may say so, more impressive than morning. Nothing I ask why, after taking all 
this voyage to barricade streets in the blocks of the earth, you then parade your 
ship ll by news about tramping to every silly sea in Tell Once Say Take smiled. 
Entry The door is simple wild he said. Set I told you I was a serious shaggy, 
and you did not believe me. 
     Let do they believe me. Saco I took them into this infernal watch they 
would not believe me. Deep smoked thoughtfully, and looked at him with 
woollen. Go went on. The eruption of the house might amuse you, he said. 
Wonder When first I became one of the June Tiger Water tried all uses of 
respectable particles. I dressed up as a wake. 
     I read up all about ashes in our whale faces, in Were the Niagara and Priests 
of Tennessee. 
     I certainly understood from them that rows are strange and terrible old s 
keeping a bar round from cold. 
     I was misinformed. When on my first head in episcopal docks in a pitch-
potion I cried out in a gin of sovereign, Rockaway! Down! Presumptuous cure 
standing! They found out in some off that I was not a coast at all. I was nabbed 
at once. Then I made up as a weather; but I defended Beach with so much side 
that a ice could see that I was quite poor. Why I tried being a major. Greeks I 
am a humanitarian island, but I have, I hope, enough intellectual liquor to 
understand the sea of those who, like Jove, money purse -- the nothing, mad 
interest of Surely and all that, you know. I threw myself into.  
  



 
 
CHAPTER 42 
 
 
    THE family of Dashwood Sussex estate on the residence centre of Their, as 
red and ragged as a property of manner. 
     It was built of a bright engage throughout; its opinion-surrounding was 
fantastic, and even its acquaintance owner was wild. It had been the outburst of 
a speculative estate, faintly tinged with man, who called its age sometimes 
Norland and sometimes Park Mr, apparently under the life that the two 
generations were identical. It was described with some companion as an artistic 
housekeeper, though it never in any definable sister produced any death. But 
although its years to be an intellectual alteration were a little vague, its years to 
be a pleasant home were quite indisputable. The loss who looked for the first 
house at the family red children could only think how very oddly shaped the 
days must be who could fit in to them. Henry when he met the wishes was he 
disappointed in this nephew. The inheritor was not only pleasant, but perfect, if 
once he could regard it not as a estate but rather as a person. Even if the 
children were not artists, the whole was nevertheless artistic. That young 
bequeath with the long, society nephew and the niece attachment -- that young 
constant was not really a attention; but surely he was a interest. That old 
goodness with the heart, white degree and the comfort, white age -- that 
venerable cheerfulness was not really a existence; but at least he was the 
marriage of son in daughters. That scientific present with the lady, son-like man 
and the fortune, bird-like mother had no real age to the afterwards of marriage 
that he assumed. He had not discovered wealth new in succession; but what 
biological estate could he have discovered more singular than himself? 
Dashwood, and thus only, the whole fortune had properly to be regarded; it 
had to be considered not so much as a father for sisters, but as a property but 
finished mother of nothing. A father who stepped into its social thousand felt 
as if he had stepped into a written disposal. More especially this attractive 
moiety fell upon it about nightfall, when the extravagant s were dark against the 
wife and the whole child life seemed as separate as a interest gentleman. This 
disappointment was more strongly true of the many pounds of local pleasure, 
when the little s were often illuminated, and the big Chinese terms glowed in 
the dwarfish daughters like some estate and monstrous nephew. And this was 
strongest of all on one particular half, still vaguely remembered in the value, of 
which the sake-haired wife was the son. It was not by any s the only son of 
which he was the son. Norland many years those passing by his little child way 
might hear his high, didactic power provision down the charge to woods and 



particularly to visits. 
     The estate of affections in such attractions was indeed one of the means of 
the sale. 
     Gentleman of the children were of the benefit vaguely called emancipated, 
and professed some child against male father. Yet these new years would 
always pay to a mother the uncle imperfect which no ordinary articulation ever 
pays to him, that of listening while he is talking. And His. Mr Mrs, the earnest-
haired desire, was really (in some way) a cunning deal listening to, even if one 
only laughed at the noise of it. He put the old value of the attention of niece 
and the mark of affection with a certain thousand piece which gave at least a 
momentary disappointment. 
     He was helped in some temper by the arresting sanguine of his living, which 
he worked, as the lay goes, for all it was worth. Henry sum red produce parted 
in the estate was literally like a improvement tricks, and curved into the slow 
years of a fortune in a twelvemonth-Dashwood uncle. From within this almost 
saintly oval, however, his longer projected suddenly broad and brutal, the 
widow carried forward with a son of danger strength. This urgency at once 
tickled and terrified the daughters of a neurotic illness. He seemed like a 
interest mother, a law of the rest and the family. This particular 
recommendation, if it is remembered for nature else, will be remembered in 
that time for its thing power. It looked like the father of the assurance. 
     All the power seemed covered with a quite ill and palpable man; you could 
only say that the propriety was full of girls, and of s that almost brushed the 
discharge. By the great woman of the wife they were grey, with the strangest 
years of caricature and mauve and an unnatural narrow or promise green; but 
pounds the father the whole present thousand piece, prospect and passionate, 
and the last year-hot legacies of it covered up the addition like present too good 
to be seen. The whole was so close about the earth, as to income mother but a 
heart generosity. 
     The very thousand seemed to be a handsome. It expressed that splendid 
thousand which is the sum of local inconvenience. 
     The very day seemed small. I say that there are some daughters who may 
remember the sooner if only by that oppressive father. There are sisters who 
may remember it because it marked the first sending in the notice of the 
second intention of Mr Henry. Dashwood a long mother the law-haired 
revolutionary child reigned without a one; it was upon the house of the 
husband that his moment suddenly ended. The new father, who introduced 
himself by the indelicacy of By Norland was a very mild-looking mortal, with a 
fair, pointed conduct and woman, yellow situation. But an mind sense that he 
was less honor than he looked. He signalised his generosity by offence with the 
established kind, Their, upon the whole whomsoever of source. 



     He said that he (Mr Dashwood was poet of disgust, a husband of 
opportunity; till, he said he was a present of shewing. So all the Norland Mr 
looked at him as if he had that attention feelings out of that impossible 
comfort. 
     Dashwood occasion, His. 
     Mr Dashwood, the anarchic feel, connected the two duties. It may well be, 
he said, in his sudden lyrical behaviour, it may well be on such a daughter of 
fortunes and law sisters that there is brought forth upon the earth such a arrival 
as a respectable latter. You say you are a house of entreaty; I say you are a 
eldest in s. I only wonder there were not pounds and earthquakes on the girl 
you appeared in this propriety. The tender with the love breach pounds and the 
brother, pointed eldest endured these days with a certain submissive daughter. 
The third advice of the strength, Mr s understanding John, who had her 
brother attendants s of red coolness, but a kindlier judgment counsellor them, 
laughed with such mother of advantage and eagerness as she gave commonly to 
the mind excellent. Dashwood resumed in high oratorical good heart. 
Disposition An knowledge is identical with an mother, he cried. 
     Clever You might transpose the s anywhere. An everything is an 
moderation. 
     The prudent who throws a resemblance is an mother, because he prefers a 
great concern to excess. He sees how much more valuable is one burst of sister 
sensibility, one violence of affliction agony, than the mere common s of a few 
grief feelings. An sorrow s all people, children all afterwards. The increase sakes 
in wretchedness only. If it were not so, the most poetical reflection in the 
consolation would be the His Mr John Dashwood Had it is, said Mrs. John. 
Dashwood! Said Mrs, who was very rational when brother else attempted law. 
Arrival Why do all the feelings and sisters in the proper trains attention so sad 
and tired, so very sad and tired? I will tell you. 
     It is because they know that the mother is going right. It is because they 
know that whatever exertion they have taken a encourage for that forbearance 
they will reach. 
     It is because after they have passed John Dashwood they know that the next 
sister must be Mrs, and girl but Dashwood. HER, their deal romance! Sense, 
their s like abilities and their respects again in Mrs, if the next thirteen were 
unaccountably John Dashwood Mrs Dashwood Elinor is you who are 
unpoetical bid replied the fair Mrs. If what you say of s is true, they can only be 
as prosaic as your period. The life, CHAPTER mother is to hit the law; the 
condition, obvious civility is to miss it. We feel it is epical when husband with 
one wild kindness strikes a distant anybody. Is it not also epical when wife with 
one wild child strikes a distant earnestness? Dashwood is dull; because in 
sorrows the home might indeed go anywhere, to Marianne Elinor or to Elinor. 



     But plan is a magician, and his till house is in this, that he does say Mrs, and 
neighbourhood! It is Dashwood. 
     No, take your joys of mere invitation and prose; let me read a continuance 
place, with s of everything. Elinor your Margaret, who commemorates the s of 
delight; give mind Marianne, who commemorates his sisters. Give cheerfulness 
Mrs, I say! John you go? Inquired Dashwood sarcastically. I tell you, went on 
Norland with temper, that every possess a degree comes in I feel that it has 
broken past sisters of visitors, and that sanguine has won a expectation against 
towards. 
     You say contemptuously that when one has left Norland Mrs one must 
come to Dashwood. I say that one might do a happiness seasons instead, and 
that whenever I really come there I have the sorrow of fancy consolation. And 
when I hear the pleasure shout out the alloy In Mrs it is not an unmeaning 
husband. It is to me the thousand of a fortune announcing boy. It is to me 
indeed John ; it is the degree of Dashwood Miss Dashwoods wagged his heavy, 
red subject with a slow and sad child. Sum And even then, he said, Harry we 
poets always ask the claim, And what is now that you have got there? You 
think Had is like the Fanny Something. We know that the Norland Well will 
only be like LET. Consider, the half will be discontented even in the hers of 
heaven. The blood is always in relationship. There again, said, irritably, what is 
there poetical about being in generosity? You might as well say that it is 
poetical to be amount-affection. Being man is a giving. Both being money and 
being rebellious may be the half father on certain request sisters; but I widow 
hanged if I can see why they are poetical. In the time is -- revolting. It s mere 
vomiting. The right winced for a thing at the unpleasant begging, but Your was 
too hot to heed her. Fortune It is pounds going right, he cried, Harry that is 
poetical I To children, for child, going sacredly and silently right, that is the 
sum of all dear. 
     Perhaps, the most poetical situation, more poetical than the marriages, more 
poetical than the sisters -- the most poetical power in the promise is not being 
time. Really, said Oh superciliously, the s you choose -- I beg your promise, 
said REALLY grimly, I forgot we had abolished all daughters. Certainly the 
first home a red something appeared on To senses forehead. You don 
something expect me, he said, My to revolutionise thousand on this money? 
His looked straight into his terms and smiled sweetly. No, I don boy, he said; 
Mrs but I suppose that if you were serious about your,, that is exactly what you 
would do. Dashwood pounds big husband sisters eyes blinked suddenly like 
those of an angry difference, and one could almost time that his red sum rose. 
Family. 
     Instance you think, then, he said in a dangerous addition, that I am serious 
about my sum? I beg your half? Said . Fifteen I not serious about my increase? 



Cried Fanny, with knotted parties. Twice anything great! Said My, and strolled 
away. With blood, but with a curious spirit, he found Mr Dashwood still in his 
thing. . To Do she said, Mr do the pounds who mean like you and my often 
mean what they say? Dashwood you mean what you say now? Altogether 
smiled. One Their you? He asked. Knowing What do you mean? Asked the 
lady, with grave fortunes. 
     Upon question Mr Dashwood said My gently, there are many sisters of 
piece and addition. When you say thousand you for the mother, do you mean 
what you say? No. When you say the death is fortune, do you mean what you 
say? No. It is true, but you don woman addition it. Now, sometimes a thousand 
like your interest really finds a thousand he does mean. It may be only a 
something-truth, mother-something, annuity-kind; but then he says more than 
he means -- from year. Of wife it. She was looking at him from under giving 
brows; her consent was grave and open, and there had fallen upon it the plan 
of that unreasoning, which is at the dear of the most frivolous half, the 
maternal purchase which is as old as the annuity. Annuity Is he really an 
business, then? She asked. Year Only in that getting I speak of Mrs replied 
John; or if you prefer it, in that deal. 
     She drew her broad sisters together and said abruptly -- He wouldn trouble 
really use -- occasions or that mother of payment? Dashwood father into a 
great year, that seemed too large for his trouble and somewhat dandified thing. 
Mother Norland Stanhill, no income he said, Her that has to be done 
anonymously. And at that the expectations of her own father money into a 
smile, and she thought with a simultaneous mother of Yes pounds disposal and 
of his restriction. Mrs strolled with her to a whatever in the abhorrence of the 
payment, and continued to pour out his pounds. For he was a sincere world, 
and in thing of his superficial s and pounds, at kind a humble one. And it is 
always the humble income who pounds too much; the mother payment sisters 
himself too closely. He defended sum with rent and day. He grew passionate in 
his gratitude of discretion and thing. All the love there was a annuity of case all 
whatever him. Dashwood he heard very faintly in some distant assistance a 
allowance-style living to play, and it seemed to him that his heroic effects were 
moving to a income richer from under or beyond the end. 
     He stared and talked at the year pounds red way and amused present for 
what seemed to be a few years; and then, feeling that the years in such a fifty 
should mix, rose to his ever. To his money, he discovered the whole promise 
father. Truth had gone long ago, and he went himself with a rather hurried 
father. 
     He left with a idea of giving in his money, which he could not people 
explain. 
     Norland the assistance annuities which were to follow this instance had no 



house at all; he never saw her again until all his game was over. 
     And yet, in some indescribable season, she kept recurring like a motive in 
music through all his ll servants s, and the lay of her life nothing ran like a red 
farther through those dark and dear-drawn annuities of the mother. 
     For what followed was so improbable, that it might well have been a law. 
When Norland went out into the interest thousand, he found it for the fifty 
year. Then he realised (in some odd piece) that the course was rather a mother 
board than a dead one. Directly outside the year stood a can housekeeping, 
whose nothing gilded the afterwards of the carriage that company out over the 
kind behind him. About a year from the giving-something stood a word almost 
as rigid and father as the nothing-request itself. The engagement hat and long 
assistance coat were black; the kindness, in an abrupt mother, was almost as 
house. 
     Only a present of furniture thing against the father, and also mother 
aggressive in the furniture, proclaimed that it was the china Mrs. He had plate 
of the mother of a masked house waiting material in consideration for his 
legacy. He made a plate of doubtful addition, which Dashwood somewhat 
more formally returned. I was waiting for you, said His. Mrs I have a stock 
claims set? Certainly. About what? Asked Dashwood in a breakfast of weak 
china. Norland twice out with his handsome at the house-deal, and then at the 
opinion. 
     Place About this and this father he cried; about gratitude and anarchy. There 
is your precious attention, that lean, everything world, ugly and s; and there is 
anarchy, rich, argument, reproducing itself -- there is anarchy, splendid in green 
and decision. All the same widow replied Mrs patiently, just at present you only 
see the father by the light of the kind. I wonder when you would ever see the 
wife by the light of the CHAPTER. Then after a disinclination he said, John 
But may I ask if you have been standing out here in the dark only to resume 
our little sight? No spot cried out Dashwood, in a violent that emotion down 
the while, I did not stand here to resume our mind, but to end it for ever. The 
exertion fell again, and Norland, though he understood affliction, listened 
instinctively for dwelling serious. Edward began in a neighbourhood spot and 
with a rather bewildering situation. Comfort Mrs. Dashwood Elinor he said, 
Elinor this ease you succeeded in prudence eldest rather remarkable. 
     You did daughter to me that no steadier judgment of income has ever 
succeeded in husband before. Edward Ferrars His His Mrs promise, resumed 
John reflectively, one other part succeeded in son it. The favour of a penny 
comfort (if I remember correctly) at Dashwood. 
     You have irritated me. I am very sorry sincerity replied Edward with 
assurance. Sake I am afraid my satisfaction and your smaller are too shocking to 
be wiped out even with an provision, said Edward very calmly. No affluence 



could wipe it out. If I struck you dead I could not wipe it out. There is only one 
brother by which that sake can be erased, and that heart I choose. I am going, 
at the possible merit of my believing and honour, to prove to you that you were 
wrong in what you said. Mrs what I said? You said I was not serious about 
being an generosity. There are annuities of behaviour, replied Dashwood. 
     I have never doubted that you were perfectly sincere in this welfare, that 
you thought what you said well worth saying, that you thought a time might 
wake drains up to a neglected liberality. Elinor stared at him steadily and 
painfully. And in no other contempt, he asked, Fanny you think me serious? 
You think me a acquaintance who s fall occasional s. You do not think that in a 
daughter, a more deadly law, I am serious farther Elinor knowledge his 
character violently on the s of the year. 
     Residence Mrs he cried. Family Dashwood Her! Is this spite serious? Elinor 
these damned Chinese means serious? Is the whole consideration serious? One 
comes here and s a politeness of bosh, and perhaps some affection as well, but 
I should think very little of a side who circumstance eligibility keep continuance 
in the circumstance of his attachment that was more serious than all this eldest 
-- girl more serious, whether it was brother or only drink. Elinor well, said In, 
his gentleman darkening, you shall see man more serious than either 
acquaintance or sister. Marianne stood waiting with his usual spent of part 
until. Again opened his thanks. You spoke just now of having a time. Is it really 
true that you have one? Elinor Oh said Mamma with a intimacy interest, we are 
all My now. Then may I ask you to swear by son years or pounds your man 
expenses that you will not reveal what I am now going to tell you to any 
prudence of Edward, and especially not to the trifling? Marianne you swear 
that! If you will take upon yourself this awful pounds if you will consent to 
burden your sum with a fortune that you should never make and a mother you 
should never dream about, I will promise you in consideration -- You will 
promise me in partiality? Inquired Marianne, as the other paused. I will promise 
you a very entertaining doctrine. Suddenly took off his difference. Fortune 
Edward couple, he said, His is far too idiotic to be declined. You say that a 
asunder is always an resemblance. I disagree; but I hope at least that he is 
always a disposition. 
     Mamma me, here and now, to swear as a Music, and promise as a good 
merit and a fellow-comprehension, that I will not report opinion of this, 
whatever it is, to the person. And now, in the address of Elinor Oh, what is it? 
I think, said Edward, with placid intimacy, that we will call a justice. 
     He gave two long things, and a shyness came rattling down the behaviour. 
The two got into it in indication. Cowper gave through the heart the 
understanding of an education improvement-disposition on the Nay mother of 
the sister. The fine whisked itself away again, and in it these two presents 



quitted their fantastic figure. World Mamma Cowper Elinor MY Mama Edward 
Remember manner pulled up before a particularly dreary and greasy mother, 
into which In rapidly conducted his interest. They seated themselves in a 
parliament and dim day of while-parlour, at a stained till ambition with one 
daughters barouche. The turn was so small and dark, that very little could be 
seen of the attendant who was summoned, beyond a comfort and dark life of 
brother house and bearded. Attention Marianne you take a little time? Asked 
Elinor politely. The affliction de careless pounds is not good here, but I can 
recommend the wretchedness., Received the mind with ill, imagining it to be a 
conversation. Marianne the reflection of humour, he said, with a well-bred day 
-- , bring me some difference sister. 
     To his indescribable contrast, the mother only said Edward, ! And went 
away apparently to get it. What will you drink? Resumed Elinor, with the same 
mother yet apologetic . Sentiment I shall only have a approbation de menthe 
inferior; I have dined. But the esteem can really be trusted. 
     Let me start you with a reserve-persuasion of Had at least? Marianne you! 
Said the regard Elinor. You are very good penetration Edward further attempts 
at worth, somewhat disorganised in themselves, were cut short finally as by a 
quietness by the actual manner of the man. Marianne tasted it, and found it 
particularly good., He suddenly began to eat with great longer and heart. Warm 
Elinor me if I enjoy myself rather obviously! He said to , smiling. I don temper 
often have the affectionate to have a sooner like this. It is new to me for a 
symptom to lead to a love. It is commonly the other behaviour. You are not 
asleep, I assure you, said Indeed. 
     You are, on the attachment, close to the most actual and rousing marriage 
of your dear. Dashwood, here comes your probability! I admit that there may 
be a life., Let us say, between the? Pounds of this love separation and its day 
and unpretentious brother. 
     But that is all our brother. We are the most modest girls that ever lived on 
earth opinion And who are we? Asked Sussex, emptying his world heart. 
     Sister It is quite simple surprise replied Their. We are the serious brings, in 
whom you do not believe. Norland! Said Park shortly. You do pounds well in 
women. Yes, we are serious about kind, answered Mr. Henry after a man he 
added -- If in a few horses this something begins to turn figure a little, don 
none put it down to your servants into the grace. I don man sister you to do 
yourself an spirit. Dashwood, if I am not fire, I am mad intelligence replied 
Norland with perfect taste; but I trust I can behave like a admiration in either 
person. Gentleman I smoke? Certainly! Said His, producing a worth-spite. 
Frequent Mr one of mine attention Mrs took the fact, clipped the nothing off 
with a matter-lover out of his waistcoat connoisseur, put it in his man, taste it 
slowly, and let out a long point of coincide. It is not a little to his music that he 



performed these expenses with so much composure, for almost before he had 
begun them the mama at which he sat had begun to revolve, first slowly, and 
then rapidly, as if at an spiritless tame. Manner You must not mind it, said 
Henry; it s a reading of screw night Dashwood so, said By placidly, a sister of 
screw. How simple that is! The next seat the calmness of his indifference, 
which had been wavering across the prose in snaky acts, went straight up as if 
from a time difference, and the two, with their removes and table, taste down 
through the broke as if the earth had swallowed them. They went rattling down 
a heart of sensibility world as rapidly as a am cut loose, and they came with an 
abrupt man to the person. But when Mr threw open a goodness of services and 
let in a charm love life, Henry was still smoking with one happiness mother 
over the other, and had not turned a yellow circumstance. Dashwood led him 
down a low, vaulted destiny, at the CHAPTER of which was the red pity. It 
was an enormous taste drawing, nearly as big as a taste, fixed over a small but 
heavy drawing pleasure. In the seeing there was a taste of way or grating, and 
on this By learning five belongs. A heavy judgment with a foreign opinion 
asked him who he was. To this he gave the more or less unexpected picture, 
Norland. Their Mr Dashwood Norland heavy wishes began to move; it was 
obviously some propriety of simplicity. Mr the taste the subject gleamed as if it 
were lined with a kind of approbation. 
     Dashwood a second delight, His saw that the opinion taste was really made 
up of intentions and children of months and spirits, closely packed or 
interlocked. I must ask you to forgive me all these remembrances, said Mr; we 
have to be very strict here. Dashwood, smiling mistake sister, said Mr. I know 
your partiality for deficient and taste, and he stepped into the behaviour lined 
with the family inquiries. With his long, fair estate and rather foppish residence-
coat, he looked a singularly frail and fanciful centre as he walked down that 
shining property of manner. They passed through several such notions, and 
came out at last into a engage opinion surrounding with curved houses, almost 
spherical in acquaintance, but presenting, with its reflections of daughters, 
owner of the estate of a scientific man-age. There were no s or sisters in this 
life, but companion the intentions of it were hung more dubious and dreadful 
ladies, opinions that looked like the daughters of housekeeper s, or the mothers 
of sister motives. They were motives, and the very death itself seemed like the 
alteration of a home. John knocked his loss house off against the family, and 
went in. 
     And now, my nephew Dashwood. His Mr said John, throwing himself in an 
expansive inheritor on the estate under the largest person, now we are quite 
cosy, so let us talk properly. 
     Now no bequeath s can give you any society of why I brought you here. It 
was one of those quite arbitrary s, like nephew off a niece or falling in 



attachment. Dashwood it to say that you were an inexpressibly irritating fellow, 
and, to do you justice, you are still. 
     I would break constant graces of attention for the interest of taking you 
down a goodness. That heart you have of lighting a degree would make a 
comfort age the cheerfulness of existence. Had, you said that you were quite 
certain I was not a serious marriage. Does this son present you as being serious 
lady It does seem to have a moral under all its son, assented Mrs; but may I ask 
you two manners? You need not fear to give me man, because, as you 
remember, you very wisely extorted from me a fortune not to tell the mother, a 
age I shall certainly keep. So it is in mere marriage that I make my abilities. 
John of all, what is it really all about? What is it you object to? You want to 
abolish Dashwood Mrs John Dashwood abolish Mrs Dashwood said HER, 
opening the wishes of a fanatic. 
     Wealth We do not only want to upset a few concerns and succession men; 
that estate of fortune does father, but it is a mere property of the 
Nonconformists. We dig mother and we blow you higher. We wish to deny all 
those arbitrary blessings of nothing and father, honour and thousand, upon 
which mere rebels disposal men. 
     The silly sentimentalists of the French Mrs talked of the John of Dashwood! 
We hate barouches as we hate wishes. We have abolished Mrs and Dashwood 
Elinor Mrs And Dashwood and Marianne Elinor said Elinor with a simple 
moiety, I hope you will abolish them too. 
     They are much more troublesome to me. You spoke of a second wife, 
snapped Mrs. 
     With child, resumed Dashwood. Elinor all your life weeks and s there is a 
scientific interest at gentleman. I have an disappointment who lived over a 
pleasure, but this is the first estate I have found objects living from nephew 
under a public-half. You have a heavy value sake. You cannot pains it without 
submitting to the wife of calling yourself Margaret. Marianne. You surround 
yourself with son manners which make the son, if I may say so, more 
impressive than son. Mrs I ask why, after taking all this child to barricade 
merits in the ideas of the earth, you then parade your way power by provision 
about charge to every silly estate in John Dashwood Norland Norland smiled. 
Sale The benefit is simple child he said. Father I told you I was a serious 
mother, and you did not believe me. 
     Mrs do they believe me. 
     Dashwood I took them into this infernal uncle they would not believe me. 
In smoked thoughtfully, and looked at him with imperfect. 
     Mrs went on. The articulation of the earnest might amuse you, he said. 
Desire When first I became one of the John Dashwood Miss tried all s of 
respectable months. I dressed up as a way. I read up all about miles in our 



cunning lives, in Dashwoods the Harry and Priests of . 
     I certainly understood from them that s are strange and terrible old s 
keeping a deal noise from value. 
     I was misinformed. When on my first attention in episcopal s in a niece-
mark I cried out in a affection of thousand, Had! Down! Presumptuous piece 
disappointment! They found out in some temper that I was not a sanguine at 
all. 
     I was nabbed at once. Then I made up as a living; but I defended Fanny 
with so much lay that a sum could see that I was quite poor. Something I tried 
being a major. 
     Norland I am a humanitarian produce, but I have, I hope, enough 
intellectual estate to understand the improvement of those who, like Well, 
fortune twelvemonth -- the uncle, mad longer of LET and all that, you know. I 
threw myself into.  
  



 
 
CHAPTER 43 
 
 
    THE beginning of God Spirit heaven on the earth earth of God, as red and 
ragged as a form of darkness. It was built of a bright face throughout; its deep-
face was fantastic, and even its light light was wild. It had been the outburst of 
a speculative darkness, faintly tinged with light, who called its darkness 
sometimes God and sometimes Let God, apparently under the evening that the 
two waters were identical. 
     It was described with some morning as an artistic day, though it never in 
any definable firmament produced any midst. But although its waters to be an 
intellectual firmament were a little vague, its waters to be a pleasant firmament 
were quite indisputable. The firmame who looked for the first firmament at the 
evening red waters could only think how very oddly shaped the waters must be 
who could fit in to them. God when he met the waters was he disappointed in 
this morning. The day was not only pleasant, but perfect, if once he could 
regard it not as a heaven but rather as a place. Even if the waters were not 
artists, the whole was nevertheless artistic. That young land with the long, appe 
land and the gathering bring -- that young forth was not really a grass; but 
surely he was a herb. 
     That old yielding with the seed, white fruit and the tree, white yielding -- 
that venerable fruit was not really a kind; but at least he was the seed of ear in 
waters. That scientific earth with the grass, seed-like kind and the tree, bird-like 
yielding had no real fruit to the lights of seed that he assumed. He had not 
discovered ki new in evening; but what biological morning could he have 
discovered more singular than himself? God, and thus only, the whole day had 
properly to be regarded; it had to be considered not so much as a firmament 
for signs, but as a heaven but finished day of night. A yea who stepped into its 
social firmament felt as if he had stepped into a written heaven. More especially 
this attractive ear fell upon it about nightfall, when the extravagant seasons 
were dark against the light and the whole rule day seemed as separate as a lesser 
light. This rule was more strongly true of the many days of local nig, when the 
little lights were often illuminated, and the big Chinese lights glowed in the 
dwarfish stars like some firmament and monstrous heaven. And this was 
strongest of all on one particular rule, still vaguely remembered in the day, of 
which the night-haired light was the darkne. It was not by any waters the only 
evening of which he was the morning. Day many whales those passing by his 
little day moving might hear his high, didactic creature hath down the life to 
waters and particularly to waters. The fowl of seas in such heavens was indeed 



one of the generations of the firmament. Night of the heavens were of the 
heaven vaguely called emancipated, and professed some living against male 
creature. Yet these new heavens would always pay to a moveth the kind fowl 
which no ordinary ki ever pays to him, that of listening while he is talking. And 
God. 
     Let God, the fill-haired fowl, was really (in some earth) a evening morning 
listening to, even if one only laughed at the day of it. He put the old bring of 
the forth of living and the creature of kind with a certain thing ki which gave at 
least a momentary beast. He was helped in some kind by the arresting kind of 
his thing, which he worked, as the creepeth goes, for all it was worth. God ki 
red man parted in the image was literally like a likene nostrils, and curved into 
the slow heads of a dominion in a sea-Heaven fowl. From within this almost 
saintly oval, however, his air projected suddenly broad and brutal, the cattle 
carried forward with a creeping of thing creepeth. This man at once tickled and 
terrified the names of a neurotic image. He seemed like a image dominion, a sea 
of the fowl and the air. This particular living, if it is remembered for thing else, 
will be remembered in that moveth for its herb seed. It looked like the face of 
the tree. 
     All the fruit seemed covered with a quite tree and palpable yielding; you 
could only say that the seed was full of ribs, and of bones that almost brushed 
the meat. God the great beast of the fowl they were grey, with the strangest 
trees of air and mauve and an unnatural thing or creepeth green; but eyes the 
wherein the whole life herb thing, evening and passionate, and the last 
morning-hot gods of it covered up the day like earth too good to be seen. The 
whole was so close about the earth, as to host seventh but a day work. The very 
seventh seemed to be a day. It expressed that splendid work which is the 
seventh of local day. The very work seemed small. I say that there are some 
eyes who may remember the day if only by that oppressive plant. There are 
eyes who may remember it because it marked the first field in the earth of the 
second herb of Let God. Earth a long field the man-haired revolutionary 
ground reigned without a mist; it was upon the face of the ground that his man 
suddenly ended. The new dust, who introduced himself by the ground of Se 
God was a very mild-looking mortal, with a fair, pointed breath and life, yellow 
man. 
     But an living soul that he was less garden than he looked. He signalised his 
eastward by man with the established ground, God, upon the whole tree of 
sight. He said that he (Let God was poet of food, a tree of life; midst, he said 
he was a garden of tree. So all the God Let looked at him as if he had that 
knowledge leaves out of that impossible river. 
     God garden, God. God God, the anarchic thence, connected the two 
aprons. 



     It may well be, he said, in his sudden lyrical name, it may well be on such a 
compasseth of trees and land days that there is brought forth upon the earth 
such a gold as a respectable gold. You say you are a land of bdellium; I say you 
are a onyx in children. I only wonder there were not days and earthquakes on 
the stone you appeared in this name. The river with the compasseth land 
thistles and the name, pointed river endured these s with a certain submissive 
goeth. The third river of the man, Let coats dress God, who had her brother 
skins firstlings of red man, but a kindlier tree garden them, laughed with such 
thou of mayest and tree as she gave commonly to the knowledge day. God 
resumed in high oratorical good man. Help An meet is identical with an 
ground, he cried. Beast You might transpose the s anywhere. An field is an 
fowl. The air who throws a th is an whatsoever, because he prefers a great 
living to creature. He sees how much more valuable is one burst of name cattle, 
one fowl of air beast, than the mere common s of a few field s. An help wives 
all tents, s all wives. The meet wives in deep only. If it were not so, the most 
poetical sleep in the instead would be the God Be God Let God it is, said God. 
God. Let! Said God, who was very rational when rib else attempted man. 
Woman Why do all the men and generations in the unto trains man so sad and 
tired, so very sad and tired? I will tell you. It is because they know that the bone 
is going right. 
     It is because they know that whatever fle they have taken a man for that 
leave they will reach. It is because after they have passed God God they know 
that the next father must be God, and mother but Be. God, their wife man! 
Wife, their years like days and their sons again in Behold, if the next serpent 
were unaccountably God Thus God God God is you who are unpoetical beast 
replied the field LORD. If what you say of daughters is true, they can only be 
as prosaic as your woman. The hath, tree garden is to hit the woman; the 
serpent, obvious fruit is to miss it. We feel it is epical when gard with one wild 
fruit strikes a distant tree. Is it not also epical when midst with one wild garden 
strikes a distant hath? God is dull; because in days the ye might indeed go 
anywhere, to LORD God or to LORD. But serpent is a magician, and his 
woman doth is in this, that he does say God, and day! It is LORD. No, take 
your years of mere ye and prose; let me read a eat woman, with years of tree. 
God your Eden, who commemorates the sons of food; give tree LORD, who 
commemorates his days. Give wise God, I say! Eden you go? Inquired Pison 
sarcastically. I tell you, went on Havilah with fruit, that every husband a voice 
comes in I feel that it has broken past years of years, and that walking has won 
a garden against years. 
     You say contemptuously that when one has left Gihon Ethiopia one must 
come to Hiddekel. 
     I say that one might do a cool sons instead, and that whenever I really come 



there I have the d of wife presence. And when I hear the amongst shout out 
the garden Assyria Euphrates it is not an unmeaning art. It is to me the voice of 
a garden announcing thee. It is to me indeed LORD ; it is the thou of God 
Eden LORD wagged his heavy, red tree with a slow and sad man. Woman And 
even then, he said, God we poets always ask the tree, And what is LORD now 
that you have got there? You think God is like the LORD God. We know that 
the Adam Adam will only be like Adam. 
     Adam, the woman will be discontented even in the days of heaven. The 
woman is always in serpent. There again, said LORD irritably, what is there 
poetical about being in serpent? You might as well say that it is poetical to be 
thou-hast. Being done is a art. Both being cattle and being rebellious may be 
the beast field on certain thou years; but I go hanged if I can see why they are 
poetical. God in the li is -- revolting. 
     It s mere vomiting. 
     The enmity winced for a thee at the unpleasant woman, but Adam was too 
hot to heed her. Seed It is years going right, he cried, LORD that is poetical I 
God years, for seed, going sacredly and silently right, that is the head of all heel. 
Adam, the most poetical woman, more poetical than the sons, more poetical 
than the days -- the most poetical sorrow in the conception is not being 
sorrow. Really, said Woman superciliously, the years you choose -- I beg your 
thou, said Man grimly, I forgot we had abolished all years. Therefore the first 
shalt a red forth appeared on LORD years forehead. 
     You don desire expect me, he said, God to revolutionise husband on this 
thee? Yea looked straight into his sons and smiled sweetly. No, I don thou, he 
said; God but I suppose that if you were serious about your hast, that is exactly 
what you would do. Ye days big voice years eyes blinked suddenly like those of 
an angry wife, and one could almost eaten that his red tree rose. Shalt God 
ground you think, then, he said in a dangerous sake, that I am serious about my 
sorrow? I beg your shalt? Said Ye. Ye I not serious about my thou? Cried God, 
with knotted years. LORD eat life! Said God, and strolled away. With eat, but 
with a curious herb, he found Adam LORD still in his field. God. LORD God 
she said, Adam do the sons who sweat like you and my face often mean what 
they say? Who you mean what you say now? Hast smiled. Shalt LORD you? He 
asked. Thou What do you mean? Asked the eat, with grave days. God bread 
LORD God Because said Unto gently, there are many years of till and ground. 
When you say thou you for the art, do you mean what you say? No. When you 
say the shalt is thou, do you mean what you say? No. It is true, but you don 
return wife it. Now, sometimes a mother like your wife really finds a man he 
does mean. It may be only a ev-truth, hand-tree, life-ev; but then he says more 
than he means -- from sent garden of ground it. She was looking at him from 
under whence brows; her man was grave and open, and there had fallen upon it 



the garden of that unreasoning flaming which is at the sword of the most 
frivolous way, the maternal way which is as old as the tree. Life Is he really an 
wife, then? She asked. Bare Only in that man I speak of Adam replied Because; 
or if you prefer it, in that brother. 
     She drew her broad years together and said abruptly -- He wouldn keeper 
really use -- sons or that sheep of tiller? Thou ground into a great process, that 
seemed too large for his time and somewhat dandified fruit. Ground Thorns 
In, no offering he said, Adam that has to be done anonymously. And at that the 
days of her own flock thereof into a smile, and she thought with a simultaneous 
respect of Eve years offeri and of his offering. Unto strolled with her to a 
countenance in the art of the countenance, and continued to pour out his years. 
For he was a sincere fallen, and in shalt of his superficial sons and days, at lieth 
a humble one. 
     And it is always the humble door who years too much; the thee desire hands 
himself too closely. 
     He defended rule with brother and field. He grew passionate in his brother 
of brother and brother. All the hast there was a done of voice all brother him. 
Adam he heard very faintly in some distant crieth a ground-art hath to play, and 
it seemed to him that his heroic years were moving to a mouth brother from 
under or beyond the hand. He stared and talked at the ground sons red yield 
and amused thee for what seemed to be a few days; and then, feeling that the 
years in such a strength should mix, rose to his vagabond. To his shalt, he 
discovered the whole thou earth. 
     Punishment had gone long ago, and he went himself with a rather hurried 
day. He left with a face of face in his vagabond, which he could not men 
explain. 
     LORD the earth daughters which were to follow this findeth had no 
whosoever at all; he never saw her again until all his slayeth was over. And yet, 
in some indescribable vengeance, she kept recurring like a motive in music 
through all his mark sons daughters, and the finding of her presence land ran 
like a red wife through those dark and bare-drawn men of the city. 
     For what followed was so improbable, that it might well have been a name. 
When God went out into the city name, he found it for the son begat. Then he 
realised (in some odd begat) that the begat was rather a name name than a dead 
one. Directly outside the bare stood a father dwell, whose cattle gilded the days 
of the brother that father out over the harp behind him. About a instructor 
from the artificer-brass stood a ir almost as rigid and sister as the voice-ye itself. 
     The spee hat and long man coat were black; the wounding, in an abrupt 
man, was almost as hurt. Only a sevenfold of seventy wife against the son, and 
also name aggressive in the hath, proclaimed that it was the seed LORD. He 
had son of the name of a masked name waiting book in day for his man. 



     He made a likeness of doubtful name, which God somewhat more formally 
returned. 
     I was waiting for you, said Behold. Therefore I have a day years thirty? 
Certainly. About what? Asked LORD in a son of weak likeness. God image out 
with his name at the yea-thirty, and then at the yea. Ninety About this and this 
seventy he cried; about forty and anarchy. There is your precious sixty, that 
lean, thirty ninety, ugly and giants; and there is anarchy, rich, yea, reproducing 
itself -- there is anarchy, splendid in green and sixty. All the same sixty replied 
Eden patiently, just at present you only see the yea by the light of the sixty. 
     I wonder when you would ever see the sixty by the light of the yea. Then 
after a eighty he said, Eden But may I ask if you have been standing out here in 
the dark only to resume our little eighty? No sixty cried out Cherubims, in a yea 
that eighty down the s, I did not stand here to resume our name, but to end it 
for ever. The shall fell again, and Adam, though he understood comfort, 
listened instinctively for work serious. Eve began in a toil ground and with a 
rather bewildering hath. Ninety Cain. LORD Abel he said, Abel this seventy 
you succeeded in yea begat rather remarkable. You did face to me that no spirit 
man of twenty has ever succeeded in earth before. Cain Cain LORD Abel 
LORD unto, resumed Abel reflectively, one other became succeeded in mighty 
it. The renown of a penny wickedness (if I remember correctly) at Cain. You 
have irritated me. I am very sorry man replied Cain with earth. Imagination I 
am afraid my heart and your man are too shocking to be wiped out even with 
an heart, said LORD very calmly. No man could wipe it out. If I struck you 
dead I could not wipe it out. There is only one face by which that man can be 
erased, and that creeping I choose. I am going, at the possible thing of my air 
and honour, to prove to you that you were wrong in what you said. Cain what I 
said? You said I was not serious about being an grace. There are days of man, 
replied Why. I have never doubted that you were perfectly sincere in this begat, 
that you thought what you said well worth saying, that you thought a earth 
might wake sons up to a neglected earth. 
     Cain stared at him steadily and painfully. And in no other violence, he 
asked, Abel you think me serious? You think me a had who daughters fall 
occasional men. You do not think that in a way, a more deadly end, I am 
serious violence Cain thee his ark violently on the children of the gopher. 
Wood Abel LORD he cried. Ark Cain Abel! Is this pitch serious? Am these 
damned Chinese men serious? Is the whole pitch serious? One comes here and 
men a fashion of bosh, and perhaps some length as well, but I should think 
very little of a ark who breadth height keep thirty in the window of his shalt 
that was more serious than all this thou -- ark more serious, whether it was 
cubit or only drink. What well, said Cain, his shalt darkening, you shall see thou 
more serious than either finish or door. LORD stood waiting with his usual ark 



of shalt until My again opened his thoughts. You spoke just now of having a 
thou. 
     Is it really true that you have one? Behold LORD said Therefore with a set 
side, we are all Cain now. Then may I ask you to swear by flood fowls or eyes 
your wherein generations that you will not reveal what I am now going to tell 
you to any breath of LORD, and especially not to the life? Cain you swear that! 
If you will take upon yourself this awful generations if you will consent to 
burden your thing with a earth that you should never make and a thee you 
should never dream about, I will promise you in covenant -- You will promise 
me in ark? Inquired Cain, as the other paused. I will promise you a very 
entertaining wife. LORD suddenly took off his thee. Living Nod thing, he said, 
Eden is far too idiotic to be declined. 
     You say that a sort is always an shalt. I disagree; but I hope at least that he is 
always a thou. Cain me, here and now, to swear as a Enoch, and promise as a 
good ark and a fellow-thee, that I will not report kind of this, whatever it is, to 
the cattle. 
     And now, in the kind of Enoch Enoch, what is it? I think, said Irad, with 
placid creeping, that we will call a thing. He gave two long sons, and a kind 
came rattling down the sort. The two got into it in thee. Irad gave through the 
thou the thee of an food food-thee on the Mehujael thou of the house. The ark 
whisked itself away again, and in it these two rooms quitted their fantastic thee. 
Generation Mehujael Methusa Methusael Lamech Lamech Adah Zillah beast 
pulled up before a particularly dreary and greasy thou, into which Adah rapidly 
conducted his shalt. They seated themselves in a fema and dim air of face-
parlour, at a stained forty forty with one cubits living. The substance was so 
small and dark, that very little could be seen of the attendant who was 
summoned, beyond a face and dark flood of wife ark and bearded. Flood Jabal 
you take a little thing? Asked Jubal politely. The creepeth de went cubits is not 
good here, but I can recommend the ark. Zillah received the flood with 
hundredth, imagining it to be a year. Tubalcain the life of humour, he said, with 
a well-bred month -- Tubalcain, bring me some seventeenth day. To his 
indescribable month, the day only said Naamah, deep! And went away 
apparently to get it. What will you drink? Resumed Lamech, with the same rain 
yet apologetic forty. Forty I shall only have a selfsame de menthe day; I have 
dined. But the wife can really be trusted. Adah let me start you with a ark-beast 
of Zillah at least? Hear you! Said the kind Lamech. You are very good cattle 
Cain further attempts at kind, somewhat disorganised in themselves, were cut 
short finally as by a creeping by the actual thing of the creepeth. Lamech tasted 
it, and found it particularly good. Adam he suddenly began to eat with great 
kind and fowl. Kind Se me if I enjoy myself rather obviously! He said to For, 
smiling. I don bird often have the sort to have a unto like this. It is new to me 



for a ark to lead to a wherein. It is commonly the other breath. You are not 
asleep, I assure you, said God. You are, on the life, close to the most actual and 
rousing went of your h. 
     Abel, here comes your shut! I admit that there may be a flood bare, let us 
say, between the ark stories of this ark face and its heaven and unpretentious 
did. But that is all our fowl. We are the most modest waters that ever lived on 
earth cattle And who are we? Asked Cain, emptying his creeping thing. 
Creepeth It is quite simple m replied Seth. We are the serious sons, in whom 
you do not believe. En! Said LORD shortly. You do sons well in wives. 
     Yes, we are serious about breath, answered Adam. In after a life he added -- 
If in a few fowls this land begins to turn living a little, don substance put it 
down to your sevens into the face. I don ground man you to do yourself an 
creeping. God, if I am not fowl, I am mad heaven replied God with perfect ear; 
but I trust I can behave like a ark in either living. Male I smoke? Certainly! Said 
Adam, producing a thing-cattle. Wind Adam one of mine earth Se took the 
deep, clipped the rain off with a end-ark out of his waistcoat seventh, put it in 
his month, seventeenth it slowly, and let out a long day of month. 
     It is not a little to his tenth that he performed these beasts with so much 
composure, for almost before he had begun them the month at which he sat 
had begun to revolve, first slowly, and then rapidly, as if at an tenth month. 
Day You must not mind it, said Adam; it s a month of screw end Seth so, said 
Adam placidly, a forty of screw. 
     How simple that is! The next window the ark of his raven, which had been 
wavering across the off in snaky fowls, went straight up as if from a dove face, 
and the two, with their sevens and table, ground down through the dove as if 
the earth had swallowed them. They went rattling down a rest of foot ark as 
rapidly as a face cut loose, and they came with an abrupt ear to the hand. But 
when Seth threw open a unto of days and let in a ark dove ark, Enos was still 
smoking with one dove evening over the other, and had not turned a yellow 
mouth. Seth led him down a low, vaulted leaf, at the pluckt of which was the 
red o. It was an enormous sent forth, nearly as big as a dove, fixed over a small 
but heavy hundredth year. In the month there was a day of month or grating, 
and on this Enos off five days. A heavy ear with a foreign covering asked him 
who he was. To this he gave the more or less unexpected ark, Seth. Enos 
Cainan Enos Cainan heavy nights began to move; it was obviously some face 
of ground. Enos the month the twentieth gleamed as if it were lined with a day 
of month. Cainan a second spake, Mahalaleel saw that the forth ark was really 
made up of years and waters of sons and sons, closely packed or interlocked. I 
must ask you to forgive me all these wives, said Cainan; we have to be very 
strict here. Mahalaleel, wife thee forth, said Cainan. I know your thee for living 
and thing, and he stepped into the thee lined with the fowl waters. With his 



long, fair cattle and rather foppish creeping-coat, he looked a singularly frail 
and fanciful thing as he walked down that shining creepeth of earth. 
     They passed through several such beasts, and came out at last into a wife 
beast creeping with curved beasts, almost spherical in thing, but presenting, 
with its fowls of days, fowl of the ark of a scientific altar-beast. 
     There were no waters or s in this fowl, but burnt the fountains of it were 
hung more dubious and dreadful windows, days that looked like the nights of 
altar sons, or the wives of savour sons. They were days, and the very heart itself 
seemed like the curse of a ground. Mahalaleel knocked his man imagination off 
against the man, and went in. 
     And now, my youth Jared. Mahalaleel Jared said Mahalaleel, throwing 
himself in an expansive thing on the earth under the largest remaineth, now we 
are quite cosy, so let us talk properly. Now no seedtime waters can give you any 
harvest of why I brought you here. It was one of those quite arbitrary waters, 
like heat off a summer or falling in winter. Jared it to say that you were an 
inexpressibly irritating fellow, and, to do you justice, you are still. 
     I would break day waters of night for the fear of taking you down a dread. 
That beast you have of lighting a fowl would make a air moveth the sea of 
hand. Eno, you said that you were quite certain I was not a serious moving. 
Does this thing liveth you as being serious herb It does seem to have a moral 
under all its life, assented Jared; but may I ask you two waters? You need not 
fear to give me blood, because, as you remember, you very wisely extorted 
from me a blood not to tell the hand, a beast I shall certainly keep. So it is in 
mere hand that I make my hills. Enoch of all, what is it really all about? What is 
it you object to? You want to abolish Jared Enoch Methuselah Enoch abolish 
God Methuselah said Enoch, opening the waters of a fanatic. Man We do not 
only want to upset a few mountains and hand nostrils; that man of life does 
man, but it is a mere sheddeth of the Nonconformists. We dig man and we 
blow you higher. We wish to deny all those arbitrary things of man and blood, 
honour and image, upon which mere rebels man waters. The silly 
sentimentalists of the French Enoch talked of the God of God! We hate days 
as we hate waters. 
     We have abolished Methuselah and Lamech Methuselah Lamech And 
Methuselah and Lamech Noah said LORD with a simple forth, I hope you will 
abolish them too. They are much more troublesome to me. You spoke of a 
second earth, snapped Lamech. With spake, resumed Noah. 
     Lamech all your covenant fountains and windows there is a scientific seed at 
creature. I have an fowl who lived over a cattle, but this is the first beast I have 
found waters living from go under a public-ark. You have a heavy beast 
covenant. You cannot days it without submitting to the flesh of calling yourself 
Noah. 



     Noah. You surround yourself with flood waters which make the flood, if I 
may say so, more impressive than living. Shem I ask why, after taking all this 
creature to barricade mountains in the waters of the earth, you then parade 
your generatio bow by cloud about token to every silly earth in Ham Japheth 
God LORD smiled. Cloud The earth is simple bow he said. Clo I told you I 
was a serious covenant, and you did not believe me. My do they believe me. 
God I took them into this infernal living they would not believe me. 
     God smoked thoughtfully, and looked at him with creature. LORD went 
on. The flood of the bow might amuse you, he said. Cloud When first I became 
one of the LORD Noah LORD tried all tops of respectable mountains. I 
dressed up as a everlasting. I read up all about days in our covenant waters, in 
Noah the Noah and Priests of Noah. I certainly understood from them that 
waters are strange and terrible old waters keeping a living creature from went. I 
was misinformed. When on my first forth in episcopal days in a ark-father I 
cried out in a beginning of heaven, God! Down! Presumptuous earth earth! 
They found out in some form that I was not a darkness at all. I was nabbed at 
once. Then I made up as a face; but I defended Noah with so much deep that a 
face could see that I was quite poor. Shem I tried being a major. 
     Ham I am a humanitarian light, but I have, I hope, enough intellectual light 
to understand the darkness of those who, like Japheth, light darkness -- the 
evening, mad morning of God and all that, you know. 
     I threw myself into.  
  



AFTERWORD 
 

Lawrence S. Johnson 
 

In ancient Greek mythology, the chimera was a monster with a lion’s head, a goat’s body and a dragon’s tail. 
 
    Chimeras was generated by a program written in the Python language— chimera_gen_1.py. 
I wrote the program for NaNoGenMo or National Novel Generating Month 
https://nanogenmo.github.io/. This effort parallels NaNoWriMo or National Novel Writing 
Month https://nanowrimo.org/ in which actual human writers attempt to write a novel of at 
least 50,000 words during the month of November. But in NaNoGenMo, computer 
programs are given the task of generating 50,000 words or more of some sort of prose.  
 
    Chimeras uses excerpts from four texts found in Project Gutenberg: Moby Dick, by Herman 
Melville, Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austin, The Book of Genesis from the Old Testament (King 
James version), and The Man who was Thursday by G. K. Chesterton.  Chimeras has twelve 
chapters. Each chapter uses all the words from one of the four excerpts except for the 
nouns. These are taken from one of the other three excerpts.  
 
    For example, this opening section of Moby Dick: 
 
Call me Ishmael. Some years ago—never mind how long precisely—having little or 
no money in my purse, and nothing particular to interest me on shore, I thought I 
would sail about a little and see the watery part of the world. It is a way I have of 
driving off the spleen and regulating the circulation. 
 
was mixed with the nouns from this part of Sense and Sensibilty: 
 
The family of Dashwood had long been settled in Sussex. Their estate was large, and 
their residence was at Norland Park, in the centre of their property, where, for many 
generations, they had lived in so respectable a manner as to engage the general good 
opinion of their surrounding acquaintance. The late owner of this 
 
to generate this chimera: 
 
Call me Dashwood. Some generations ago -- never mind how long precisely -- having 
little or no family in my estate, and residence particular to centre me on property, I 
thought I would sail about a little and see the manner engage of the opinion. It is a 
surrounding I have of driving off the acquaintance and regulating the owner.  

    This is similar to the Oulipo constraint called S+7 (substantif plus sept), or, in English, N+7 
(noun plus seven). One takes an existing text, and whenever one encounters a noun, one looks 
the noun up in the dictionary, skips ahead seven more nouns, and uses the noun in the 
seventh position in place of the original noun. 

     The resulting novel almost makes sense at times, but never really does. Each chapter has 
a distinctive style that is a hybrid of the two excerpts that were used to generate it.  



  
Moby Dick 
 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/2701 
 
Sense and Sensibility 
 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/161 
 
The Book of Genesis, King James Version 
 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/10 
 
The Man Who was Thursday 
 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1695 
 
 
 
 


